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WILLOW VALE
BY RETURN WHOLESALE SUPPLIERS OF:

COMPONENTS
Dubilier capacitors. Erie wire -
wound resistors. 1, I and 2 watt
carbon film hi -stabs. Sprague
bias and smoothing electrolytics.
Egen presets. AB metal volume
controls. Smoothing electrolytics.
Printed circuit aerial panels.
Valve bases. Belling and Egen
co -axial plugs, Din Plugs and
sockets. Thermistors (ITT).

TRANSISTORS AND
SEMI -CONDUCTORS

Full range of current colour
transistors. AC, AF, BC, BF, BD,
OC, etc., types always in stock.
Rectifiers and VDRS. Full trade
discount. Reputable makes. Mul-
lard, Siemens, Valvo, etc.

VALVES
Entire range of entertainment
types in stock at 41 per cent or
48 per cent discount. See cata-
logue for details. Twelve months'
guarantee.

C.R.T.'s
Full range of monochrome and
colour tubes. Rebuilt and new.
2 -year and 4 -year guarantees.
All sizes from 17 in. to 25 in.
stocked. Panorama, Rimguard,
Mono and Twin -Panel.

LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

All makes supplied. Exchange
units or new replacement trans-
formers. (Subject to availability.)
Bush, Philips, Pye, Ekco, Sobell/
G.E.C., Ferguson, Philco, Ferranti,
Peto-Scott, etc., etc.

SERVICE AIDS
Electrolube, Servisol, Multicore
Solders, tools, multi -meters in

stock.

WE ARE THE ONLY SPECIALIST WHOLESALER TO THE
SERVICE ENGINEER

TWO DEPOTS:
Excellent Trade Discounts. Purchase
our catalogue, 20p in stamps please.
Refunded on first order. Strictly trade only.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES COVER THE COUNTRY AND WILL BE PLEASED TO CALL

4 & 5 THE BROADWAY, HANWELL, LONDON,W.7
Telephones: 01-567 5400 01-567 2971 01-579 3582

42 WEST END, STREET, SOMERSET 045-84 2597
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC
CORPORATION LTD.
38 CHALCOT ROAD, CHALK FARM, LONDON, N.W.1
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS Telephone 01422-9090

0A2 040 6A06 100 6F25 041
002 040 6AT6 0-18 61828 0130
0Z4 625 6A06 019 6F32 0.15
1A3 043 6AV6 028 60118A 0.50
IA5 0.25 6AW8A 0-54 60K5 0.50
IA7GT 032 6AX4 0.89 60U7 050
1B:iGT 0.35 6B80 0.13 6H6GT 0.15
1D5 018 6BA6 0.19 6250 0.19
1D6 0.48 .1308 050 6J50T 629
1FD1 043 6BE6 0-20 6J6 0.18
106 0.80 6B06G 105 6J70 0.24
1505GT 033 6BH6 0.43 6J70T 0.38
IL4 0-18 6BJ6 089 6J178A 0.50
ILD5 040 6BK7A 050 6K7G 0.10
ILN5 0.40 OBQS 0.21 0K8G 046
1N5GT 0.87 6BQ7A 0-38 0L1 0.98
105 0.28 6BR7 0.79 tiL6GT 0.39
184 0.22 6B08 0.63 6L7 0.38
185 0.20 6B87 1.25 6L12 0-32
104 0.29 6BW6 0.72 fiL18 0.44
105 0.48 6BW7 040 6119 1.88
21)21. 0.35 6096 0.31 611)12 0.29
21105 0.50 6C4 0.2.8 6LD20 0.48
3A4 0-2.5 6C6 0.19 6N7GT 0.40
:3B7 015 609 0.73 6P15 0.21
3116 0-19 6012 0.26 6P28 049
3Q4 088 6017 0.63 (3Q7 0.43
3Q5GT 045 6CB6A 0.26 OQ7GT 0.43
384 0.23 601)66 146 6R7 0.55
304 0.82 6008A 040 6070 0-35
40136 040 6CL6 0.43 68A7GT .85
502)8 0.50 6CL8A 0.50 68A7 0.35
51140Y 043 6CM7 0.50 68C7GT -83
3V40 0-33 6005 040 68070T .33
3Y30T 025 6CW4 0.63 6807 0.53
593 0.45 6133 0.88 68J7 0.35
5941) 0.83 6136 045 68K7GT .23
39 ;GT 0.88 613E7 650 68Q7GT -88
6/3012 0.53 6DT6A 0.50 6U4GT 0-60
0A80 0-33 6EW6 0.55 6U70 0.53
6AC7 0.15 681 0.59 6V60 047
(1A05 0.25 6F6 0.63 6V60T 0.27
OAKS 0.25 6F6G 0.25 6X4 0.20
OAKO 040 6F13 0.33 6X50T 0.25
6AM6 0.17 6F14 0.40 6Y6G 0.56
6.3M8A 040 6F15 0.65 (3Y70 043
6A318 0.49 6F18 0.45 7B0 0-58
6AQ5 0.21 0823 065 707 0 32
0A05 040 13824 0-88 700 0 30

10818 0-35
1OLD11 .53
10813 0.54
10P14 1.08
12A6 0.83
12AC6 0.40
12ADO 0-40
PIAE6 0.48
I2AT6 0-23
12AT7 0-16
12.006 0.21
12A277 0.19
I2AV(i 0.28
12AX7 0.21
120A6 0.30
120E6 0-30
121307 0-27
12J50T .80
12J7GT .33
1205 0.50
12K7GT 44
12Q7GT -28
128A7GT-40
12807 0-35
12807 0.23
12807 0.15
128,37 043
12607 0.24
128Q70T-50
1407 0.48
1487 0.75
19AQ5 0.24
1913060 .80
1906 0.50
19111 2.00
20131 0.49
20174 1.05

7178 0.88 2082 0.85 85A2 0.48
707 0.28 20L1 0.98 85A3 040
7R7 0.65 2((P1 0.50 90AG 8-38
7V7 0.25 20P3 0.76 90AV 848
7Y4 0.60 201'4 0.89 9000 1.70
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10F9 0.45 2525 0.40 305 0.83

25Z6GT -43 306 0.65
:(0A5 0.44 807 0.59
:3001 0-26 1821 048
30015 0.55 5702 0.80
:30017 0-74 5763 0.50
30018 0-58 6060 0-80
3085 0.61 7193 0.58
30811 0.58 7473 0.70
30FL2 0.58 A1834 1.00
308112 -87 A2134 0.98
30FLI4 .66 A:0042 0.75
3011 0.29 AC044 1-16
:30115 0.55 AC2/PEN
30L17 0.65 0.98
3084M0 -95 AC6PEN -38
30P12 0.69 AC2/PEN'
30106 0.28 DI) 0.98
30P19/ AC/PEN(7)

30P4 0.55 0.98
33(811 0.57 AC/TH1 40
30PLI3 .75 AC/TP 0.98
30P114 .62 AL60 0.78
30PL15 -87 ARP3 0-35
55A3 048 ATP4 0.12
35A5 0.75 AZI 040
35135 0.70 A931 048
35160T .42 AZ -41 0.58
35W4 0.23 0:36 0.35
3593 0-50 CL33 0.90
35Z4GT -24 CV6 0.53
35950T -30 CYIC 0.53
5((B5 0-35 CY31 0.29
5(305 0-32 1)63 0.20
50011002.17 DAC32 0 33
50E115 0.55 DAF9I 0.243
50L6GT .45 DA F96 0 33
72 043 1004 0.53

DF:03 0.87
DF91 0.14
DF96 044
131176 0.28
131177 048
131181 048
13H107 0.90
DK32 0.82
DK40 0.55
DK91 0.26
DK92 0-85
DK96 0.35
DL33 0-35
DL92 0.23
DL94 0.82
DL96 0.35
DM70 0.30
DM71 0.88
DW4/500

0.38
DY87/6 0.22
DYSO2 0.29
DOICC 1.65
E8OF 1.20
08:0F 1-20
E88CC 0.60
E92CC 640
01808 090
E162001.00
E1148 653
EA50 0.18
0A76 0.88
EABC80 .29
EAC91 638
EAF42 048
E534 0.20
EB91 0.10
00041 0.48
EBC8I 0.29
00090 0-18
EBC91 0.28

EBF80 0-30
EBF83 0-38
EB889 0.26
EBL2I 0.60
EC54 0-50
0086 0.59
0088 0.59
EC92 0-34
ECC32 1.50
00033 1.50
00040 0.60
00081 0.16
00082 619
00083 041
E0084 0.28
00085 0.32
00086 0.40
ECC88 0.35
ECC189 -48
ECC804 -53
ECC8071 .70
ECF80 0.27
ECF82 0.25
ECF86 0.64
0088042.10
001121 0.63
ECH42 0.57
00E181 0.25
ECH83 0-38
001184 0-34
ECL80 0-28
ECL82 028
ECL83 0-52
001.84 0.54
ECL85 0.54
E0186 0.33
0E80 660
EF22 0.63
EF40 0.49
0841 0.58
EF42 0-33
EF73 0.75
0880 0-21
EF8:3 048
0885 0.25
EFS6 0.27
0809 0.23
EF91 0.17
0892 0.28
0897 655
EF98 0.65

08183 0.25
EF184 0-27
EFP60 0.50
EH90 0-34
EL3'2 018
EL34 0-44
EL35 1.00
EL37 0.74
EL4I 0-53
EL42 0-53
EL8I 050
EL83 048
EL84 0 21
EL85 0-40
EL86 0-38
EL91 0.23
EL95 0-32
EL360 0.49
ELLS° 0.75
03180 0-37
EM81 0-37
EM83 0.75
EM84 0-31
EM85 1.00
E111.87 044
EY51 0.29
EY81 0-35
0483 0.54
EY84 0.50
EY87/6 -27

INS 040
EY91 0.53
EZ:05 0.25
0940 040
0941 0.42
EZ80 0-10
0981 0.20
0990 0.20
FV1"4/500

0.75
8W4/800

0-75
(1930 0-33
09:02 0.39
0933 0.70
0934 0.47
0937 0.67
HABC80 .44
012:31)1).40
HL41DD.98
111421.11) -50

HN309 140
HVR2 0.53
IIVR2A .53
IW3 0.88
1W4/350 -38
1W4/500 -38
KT2 625
KT8 1.75
KT41 0.98
KT44 1.00
KT63 0.25
KT66 0.80
KT74 0.63
KT76 0.63
KT81 2.00
KTW61 -63
KTW62 .68
KTW62 .50
L9319 0.26
L9329 0.28
1.9339 0.55
M8162 0.63
MHL4 0.75
N78 2.05
N108 1.40
N308 0.95
N339 044
N359 0.42
P61 0.44
PABC80 .32
PC86 0.44
PCS8 0.44
PC95 0.53
PC97 0-36
PC900 0.29
PC084 0-27
PCC85 0.24
PC088 0.89
PCC89 0.42
PC0189 0.46
PCC805 0.55
PC0800 0.65
PC800 0-28
PCF82 0.30
PCF84 0.40
P0886 0.44
PCF87 0.74
PCP206 .67
PCF800 -55
PC8001 28
PCF802 -87

PCFRO5 -58
PCF806 .55
PCF808 -66
PC11200 -62
PCL82 0.29
PCL83 0.54
PCL84 0-32
PCL805/85

0.37
PCL86 0.36
PCL88 0.62
PC1800 -75
PCL801 -57
PEN4131)

1.88
PEN45 0.40
PEN45DD

0.75
PEN46 0-20
PEN453DD

0.98
PENA4 -98
PEN/ DI)/

4020 0.88
PFL200 -50
PL33 0-38
P1.36 0.46
P138 0.90
PL81 0.42
PL81A 0.48
PL82 0.28
PL83 0-30
PL84 0.28
PL302 0.55
P1504/500

0.60
PL505 1-30
P1508 0.90
PL509 1-30
PL802 0.75
P3184 0.31
PX4 1.16
PY33/2 -50
PY80 0.83
PY81 0.24
PY82 0.23
PY83 0.28
PY88 0.31
PY301 0.56
PY500 0.95
P2(800 0.31

PY801 0-31
PZ30 0.48
QQV03/10

1.20
Q875/20 -83
(3895/10 49
Q8150/15

0.63
Q2704/7 -63
1110 0.75
RII 0.98
R16 1.75
1217 0.88
R18 0.50
R19 0.28
R20 0-58
1252 0-33
RK34 0-88
8P42 0.75
SP61 0-33
TH4B 0.50
TH233 0.98
TP2620 -98
UABC80 -30
UAF42 0.49
TJBC41 0.45
1./BC81 0.40
UBF80 0.28
UBF89 0.28
UBL21 0.55
UC92 0-35
UCC84 0-33
UCC85 0-33
00880 0-31
UCH21 0.60
UCH42 0.57
110081 0.29
UCL82 0-30
00183 0.48
1.7841 0.50
UF42 0.80
0880 0.35
UF85 0-34
11086 0.83
UF89 0.27
UL41 0.54
17184 0-28
UM8O 0.33
U1110 0.53
U05 0.38
11U9 0.40

U1712 020
171'41 0 38
UY85 023
1710 0.45
U12/14 048
1716 075
U17 055
U18/20 0.75
1719 1 73
1322 0-39
1725 0.62
026 0 53
17:01 040
1.13) 1 50
1135 083
U37 1 75
045 0 78
U47 0 82
1148 0 53
U50 0-25
1776 024
U78 0 20
U107 0.92
11191 0 56
17193 041
1.72.51 0 82
U281 040
17282 0.40
U301 0 40
0403 043
U404 0 38
U801 0 76
04020 0-38
VP13C 045
VP23 040
VP41 0.88
VT61A 045
VI7111 0 44
VU120 060
V U120A 60
VU133 0-35
W76 044
WI07 0.50
W729 0.80
X41 0.50
X63 0.33
XE3 500
011/1.5 -48
9329 0 81
Z749 0.85

All valves are unused, boxed, and subject to the standard 90 -day guarantee. Terms of business: -
Cash or ch.( se with order only. Post/packing 3p per item, subject to a minimum of 3p per order.
Orders over 55 post/packing free. Same day despatch by first clue mail. Any parcel insured against
damage its transit for only 3p extra per order. Complete catalogue with conditions of sale price 7p
post paid. Business hours Mon. -Fri. 9-5.30 p.m. Sate. 9-1 p.m.

We du not handle seconds nor rejects, which are often described as "New and Tested" but have a
limited and unreliable life. No enquiries answered unless S.A.E. is enclosed fur a reply.
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RECEIVER
(as published in P.T.-April issue)
We can supply all the Resistors,
Capacitors, Transistors, Diodes and
the Thermistor for the Decoder (as
indicated in the May issue) at a
Special K it Priceof £7-63 inc. P. &P.

All the items supplied are as
specified and will fit the recom-
mended P.C. Board. We shall also
be supplying all the discrete and
passive components, for the future
articles on this article, at special
Kit prices.
We also stock a vast range of
Semi -conductors, Capacitors,
Resistors, Thermistors, V.D.R.S.,
Potentiometers and Associate
Electronic Com ponents.
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We regret, that due to huge re-
sponse, a delay of 1-14 days may
Occur in the despatch of the Kits.

A. MARSHALL & SON LTD
28 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY

LONDON,NW2
TEL. 01-452 0161 TELEX 21492
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REBUILT TUBES!

Mono

YOU'RE

SAFE

WHEN YOU

BUY FROM

RE -VIEW!

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:
Rimband Colour

12.14" L4.50 19" £6.00 19" 0.250
15.17" £4.75 23" £8.00 22" L25.00

19" L5.00 24" £9.00 25" C27.50
21" L6.00 Twin Panel 26" L29.00
23" £7.00 19" L6.50 Exchange Basis

23" L8.50 Carriage LI
Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery

Guarantee I year
* Each tube is rebuilt with a completely new gun

assembly and the correct voltage heater.
* Each tube comes to you with a guarantee card

covering It for Mono Tubes, two years against all
but breakage.

* Each tube is delivered free England, Scotland,
Wales, and insured on the journey.

* Each tube is rebuilt with experience and know-
how. We were amongst the very first to pioneer
the technique of rebuilding television tubes.
RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES

237 London Rood, West Croydon, Surrey
Tel. 01-689/7735

New...
a do-it-yourself
TV aerial kit!
First time ever -a full
ten element aerial in kit
form -Aerialkit by
Antiference. Assemble and
instal it easily, in loft, on outside
wall or woodwork. First-class
reception of BBC1, BBC2, ITV,
625 line programmes,colour or black -
and -white.  Includes aerial array,
mounting arm and bracket, universal
clamp, outlet box, flylead to set, clips,
wallplugs, screws and full instructions.
£4 from your local TV dealer. Orwrite
for illustrated folder to Antif erence Ltd.
Aylesbury, Bucks.

Antiference
Aeriatkitl
'Normal reception areas-checkwith your local dealer.

TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. TRADE 10-20% DISCOUNT
ALBA 1090, 1135, 1195, 1235. 1395, 1435 £5.00.
ARGOSY 17K10, 17K11. 17K12, 17K14. 19K17. 17K43 C4-00.
BAIRD All models price E6-90. From model 600 quote part no. normally found on TX base plate.
BUSH TV53 to TUG69 £2.00. TV91 to TV139 £4.75. TV141 to TV186 please state part number £4-50. TV75 to TV86 C4.00 (except

TVBO).
COSSOR CT1700U to CT2378A MOO.
DECCA DR1, DR2, DR121 £4.50. DR95. DR606 £460. MS 2000 Series, exchange £4.50.
DEFIANT 9A40 to 9A63. £5.00. State if "Horseshoe" type former is used.
DYNATRON TV30, TV35, TV36, TV37, TV38, TV39, TV40, TV41, etc. E440.
EKCO T231, T284, TC267, T283, T293, T311. T326, T327. T330, TM B272, T344, 7344F, T345, TP347, T348, 7348F, TC347, TC349,

TC356, T368, 1370, TC369, T371, T372, TP373, TC374, 7377A, T393, T394. 433, 434, 435. 436, 437 all at E4-00.
FERGUSON 306T, 308T, 406T, 408T, 416, 436, 438, 506, 508. 516, 518, 536. 546, 604. 606. 608, 616, 619, 636, 646, 648, 725,

726. 727, 3600. 3601, 3602, 3604, 3611, 3612, 3614, 3617, 3618, 3619, 3620, 3621, 3622. 3623, 3624, 3625, 3626. 3627,
3629, £4.00.

FERRANTI T1001, 71 002,11 002/1, T1004.11005,11023,11024, T1027, T1027F, TP1026, T1071. T1072, T1121, TC1122, TC1124,
11125, TC1126 £4.00. 1154, 1155 £4.76.

G.E.C. BT302, BT342 £3.50. BT454DST-456DST, 2012. 2013, 2014, 2015, 2000DS, 2001DS, 2002DS £4.60.
H.M.V. 1865, 1869, 1870, 1872. 1874, 1876, 1890, 1892, 1894, 1896. All models to 2645 £4.00.
KB OV30, NF70, NV40, PV40, OV10, OV30, RV10, RV20, RV30. PVP20 £4.50. Featherlight £4.50. VC1-VC2-VC3-VC4 £4.50.
MASTERADIO 4013 DST, D500 DST, D507 DST £4.50.
MARCONI VT153, VT155, VT156, VT157, VT159, VT161, VT163, VT165, VT170. 4611, 4800, 4801, 4803, 4615 £4-00.
MURPHY V310 to 2149 £4.75.
PAM 600S to 5106 C400.
PETO SCOTT. Prices on request.
PHILCO 1019, 1020, 2021 £4.13. 1100, 1110, 5600. 5601, 5602 £4-00.
PHILIPS 11TG190 to 241301 £5.00.
PILOT PT450, 452. 455, 650, PT651, P60A, P61 £4.00.
PYE V200, V400. 200LB, 210, 220, 300F, 300S, 310. 210S, 410, 510. 530. 600, 620, 630, 700 A or D, 710 A or D, 830A or D or LBA

£4.00. 11U Series, 11U-P/NO, AL21003, 21F to 61. Part Nos must be given when ordering Pye LOPTS.
REGENTONE 197-198, 298, TV402, TV401, TV501. TV502 £4.50. 10-4-10-6. 10-21, 17-18, 10-12, 191-192 C400.
R.G.D. 626, 627, 628, 726. RV202. RV302 £450. 519-619-620-621C, 723 C400.
SOBELL 1000DS, 10020S, 1005DS, 1010DST, 1012, 1013, 1014. 1018, 1019, 1020. 1021, 1032, 1033, 1038, 1039 £4.50.
STELLA T1011 U to 2149A £5-00.
ULTRA 1770, 2170, 1772, 1782, 2172, 1771, 2171, 1775, 2175, 1774, 2174, 1773, 2137, 1980c, 1984c, 100c, 200c, 2380, 2384, 1984,

1985, 1986, 1980, 1980a, 1780, 2180, 2181. 2183, 2182, 1871, 1783, 6600. 6625. 6626, 6628. 6632, 6642 etc. £4.00.
Post and Packing 26p. C.O.D. 30p extra. SAE ALL ENQUIRIES. RETURN OF POST SERVICE ON ALL STOCK ITEMS.

Dept. "R" E. J. PAPWORTH AND SON LTD. (Formerly D. & B. Television)
80 MERTON HIGH STREET, S.W.19 01-540 3513, 3955



SAVE 

TIMr 
5 -volume set 

MAK yes full re air data for more than 

popular 
IVIONEY4ipar 

This comprehensive 

a TV 
NG 

With this 5 -volume library, you will nave at your 
fingertips all the necessary data needed for the speedy 

and efficient maintenance of the popular sets now 
coming in for repair. Much of the earlier information 

is unattainable through any other channel. The 1972 
volume contains valuable abstracts from manufacturers 
service bulletins issued over the year. No service 

Man should be without this money -spinner, its the 
only work of its kind I Prove it for yourself by seeing 
the set on Free Trial, simply complete order form over- 
leaf and POST TODAY - NO STAMP REQUIRED. 

TELEVISIONS STEREOGRAMS 
RADIOS TAPE RECORDERS CAR 
RADIOS RECORD PLAYERS 

Here in 5 handy -sized volumes you have compre- 
hensive technical information for servicing over 1,250 

of the popular 1967-72 models of Television (including 
Colour TV) Stereograms, Radios, Tape Recorders, 

Car Radios and Record Players. The section on Colour 
TV alone makes this 3,340 page library a sure money 

spinner for years to come. See for yourself. Examine 
RADIO & TV SERVICING on 10 days free trial and 

prove for yourself how valuable and indispensible this 

money -making library is. 

3340 PAGES, 3759 CIRCUITS, PRINTED PANEL 

DIAGRAMS, COMPONENT LAYOUT DIAGRAMS 

AND WAVEFORM GRAPHS, ETC 

COLOUR TV 

Radio & TV Servicing has kept pace with the growth of Colour TV. 

In 634 fact -filled pages you will find-installation instructions. 

New term explanations. Purity adjustments. Colour balance. 

Static convergence. Circuit diagram notes, etc. You have over 
965 circuits, component layout diagrams, block diagrams, printed 

panel diagrams, waveforms, photos and tables. In fact all the 
information needed for efficient and speedy repairs. 

Yours to examine at 10 DAYS FREE, TRIAL 
leisure on 



Postage 
will be 
paid by 

Licensee 

ompre ensive -vo ume y anual 

The ONLY work of its kind-packed 
with repair data for all these makes 

COLOUR TELEVISION (634 PAGES) 

Alba, Baird, Bang and Olufsen, B.R.C., Bush, Decca, Dyna- 
tron, Ekco, Ferguson, Ferranti, G.E.C., H.M.V., Invicta, 

I.T.T/K.B., Marconiphone, Masteradio, Murphy, Philips, 
Pye, Sobel!, Stella, Ultra. 

MONO TV, RADIOS, STEREOGRAMS, 
CAR RADIOS, RECORD PLAYERS, 

TAPE RECORDERS 

Aiwa, Alba, Baird, Bang and Olufsen, Beogram, Beolit, Blaupunkt, 
B.R.C., Bush, Cossor, Crown, Dansette, Decca, Defiant, Dulci, 

Dynatron, Eddystone, Ekco, Elizabethan, Ferguson, Ferranti, 
Fidelity, G.E C., Grundig, Hacker, Halcyon, H.M.V., Hitachi, Invicta, 

I.T.T./K.B., JugoElektra, Klinger, Loewe Opta, Marconiphone, 
Masteradio, Monogram, Murphy, National, Nivico, Perdio, Peto- 

Scott, Philco, Philips, Portadyne, Pye, Radiomobile, Radionette, 
R.G.D., Roberts' Radio, Robux, Sanyo, Sharp, Sobell, Sony, 

Standard, S.T.C., Stella, Stereosound, Telefunken, Teletron, Thorn, 
Sanyo, Ultra, Unitra, Van Der Molen, World Radio. 

Plus recent developments 
Mullard Integrated Units, Electronic Video -Recording and Repro- 

duction-EVR system, Radio Receivers-Car radios, Stereo 
Multiplex reception, Capacitance Diode Tuning, Colour Television 

Test Equipment-Crosshatch Generator, Degaussing Coil, E.H.T. 
Meter, Colour Bar Generator, Cathode Ray Oscilloscope, Power 

Supply requirements. Alignment, Circuit design 
. 

HOW TO FOLD THIS FORM 

Fold A to A turning coupon section under. 

Then fold at B and C and tuck B into C 

so reply -paid section shows. 

Do not affix stamp if posted in Gt. 
Britain, Channel Islands or N. Ireland 

BUSINESS REPLY SERVICE 

Licence No. SN226 

MACDONALD 
Technical and Scientific 

P.O. Box 50 
Swindon, Wiltshire 
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LAWSON BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES
SPECIFICATION: The Lawson range of new television tubes are designed to give superb
performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life. All tubes are the products of
Britain's major C.R.T. manufacturers, and each tube is an exact replacement. Tubes are produced
to the original specifications but incorporate the very latest design improvements such as: High
Brightness Maximum Contrast Silver Activated Screens, Micro -Fine Aluminising, Precision Aligned
Gun Jigging, together with Ultra Hard R.F. High Vacuum Techniques.

DIRECT REPLACEMENTS FOR MULLARD-MAZDA BRIMAR GEC, ETC. REBUILT TUBES
LAWSON "RED LABEL" CRTS are

A21-IIW (P) AW47-91 (M) C I 9/AK (M) CMEI902 (M) 173K (m)
A28- I 4W (P)
A31- 1 8W (P)

MW43-64 (M)
MW43-69 (M)

C21/IA (m)
C21 /7A (M)

CMEI903 (M)
CMEI905 (M)

212K
7205A (M)

A47 -I I W (P)
A47- I 3W (T)
A47 -14W (M)

MW43-80 (M)
MW52/20 (M)
MW53/80 (M)

C21 /AA (M)
C21 /AP (M)
C21 /KM (M)

CMEI906 (T)
CMEI908 (MI
CME2101 (M)

7405A
7406A (M))
7502A (m)

A47 -17W (P) AW47-97 (M) C21 /SM (M) CME2 I 04 (M) 7503A (M)
A47 -18W (P) AW53-80 (M) C23/7A (M) CME230I (M) 7504A (M)
A47 -26W (P) AW53-88 (M) C23/10 (M) CME2302 (M) 7601A (M)
A59 -II W (P) AW53-89 (M) C23/AK (M) CME2303 (M) 7701A (M)
A59- I 2W (P) AW59-90 (M) CME I 101 (P) CME2305 (P) CRM 121 (M)
A59- I 3W (T) AW59-9 1 (M) CMEI201 (P) CME2306 (T) MW3 1 -74 (M)
A59 -I 4W (T) C17/ IA (M) CMEI402 (M) CME2308 (M) A50-120W/R
A59 -15W (M) C I 7/5A (M) CME 1 601 (P) CRMI72 (M) (P)
A59 -I 4W (T) C17/7A (M) CMEI602 (P) CRMI73 (M)
AW36-80 (M) C17/AA (M) CMEI702 (M) CRM2 I 2 (M)
AW43-80 (M) C17/AF (M) CMEI703 (M) CRM2 1 1 (M)
AW43-88 (M) C17/FM (M) CMEI705 (M) 23SP4 (M)
AW43-89 (M) C17/5M (m) CMEI706 (M) 171K (M)
AW47190 (M) C19/10AP (T) CME 1 901 (M) 172K (M)

LAWSON TUBES
18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD,

MALVERN, WORCS.

Malvern 2100

2
YEARS' GUARANTEE
FULL TUBE FITTING
INSTRUCTIONS

Tubes are despatched day of order
by passenger train, road or goods
taking far too long for customers
satisfaction.

particularly useful where cost is a vital factor, such
as in older sets or rental use. Lawson "Red Label"
CRTS are completely rebuilt from selected gloss,
are direct replacements and guaranteed for two
years.

17" (M)
19" (M)
21" (M)
23" (M)
19" Twin Panel (T)
23" Twin Panel (T)
19" Panorama (P)
20" Panorama (P)
23" Panorama (P)

16" Panorama (P)

Brand Red
New Label

Tubes Rebuilt

L6.5,

L15.50

17.25
N.A.
N.A.

L6.95
L7.50

Carr.
Ins.

12"- 19"
62p

20" -23"
75p

VA LV E S SAME DY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED

A
! GUARANTEED!Tv7s 19" NOW £11 .95

YEARS GUARANTEE ALL MODELS

405/625: 19" £25.95, 23" £35.95
FREE CATALOGUE lg

DAILY DEMONSTRATIONS FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS
.1i,.._carr. £1.95 ,r. .

SETS 1115. ISO, I rt. 1)94, 1)V4. DA1,91, DP91, 111i91, 111.92, 1)L94.
Set of 4 for E1-12. DA F98, 1)096, DFC96, 1)L9.), 4 for D 65.

11.51

1,1.5
68,316'15
.22160(.17

1T4 4131110C18
:184 .28130Fo
:1V4 47130FL
111'411 61'601,1.12
5V4(1 -35130E1.14
ON'AVC -34;60LI
524(1 .351601.15
6.3111,2 .541301,17
sAL5 .11
oiA3411 13
oAQ5 32
0AT6 .20
0A1`1) .20
8BA6 -20
tiBEg .21
01316 -41
o;BW7 .52
6314 '40
61,211 -88
01'25 -53
8.1711 '24
111i711 12
s1(/11; .17
111/71: 65
6SN70T .30
iil.fiG .28
tivliuT .28
I1X4 23
fix511T .28
10P16 -58
12AT7 47
12AU7 .20
I 2AX7 -22
1118080 -80
201,2 67
201,6 .77
201,4 -92
.251.6GT '19
20U401: '57
30(.1 -28

85 TOE
ESSEX.

Minimum

.58
-78
'61
.84

I .81
69
'68
-29
.57
'67

3111,1 -57
IiirP12 .72
301'19 -57
:101,1.1 130
30PL13 -89
3oPLI4 -85
651.0(11: .45
35)1'4 .25
35.Z411T .25
507 '45
A('VP2 .77
11:149 .85
B729 -82
CCH35 -87
CY6I 30
DAP9I .22
DAP98 38
1)1'1111 .38
0F91 -18
1/1,911 -38
DB77 -20
DK 62 -33
1)1(91 .28
DK92 .50
DE911 '45
191.65 .40
UL92 .28
DL94 -47
1/1.9,1 -38
nyioi -24
111'87 -24
DY8 02 .33,0

,,READERS
WAY

post/packing

Any parcel insured

1 A131'80 '32
F A F42 -50
1-1391 10
F Bc63 40
F FiC41 -54
F 11C99 .22
I BP80 .32
0.131,89 '29
F('C81 '17
F CCO2 .20
I CC56 .35
F C.Cs5 -34
FCC804 .54
1 CF80 .31
LCP82 .213
FcI165 .55
F('1-142 .59
0C181 -29
11211s11 '40
ICF184 38
I('1,90 35
1-(1,82 31
F 01.811 -35
F F69 38
E. E41 130
F F80 .23
1F8:5 -28
1 F86 .10
F P59 .213

LI, 3103

1 P9 J2)

F F95 .85
LSI so .28
F 1,184 -31
FBI.) 35
11.53 -55
01.34 -45
01.41 -54
01.84 -23
F 1.90 '26
F L95 .38

L31.10 .132

GARDENS,

on I valve
(3p. per valve

against damage

EMS° 38
EMS]. 38
E6184 32
EM87 .34
EY01 38
E9280 .29
):Z40 -43
... .43

E250 -22
1-.281 33
1123o -34
(:Z:s2 .40
CZ.I4 .48
KT11 .77
KT01 -55
KT66 .78
LN619 -83
1,N629 .72
1,7S1139 -133

N78 137,PY32
PABC80 34
1,(..8) 47
PC55 -47
PC911 -42
PC97 39
PC900 61
PCU84 .29
1,CC50 -25
P(6188 .40
pl'eCcrsi,4, ..4485

PCC805 -513

PCF80 -28
PCF82 33
l'CFSO -48
pcp800 -58
P120801 .28
PCF8112 .40
PCFM05 -81
PCF/401; .58
PC1,808 .88
PC L82 -32

RADIO
REDBRIDGE,

Tel.
7p., on each

extra)
in transit

PC1.83 -57
PCL84 34
1'C1,5 38
PC1,56 'as
P1.1./1 .85
PCL800 .75
PENA4 .77
PEN36C .70
P1.1.200 .52
PL:03 .49
FLOE .44
P1,81A. -47
PL82 .31
1'1,86 33
PL84 .30
PLOD)) .83
PLO04 63
PM84 33
PX25 -95

-55
PY63 65
PY81 35
P1/12 .25
PY/16 .28
PY88 63
PY800 34
PY801 34
ItI9 .30
(12u 68

11.:22,5; ..5804

1'47 64
1'49 .58
1:52 31
U79 -24
U191 -59
U19:1 .42
11251 '04
U301 .38
1.":128 .88
1.801 -80
UABCSO -32

ILFORD,
01-550 7441

additional

Op extra..

UAI42 .50
IT BC4 I .52
1'MW) '34
UBF89 62
UCC84 .32
UCC86 36
UCF80 22
UCH42 -68
['CHM. '82
UCL82 .32

3 55
UF4I 613
CF119 -30
UL4I .57
UL84 -30
UM84 -22
UY41 39
UY85 35
VP4B '77
W77 .43
277 -22
Transistors

ACI07 17
AC127 '18
AD140 .87
AP115 .20
AF1.18 20
AF117 .20
AF118 '48
AA1.1;112275 1177

0020 .25
0C44 '12
0(245 '12
(1(271 -12
0(172 '12
0075 -12
0081 -12
OC8113 '12
0082 '12
(9(2821) -12
0C170 -23

valve,

COMPONENTS
MUST BE CLEARED

Transistor Radio Cases: 25 P
each. Size 91- .64- x 3*". Post 15p.

Speakers: 35p. 21-- 1311. Brand
new. Post 15p.

Press Button Switching Unit.

COLOUR TV's
25" £185.00
19 E14 5.00"

A selection of recent rears models.
U.K. manufacture-

Regret personal shoppers only.
4 Banks 25p 6 Banks 35p P. & P. 5p.

Precision Tape Motors: 11.95.
200/250V. Famous German mans-
facture, Post 20p.
Transistor Gang Cond :
20p. Miniature AM. Post free.

Modern Gang Condensers: 30p.
AM/FM AM 35p. Post 10p.

TV TUBES
GUARANTEED

REBUILT
2 YEARS

or only

Record Player Cabinets: L3.75.
Designed for the modern auto-
changer size 17 .., 15 ,-. 71 PP 55p.

Valve ELL8O 50P.

Pots.: 25p each. Post 5p. D,ISW
500/500 Kn. D/SW 500/100 HO.DW 1 meg./100 K12. SW
500/500 Kn. S/SW 500/I meg.

(IV
17" & 1"7"
21" & 23"
Exchange Bowls

85-95:
£6.95

carr. 55p.

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621/3 ROMFORD ROAD, MANOR PARK, E.12
Phone 01-478 6001-2-3 Stamp for Free List
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The largest selection
BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED DEVICES

AC107 15p AFI IS 17p BCI40 35p BCY31 22p BF272 009 EC403 15p ORP60
AC113 20p AFII6 17p BCI41 350 BC Y32 259 BF273 309 GET880 17p OR P61
ACI IS 1.3p AFI 17 17p BC! 42 45p BCY33 17p BF294 30p MAT100 ISp ST 140
AC12.3 17p AFII8 309 BCI43 40p BCY34 20p BF308 359 MATIO1 17p ST 141
ACI26 17p AP 124 2Ip BCI4S 45p BCY70 17p BF309 379 MAT120 ISp T1S43
AC12.7 17p AF12.5 209 BCI47 lip BCY7 I 30p BF316 7Sp MAT121 17p 0146
AC12111 17p AF126 209 BC1411 11p BCY72 15p BFW10 SSp MPFI02 43p V 40S A
AC14IK 17p AF12.7 20p BC149 17p IICZ II 10p BF X29 27p MPFI05 43p V410A
AC142K 17p AFI 39 339 BCISO 17p SDI 21 559 BF X84 20p OC19 309 20301
ACISI 150 AF17111 SOp BCISI 20p 80123 559 BFX85 27p 0C20 50p 20302
ACIS4 15p AFI79 SOp BC152 17p BD124 759 BF X86 22p 0C22 30p 20303
ACISS 17p AF1110 50p BCI53 17p BD I 31 1110p BFX87 2Sp 0C23 339 20304
AC151 17p AF191 50p BCI54 30p BD 132 sop BFX88 21p 0C24 45p 20306
AC157 17p AMU 45p BCIS7 20p 60720 LI BFY50 20p 0C25 15p 20308
AC165 17p AF239 37p Ban 17p BF 1 15 22p BFY51 209 0C26 15p 20309
ACI66 17p AFZII 37p BC159 20p BFI 17 45p BFY52 209 0C28 409 20339
AC167 209 AFZ12 45p BC167 13p BF I 18 609 BFY53 17p 0C29 409 20339A
ACI68 20p AL102 1115, 5C165 ISp BFII9 709 135)(19 15p 0C35 339 20344
AC169 14p AL103 Up 5C169 139 111F1152 359 EIS)(20 15p 0C36 409 20345
AC176 2.3p ASY26 Up BC170 120 BF153 35p B5725 ISp 0C41 20p 20371
AC177 20p ASY27 30p BCI71 13p OF154 35p BSY26 ISp 0C42 22p 203715
AC187 20p ASY2.8 15 0C172 1)p 11F157 45p 135Y27 ISp C44

0045
15p 20374

ACISI 300 ASY29 15pp BC173 1)9 BF1511 lip 55725 ISp lip 20377
AC717 250 ASYSO 150 50174 139 BF159 30p 85729 ISp 0070 15p 20378
ACYIS 209 ASYSI 159 BC175 rip 11F160 30p 135738 15p C71

00072
20382

ACYI9
ACY20
ACY21

22p
2111p

1110

ASYS2
ASYS4
ASYS5

25p
2.3p
23p

BC177
SCI78
BCI79

17p
17p
17p

OF161
SF163
11F164

30p
3Sp
35p

BSY39
BSY40
85741

1

1005p

331p
0074
0075

lip
15p12p

2G401
2G414
20117

ACY22
ACY27

lOp
18p

ASYS6
ASYS7

2.5s.
2Sp

BC1111)
BC181

20p
22p

OF165
BF167

35p
22p

85795
BSY9SA

119lip 00CC7776 150
1540

2N31111
2143118A

ACY2.8 111p ASYSI 2.39 SCIS2 10p OF173 22p BU10S 1.3.1110 OCSI 15p 214404
ACY29
ACY30

30p
139

AS7541
ASZ2I

15p
409

SCI 811
BC183

10p
10p

BF176
BF 1 77

359
35p

CIIIE
C400

600
100

Oall082 159154.

2N404A
2N524

AC731 25p BC107 10p BC183L 10p BF I 78 45p C407 25, 0CC11211 5p 1N527
ACY34 110 13C1011 100 BCI 84 13p BF179 30p C424 17p OC.113 7 /1p 2N696
ACY35 Isp 8C109 1 1 p BC I 84L Ilp BF1130 309 0425 40p OC114 20p 214697
ACY36 309 BC! 13 15p BC I86 179 BFI81 SO C426 100 OCI 39 15p 2N695
ACY40
ACY4I

15p
lip

BC 114
130715

309
309

801137
BC207

17p
lip

BF1132
BF183

309p
709

C428
C441

20p
17p

OCI 40
0C170 15p17p

2N699
214706

ACY44 359 BC116 130209 lip BF 184 25p C442 35p 0C17100 15p 2N706.4
ADI40 40p BCII7 335959 BC209 II p BF I 85 309 C444 37p 0C2 25p 2N708
AD142
ADI49

409
439

BCII1)
BC119

1p
45p

BC2I2L
BC2I3L

1 1p
I 1p

BF I 88
BF194 239300

C450
C720

17p
12p

0201
0CC202

17p
17p

I N709
214711

AD161
AD162

35p
33p

BC125
130126 35035p

SC213L
8C214L

lip
12p

BF I95
BF196

24p
30p

C722
C740

23p
25p

0C203
0C204

25p
25p

2No17
2N718

AD161/ BC132 BC215 25p BF197 359 0741 17p 0C205 35p 2N718A
162(MP) 630pD

511

13C134
BCI3S

31 11105p

300
BC226
BC317

359
12p

BF200
8F222

45p
110p

C7
C76440

17p 0C309
P346A

35p
17p

2N726
214727

DAZ1I1 12 BCI 36 30p 5C318 lip 35p C762 I7p P397 450 2N743
ADZI2 rkui
AF114 17p

BC 137
BC139

35p
45p

BC319
BCY30 20p20

B10257F270
BF271

73lip C764
EC401

600
150

OCP71
ORP12

439
439

214744
214914

409 2149113 30p 2N2714 25p 2N3704 150
40p 2N929 11p 2N2904 15p 2143705 2p
11p 214930 150 2N2904A 30p 2N3706 12p
17p 2141131 20p 2N2905 lip 2143707 ISp
40p 2N I 132 Up 2N2905A 30p 2N3708
17p 2141302 17p 2N2906 25p 2N3709 Ist
25p 2141303 17p 2N2906A 17p 2N3710 10p
45p 214 I 304 20p 2N2907 15p 2N371 I 10p
19p 214 I 305 1.0p 2N2907A 309 2N311119 40p
19p 2N 1306 11p 2142913 13p 2N3820 11
19p 2N1307 129 2142924 13p 2N3903 130
lOp 2141308 27p 2N2925 13p 2N3904 lip
359 2141309 27p 2N2926 2N3905 15p
33p 2N1613 179 (0) 11p 2143906 17p
35p 2141711 20p 1142926 2N40511 15
17p 2 N 1 889 Up (Y) I 1 p 2144059 10pp
15p 2N 1890 459 2N2926 2/44060 12p
15p 2N1893 37p (0) 10p 2144061 11p
15p 2142160 60p 2N3010 SOP 2N4062 12p
130 2142147 750 2143011 20 2145172
100 2142148 600 2N3053 20pp 2N5459 43p
170 2N2192 100 2N3054 300 25034 7Sp
17p 2N2193 100 2143055 639 25301 SOp
159 1142194 170 2143391 17p 25302A 4Sp
159 2142217 100 2N3391 A 209 25302 43
30p 2142218 15p 2N3392 17p 25303 60p
30p 2N2219 17p 2N3393 159 25304 II 10
15p 2N2220 310 2N3394 150 15305 LI
30p 2N2221 Up 2143395 20p 25306 LI 10
50p 2/12221 17p 2N3402 22p 25307 11.10lip 2N2341 179 2143403 21p 25321 600
3019 2142369 15p 2143404 32p 25322 500
55p 2N2369A 15, 2143405 45p 25322A 4Sp
600 2N2411 500 2143414 20p 25323 60p
11p 2142411 SOp 2N3415 10p 25324 L1.0
15p 2N2616 SSp 2143417 37p 23325 11-20
24p 2N2711 220 2N3S2S 74p 25326 11.10
550 2142712 22p 2N3702 11p 23327 1140
7p 2N2714 15p 2143703 lip
Pp
Ilp DIODES & RECTIFIERS
450 AA119 Ilp 57130 ISp 0A10 lip
409 AAI20 Illp SYZIO 35p 0A47 7p
419 BA I 16 120 BYZ I I 32p 0A70 7p
14p BA126 lip SYZI2 309 0A79 Op
50p BY100 115p 1172 1 3 7.3p 0A81 7p
27p BY101 lip SYZI6 35p 0A85 7p
17p B7105 15p BYZ17 359 0A90 6p
17p 137114 lip BYZ111 30p 0A91 7p
17p 97126 15p BYZ19 lip 0A95 7p
17p 67127 17p OAS 17p 0A200 6p

038 0.38 BP161= 89 74161 280 1.70 1130
0.53 0.50 BP164 8974164 2.00 1-90 1.80
1.15
0-96
1.26

1.00
0.90
1.10

BP165 = 8974165 2.00 1.90
BP181 = 8974181 2-75 2.60

1.80
2.40

0.64 0.58 HP182=8974182 0.97 0.94 0.88
0-64 0.58 BP190= 8974190 3.50 3.25 3-00
1.40 1.30 BP191 = 8974191 3.50 3-25 3-00
1.70 1430 BP192 = 0974192 2.10 1-95 1.75
0.95 0.90 BP193=8974193 2.10 1.95 1.75
1.10 0.95 BP195- F3974195 1.10 1.05 0.95
1.70 1430 BP196= 8974196 1.80 1.70 1.60
1 -SO 1.20 BP197= 6N74197 1.80 1.70 1.60
1.30 1.20 BP198= 8974198 5.50 300 4-00
1.70 1.80 BP199= 8974199 6.50 5-00 4.00

74 Series T.T.L. I.C-s BP107 = 8974107
EP110=8974110

DOWN AGAIN IN PRICE BP111 =8974111
BP118 =8974118
EPU9-13974119

Check our 74 Series List before you buy any IC's. Our pricer are DP121=8974121
the lowest possible. All devices ex -stock. Pull spec. guaranteed BP141 =8974141

8I -PAR
Order No.

Price and qty. prices
1-24 25.99 100 up
Op Sp Sp

NI -PAN
Order No.

Price and 44, prices
1.24 25-99 100 up

Sp OP
HP00=897400 0-15 014 012 BP51=SN7451 0-15 0-14 0.12
HP01=897401 0.15 0.14 0.12 BP53 = 897453 0.16 0.14 0.12
BP02=897402 015 0.14 012 B3'54= 8517454 0.15 0.14 0.12
9P03=897403 0.15 0.14 0.12 0160=897460 016 014 0.12
BP04=8N7404 0.15 0.14 0.12 0P70=897470 0.29 0.28 0.24
BP05=8/47406 0-15 0.14 0.12 BP72=8N7472 0.29 0.28 0.24
HP07=1397407 0.18 0.17 0-18 BP75 =f3N7473 0.37 0.35 0.32
BP08-8147408 0.18 0.17 0.18 BP74=8N7474 0.37 035 0-32
BP09=BN7409 018 017 0-18 BP75=8147475 0.47 0.45 0.42
BP10=8N7410 0.15 0.14 0.12 BP76= 897476 0.43 0.40 0.38
BP13=13N7413 0.29 028 0.24 0980=897480 0.87 0434 0.58
BP18=8N74113 0.43 0.40 0.38 BP81 = 897481 0.97 0.94 088
0917=8147417 0.43 0.40 0.88 BP82=13N7482 0.97 0.94 0.88
BP20.=8/47420 0.15 0.14 0.12 BP83-897483 1-10 1.05 0.95
BP30=8N7430 0.15 0.14 0.12 BP/10=8147485 0432 0.30 0.28
BP40-8N7440 0.16 0.14 0.12 BP90=8N7490 0.67 0.84 0.58
BP41-14N7441 0.87 0.84 0.58 BP91 = BN7491AN 0.87 0.84 0.78
3P42 = 897442 0.67 0.84 0.68 BP92 8147492 0137 0.84 0.58
BP43 13N7443 1.95 1.85 1.75 BP93=897493 0.67 0.84 0.58
BP44=13N7444 1.95 1.86 1.75 BP94 = 8 N7494 0.77 0.74 008
BP45-8147445 1.95 1.85 1.75 9995=897495 0.77 0.74 0438
BP413=8N7448 0.97 0.94 0401 BP96=8N7496 0.77 0-74 0438
BP47=13N7447 0.97 0.94 0.88 BP100=8N74100 1.75 105 145
BP48 = 897448 0.97 0.94 0.88 BP104- 8974104 0.97 0.94 0-88
BP30 1397450 0.15 014 012 BP103 8574103 0.97 0'94 088

BP145= 8974145
BP150=8974150
BP151 = 8974151
BP153- 8974153
BP154= 81474154
3P135-13974155
BP156= 8974156
BMW = 8974160

0 40
045
1-25
1.00
1.35
0.87
0-87
1.50
1.80
1.00
1.20
1.80
1.40
1.40
1.80

PRICE -NIX. Devices may be mixed to qualify for quantity prices.
PRICES for quantities In excess of 500 pieces mixed, on application.
Owing to the ever Increasing range of TTL 74 Series, please check with us for supplies
of any devices not listed above, as it is probably now in stock. WARE 3442

* STOP PRESS * NOW OPEN!
BI-PAK'S NEW COMPONENT SHOP

A wide range of all types of electronic com-
ponents and equipment available at competitive
prices.

18 Baldock St. (A10), Ware, Herts. Tel.: 61593

OPEN 9.15-6 Tues. to Sots. FRIDAYS UNTIL 8 p.m.

ANOTHER BI-PAK FIRST !
THE NEW S.G.S. EA 1000 AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODULE
"Guaranteed not less than 3 Watts RMS.
Especially designed by S.G.S. incorporating their Linear
I.C. Audio Amp. TA/621 providing unlimited applications for the
enthusiast in the construction of radios, record players, Audio and
Stereo units. Also ideal for intercom systems, monitoring applica-
tions and phone answering machines. OTHER USES: portable
applications where supply rails as -low as 9V are of prime importance.
 Sensitivity 40 mV for I watt. VOLT-

AGE GAIN 40 dB but can be varied
up to 73 dB for some applications.

 Signal to Noise Ratio 86 dB.
 Frequency response better than SO Hz

to 25 KHz for -3 dB.
 Normal supply Voltage 9-24V.
 Suitable for 8-16 Ohm loads.
 Overall Size 2 in. x 3 in. x I in.

 Typical Total Harmonic distortion at 1 watt
less than 1.0.

* Supply Voltage (Vs) 24V IS ohm load.
Modual Ipsted and Guaranteed.
Qty. 14r3 L1-63; 10-25 11-28 Price each
Larger e ,intities quoted on request. Full hook-up
diagrams -and complete technical data supplied
free with each modual or available separately at
10p each.

All prices quoted in new pence Ciro No. 388-1006
Please Send all orders direct to warehouse
and despatch department

BINPAK
P.O. BOX 6, WARE  HERTS
Poslage and packing add fp.
Overseas add extra for airmail.
Minimum order 50p. Cash with order please

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Back
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FULL CIRCLE!
For almost two decades the home construction of
television receivers has been virtually at a halt apart
from a few sets built by a handful of dedicated amateur
television transmitting enthusiasts and other experi-
menters. The heyday of home TV construction was
of course the immediate post-war years when
thousands of eager constructors converted, adapted
and embellished war surplus units to get crude but
working television receivers. There arose a cult of the
green-eyed VCR97 midget set, which was often
enlarged to a green-eyed monster by using magnifying
lenses. Such enterprise was cheap and was fun.

Designs then began to appear for home constructed
receivers using the conventional 9- and 12 -inch tubes
of the contemporary commercial products. After a

short burst however interest fizzled out: circuitry was
becoming more complex and the prices of commercial
models were coming down-there was one famous set
which retailed at around £35.Home construction was
becoming tricky and uneconomic.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION (as we then were) made
attempts to rekindle enthusiasm. In 1960 we introduced
the Olympic, a 405 -line "state-of-the-art" model. The
designer, D. R. Bowman, followed this up in 1965
with the Olympic II, the first we think transistorised
television receiver for the home constructor to be
published and a pace setter in its time. In 1970 there
came a turning point however when Keith Cummins
designed and described his single -standard 625 -line
monochrome receiver: it created an instant and quite
remarkable interest and the suppliers of certain parts
had difficulty in meeting demand. An important point is
that this was a quality receiver and certainly not a
cheap project. Interest in TV set construction was
maintained through J. W. Thompson's series and now
of course we are in the midst of the TELEVISION
colour receiver. Although this is a major project and
the outlay is considerable it has taken off like a rocket !
Nothing has been skimped in the design, yet it will
cost less to build than the price of the average
commercial receiver-more like the old times in fact!

The designs of the future will become increasingly
more sophisticated and involved. But with most of the
circuitry incorporated in a few i.c.s even the most
complex projects will become a relatively simple matter
of assembly. So we could well be on the threshold of
another boom in built -it -yourself television: a case of
coming full circle ! W. N. STEVENS-Editor
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TV FOR THE DEAF

Television could be the ideal information/entertain-
ment medium for the deaf : the only snag of course
is the importance of the spoken word to most pro-
grammes. But if subtitles could be incorporated with
the visual information this drawback would be
overcome. This of course would mean carrying
additional information in the already crowded
channel bandwidth but there is apparently a way of
doing this : Paul McGoldrick, a senior lecturer in
television engineering at Plymouth Polytechnic, has
at any rate devised a way of incorporating the extra
information in the transmission and believes the sys-
tem could be in use within two -three years if the BBC
and ITA could be persuaded to adopt it. For
reception a decoding unit which would cost about £25
-perhaps less-would be needed. On the broadcast
side if the authorities agree to install the extra trans-
mitting equipment necessary Paul McGoldrick
estimates that studios would be able to add the special
caption channel for as little as £100 per machine
while the cost of preparing the caption track would
be very small if done at the same time as the pro-
gramme script was being prepared. Paul McGoldrick
has been working on the system in collaboration with
Southampton University for over two years and
reports that it is now a practical proposition. It would
be intriguing to know something of the technicalities
but no information has been released so far. All we
know is that it is suitable for use with u.h.f. trans-
missions only and that adding the extra channel does
not in any way interfere with the normal colour or
monochrome transmission.

SATELLITE TV

C. B. B. Wood, BBC engineering information chief,
commented at the RTRA annual conference at
Bournemouth on the possibility of satellite TV trans-
missions direct to viewers' homes. This he pointed
out is not just around the corner since a satellite
powerful enough to transmit to the type of aerial that
could be used for an individual installation has yet
to be designed. He showed the type of aerial that
would have to be used and suggested that its cost
along with the frequency converter necessary would
be of the order of £100. Unlike most technological
fields however-one thinks in particular at present of
that monstrous aeroplane-costs in radio and tele-
vision often have a habit of ending up rather less
than expected. Who for example would have antici-
pated the dramatic fall in colour set prices since
the early days of colour in the UK? The fact that the

BBC is working on s.h.f. transmission problems how-
ever seems to us a clear indication that in the long
run we shall be confronted with satellite TV as an
everyday system.

LATEST RELAY SERVICES

The following BBC and ITA relay services are now
in operation:
Keighley, Yorkshire TV, channel 61, aerial group C.
Kidderminster, ATV, channel 61, aerial group C.
Pontypridd, BBC -Wales, channel 22, aerial group A.
Rhondda, BBC -Wales, channel 33, aerial group A.
All these transmissions are vertically polarised.

TV COMPONENT NEWS

Mazda showed for the first time at the international
Instruments, Electronics and Automation Exhibition
20 and 26in. 110° colour (shadowmask) tubes. They
are of the narrow neck (29mm.) variety. Mazda say
that in addition to reduced depth the new system
results in superior performance while maintaining the
circuit simplicity of 90° shadowmask tubes, the need
for complex corner convergence correction having
been eliminated. Type numbers are A51 -150X (20in.)
and A67 -150X (26in.). The tubes use a base in which
wire leads lie in grooves with ridges between each
lead, providing protection for the leads and giving
leakage paths. Also on show was a new 15in. mono-
chrome tube, type CME1520/A38-160W. This has
a narrow (20mm.) neck making it suitable for use with
transistorised deflection circuits. The heater is rated
11V, 75mA and the light transmission of the tinted
faceplate is 50%.

Mullard have introduced a new chrominance delay
line, type DL50, measuring only 70 x 37 x 7mm (with-
out coils). To obtain this small size the line uses
several reflections of the signal. Coils have been
omitted to give setmakers complete freedom in design-
ing the matrixing circuitry. The delay accuracy is
0.005µs and the insertion loss at the subcarrier fre-
quency 8± 3dB.

A 110° PAL colour receiver designed by the appli-
cations laboratories of SGS/ATES incorporates a
number of new features. Four i.c.s are used : a
TCA500 vision i.f. amplifier giving a gain of 87dB, a
TBA360 providing automatic frequency control, a
TBA780 intercarrier sound section and a TBA800
audio circuit. A new triple diffused power transistor,
type BU115, meets the line deflection requirements of
the 110° tube: it has been designed for use in mains -
operated sets with a chopper stabilised supply (shades
of the BRC 3000 series).
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Hitachi have also introduced i.c.s for TV set use.
The following five types have been announced :
HA1108 and HA1126 providing automatic fine tuning.
HA1122 video decoder; HA1118 chrominance ampli-
fier; HA1125 sound system.

VIDEOCASSETTES AND FROZEN PICTURES

Philips have announced their first order for video-
cassette equipment in the UK: Lanarkshire Education
Authority has ordered 60 videocassette recorders
which with the associated software will cost over
£24,000, i.e. some £400 per machine.

Cartridge Television Inc., developers of the Cartri-
vision videocassette system, have formed a joint
venture with Columbia Pictures Industries Inc. to
distribute rental videotape cartridges for individual
viewers throughout the world. Programmes to begin
with will be contained in the Cartrivision "red cart-
ridge" which provides a playing time of up to 112
minutes, sufficient for most feature films produced
today. The red cartridge incorporates a locked rewind
system which limits a customer to one showing per
rental fee. Admiral, Du Mont, Emerson, Teledyne
Packard Bell and Warwick have now been licensed
to produce Cartrivision equipment. The headquarters
of the new company, Cartridge Rental Network, is at
460 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022.

Following our note about the RCA "picture freeze"
system in May we now hear that Hitachi have also
developed a "stop action" TV system. This has a
17 and a 9in. monochrome tube mounted side by side
in the same cabinet : the viewer watches the pro-
gramme on the larger screen but can freeze any one
second interval on the 9in. screen by pushing a button.
Unlike the RCA system, which uses a silicon storage
tube, the Hitachi system uses a magnetic memory disc
device as the storage medium. This retains the frozen
picture until the stop -action button is pressed to give
a new image. We understand that the Hitachi system
is already available on the Japanese home market and
is to be made available world wide this autumn.

NEW SETS-AND TV LICENCE

The Annual Show time is upon us with the conse-
quential spate of new releases from the setmakers-
hard-pressed though most of them are to meet the
demand instigated by the budgetary measures of the
last year. The extremely competitive BRC 8000 colour
chassis has been with us for almost a year now and
makes its first appearance in the Marconiphone range
with the announcement of the Marconiphone Model
4712 at the recommended retail price of £177-80. The
set is fitted with a I7in. tube. It's surprising how many
people one speaks to who don't realise that colour sets
are available at under £200 (under £150 if you build
our set!). A lot of thought about ease of servicing
seems to have gone into the 8000 chassis: both sides of
the printed panels are accessible during servicing
while the receiver is operating and the signal panel
(i.f., chrominance and luminance) can be hinged out
without removing the chassis. We seem incidentally to
have missed out recently on some BRC announce-
ments. The solid-state mains -battery monochrome
chassis is available in two versions, the 1590 series
fitted with 12in. tubes and the 1591 series which have
14in. tubes. The first 14in. tube model is the Ultra
6818 (Mazda c.r.t. type CME1402/A34-100W).

The Pye/Ekco/Philips group are also introducing
more mains -battery portables. In the Philips range
comes the TVette 9 (Model 9741) at £64.15 fitted with
a 9in. tube. This single -standard model features slider
brightness and contrast controls and sockets for ear-
phones and an external aerial. Also introduced in the
Philips range is a white cabinet version of the TVette
12, at the same price as the existing model -03-90. In
the Ekco range comes the 9in. mains -battery Model
T545 at £6325, with slider brightness and contrast
controls. There is also a new 22in. Philips colour set,
Model 534, fitted with the G8 chassis and carrying the
recommended price of £263.50.

There are some new luxury colour models from
Dynatron. Model CTV13 "Regent" is fitted with a
26in. tube and is housed in a Chippendale style con-
sole cabinet in selected mahogany veneers with full-
length doors. Recommended retail price is £364-50. It
incorporates a remote control system enabling the
volume, brightness, channel and colour intensity to be
remotely operated-the remote control unit with its
cable fits unobtrusively behind the cabinet when not
in use. An audio socket is included which will feed
into either a tape recorder, a hi-fi system or a suitable
deaf -aid amplifier. The same chassis and facilities are
available in the Scandinavian style Narvik Model
CTV14 at £345.50 with teak veneer cabinet or £349
with walnut veneer cabinet.

And of course there are a lot more imported sets.
Grundig have now introduced in the UK their 110'
26in. set, Model 5010, with electronic touch tuning
system : to select a programme you just lightly brush
against any of the preset station selectors-the result
is instantaneous channel changing with much
increased reliability. A similar chassis is used in the
6010 which has just one visible control, the on -off bar :

an ultrasonic remote control unit is used to switch on
and off, select programmes and set the brightness,
colour and volume levels. The remote control unit is
small enough to fit in the palm of the hand. An
interesting technical point : the chassis used in these
sets is the first known to us that uses a unijunction
transistor as the field oscillator. There is also a new
monochrome set from Grundig, the portable Model
R2010 fitted with a 20in. tube.

New releases from Japan include the Toshiba
Model 12TB mains -battery portable, fitted with 12in.
tube and featuring slider brightness and volume con-
trols, at £79.95. Agents are Hannimex (UK) Ltd.,
Hannimex House, 15-24 Great Dover Street., London
SEI. And three further models from Sanyo, the
10T150 (10in. tube) mains -battery portable at £64.95
-with optional rechargeable battery pack extra-
which replaces the 10T120 and two models fitted with
12in. tubes, the 12T208 mains -battery model at £70.95
and a mains only version the 12T209 at £59.95.

An interesting import from Europhon is the
Italian "Giano" mains -battery portable which incor-
porates a varicap tuner, 12in. tube and continuously
tuneable f.m./m.w. radio. The styling is distinctive
and the recommended price £89.90.

The second phase of the scheme for BEAB safety
approval of TV sets has now started: monochrome
sets with screen sizes below 17in. are being tested.

The Minister of Posts and Telecommunications has
announced that a new type television licence is to be
introduced shortly and that some viewers will be asked
to complete an application form. It is understood
that this is being done as part of the computerisation
of licence records.
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the surprising
semiconductors

PART 1
SINCE the discovery of photoconductivity in the ele-
ment Selenium over a century ago semiconductors of
all sorts have been a subject of fascination to physi-
cists. The results of a great deal of work are only
now hitting us because of the time lag between what
is called academic research and the application of
such research to practical devices. As with so many
fields of knowledge the more we learn the more we
find still remains unknown. New and sometimes sur-
prising effects are constantly being discovered while
effects previously predicted but not observed are at
last found to exist. This article deals with semicon-
ductor effects which are less well known or less well
understood, i.e. those outside the familiar territory
of rectification and the transistor effect. Some of the
effects described take place in pn junctions, some in
specimens where no junction exists, all are finding
applications and making possible new devices which
could not have been dreamt of previously.

Seebeck Effect
When any two different metals are joined, whether

by welding, soldering or simply by twisting wires
together, the different energies of the electrons in the
different metals show up as a contact potential (Fig.
1) between the metals. This contact potential arises
from the tendency of the more energetic electrons in
one metal to migrate to the other, leaving one metal
with a positive charge and the other with a negative
charge. Because the energies of the electrons vary
with temperature the contact potential varies with
temperature. Raising the temperature enables more
electrons to cross the junction between the metals in
the "wrong" direction(towards the negative side) so
increasing the contact potential. Contact potentials
can be fairly large, of the order of 0.5V in some cases,
and this can cause trouble with biasing circuits where
inevitably different conducting materials come to-
gether.

This is probably one of the earliest discovered and
best known of the electrical effects at the junction of
two metals. Though it is not as some others are an

Lower energy

Potential k
Di st a nce-s.

In different metals, at the same temperature, the
electror, energies (measured by their speeds) are
different

so that when the metals are Joined more
electrons cross from the higher energy metal to
the lower than can go in the other direction.

Since the high energy metal has lost electrons
It is more positive than the low energy metal
which has gained electrons

and a graph of potential against position
near the junction looks something like this.

Fig. 1: The reason why a contact potential exists at the
junction between metals whose electrons have different
energies (measured by their speeds).
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effect peculiar to semiconductors its effect on semi-
conductor use is often forgotten. When we make an
ohmic contact, perhaps of an aluminium lead to a
semiconductor chip, we are creating another junction
at which a contact potential will exist in addition to
the pn junction within the semiconductor.

The variation in contact potential with temperature
is well known and is used in thermocouples for tem-
perature measurement : it is not however responsible
for the temperature effects found in semiconductor
junctions. The output of a thermocouple is of the
order of a few millivolts per degree C of temperature
difference (Fig. 2) between the junctions.

Peltier Effect
If we take a circuit with two junctions (Fig. 3) and

pass a current round it from a battery or generator
theory predicts that one junction will rise in tempera-
ture and that the other junction will cool down. This
indeed happens but the cooling effect, called the
Peltier Effect, is so small in most materials that it is
entirely hidden by the rise in temperature which is
always caused when a current passes through a
resistor.

Semiconductor junctions however demonstrate the
Peltier effect very much better and it is possible to
demonstrate the freezing and boiling of water by the
two junctions of a semiconductor Peltier circuit when
acurrent is passed through it from a small battery.
This is the basis of all -electric refrigeration which
might be expected to supersede the cumbersome pro-
cess of compressing a gas, cooling it, expanding it
and then re -circulating it-the basis of the present-day
refrigerator. At the moment the price of the semi-
conductor material alone (the most favoured material
is Bismuth Telluride) rules out the use of Peltier cool-
ing for most purposes but this is an application of
semiconductors which is worth watching. Already
Peltier coolers can be bought "off the shelf" and used
where their unique ability to lower temperature in
small spaces by purely electric means is essential. The
possibility exists of making power i.c.s with integral
cooling so that all the heat generated could be harm-
lessly dissipated in a junction remote from the main
i.c. element.

Quantum Effects
If we leave aside the normal rectifying and transistor

action of pn junctions and the thermoelectric effects
described above we come to a range of curious hap-
penings which are called "quantum effects". The word
"quantum" refers to a packet of energy and was the
name given by the physicist Planck to the units of
energy found in radiation such as light and radiated
heat. Quantum physics and its logical development
quantum electrodynamics account for the whole of
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Hot junction - 'Cold' junction -
used for measurement kept at VC

High input impedence
mil I ivolt meter
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Fig. 2: The use of thermocouples: the above diagram shows
the principle only. Modern thermocouples do not use the
cold junction, having instead a temperature -compensated
circuit which behaves in the same way as the cold junction.
If this is not used the other connections in the circuit act as
the cold junction and the readings depend on the room
temperature.

Hot Cold

Power pack
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Fig. 3: The Peltier Effect-the thermoelectric effect in
reverse. A current forced through the junctions in the
"wrong" direction should cause one junction to give out heat
and the other to take in heat. With most metals however
the effect is too small to be noticed since both junctions
heat up because of the passage of current.
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Fig. 4 (left): Silicon junction diode characteristic. Note that
there is no forward current flow until the contact potential
is overcome. The contact or barrier potential is higher with
silicon than with germanium.
Fig. 5 (right): Tunnel diode characteristic.

I 254 I Deplet ion layer

Fig. 6: A depletion layer in which there are relatively few
free charge carriers exists at a semiconductor pn junction.
Note that this drawing is symbolic only, the dots represent-
ing the excess charges (holes or electrons) present as a
result of doping. There is no way of indicating in such a
diagram the energy levels of the charge carriers (holes and
electrons).

observed physics with a fair degree of success along
with electrostatics and relativity theory. Two vital
points of quantum physics are first that electrons can
possess only certain fixed values of energy and no
others and can pass from one energy value to another
by taking in" or releasing fixed amounts of energy;
secondly that the change from one energy value to
another is not impossible with the "wrong" value of
energy but is highly improbable.

The Tunnel Diode

One effect that was noticed in semiconductor
junctions at an early stage and could only be explained
in terms of quantum physics is called "quantum
tunnelling". The normal forward characteristic of a
semiconductor diode is shown in Fig. 4: a large
increase in current occurs as the forward voltage is
increased. The characteristic of a tunnel diode is
shown in Fig. 5 and it can be seen that a hump,
including a region of reverse slope, has appeared in
the characteristic. This region of reverse slope repre-
sents negative slope resistance : the region is unstable
and any current and voltage condition in this region
will switch very rapidly (within nanoseconds) to one
of the other possible voltages at the same current.
This characteristic enables it to be used as an oscilla-
tor. The tunnel diode is used more in microwave
circuitry than in domestic TV but the principles of
operation are important and should be understood
before more recent devices can be discussed.

To start with we have to remember what happens
at a semiconductor junction. At a lightly doped semi-
conductor junction (Fig. 6) such as is used in the
normal junction diode there is at the junction a deple-
tion layer, meaning a layer where there are very few
free charges. This occurs because at the formation of
a junction free charges on each side move across it
creating a contact potential and leaving the area
close to the junction stripped of most of its free
charges. If the areas at each side of the junction are
lightly doped the depletion layer is fairly wide in terms
of atom size. Its effective width varies with the reverse
voltage applied so that there is an effective change of
diode capacitance with change in reverse bias, a
feature which is used in electronic (varicap or
varactor) u.h.f. tuners among other applications.

During conduction the depletion layer still acts as
a form of barrier despite the fact that charges are
moving across it. When bias is applied to a diode
there is an immediate alteration of the energy levels
of the free carriers on each side of the depletion
layer. This can be represented as shown in Fig. 7(a)
where the values of permitted energy (permitted by
quantum theory that is) are shown as bands with gaps
between them. There will be carriers whose energy
values fit anywhere within the bands labelled "per-
mitted bands" but none with energy values corre-
sponding to the "forbidden bands". The application
of bias shifts all the bands on one side of the junction
relative to those on the other-as Fig. 7(a) shows.
The upshot is that in passing from one side of the
junction to the other-in the direction favoured by
the bias-a carrier will generally move from one
permitted energy level to another where the permitted
energy value is lower. In doing so the charge carrier
will lose some energy-though not necessarily if it
moves between equal energy levels, i.e. horizontally
across the junction in Fig. 7(a)-and this will appear
as heat, microwave or other radiation.

The semiconductor material used for tunnel diodes
is relatively heavily doped. Consequently the con-
ducting bands are much closer together. The first
result of this is that forward conduction commences
at a much lower forward voltage than is usual-
compare slope AB in Fig. 5 with Fig. 4. The next
consequence is that as Fig. 7(b) shows we can arrange
that the top, conduction band on the low -energy side
is at around the same energy value as the second per-
mitted band on the high-energy side. This means
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that charges will be equally at home in either band
with little change of energy.

Classical (pre -quantum) physics would have led
us to expect that in such conditions charges should
be able to move only from the top band on the high-
energy side to the top band on the low -energy side
and not from the top band on the low -energy side to
the second band on the high-energy side. The reason
for the reverse motion being "impossible" is that the
electrons would have to acquire enough energy to
overcome the bias and move through the depletion
layer, and there is no source for such energy.

Quantum physics takes a different view. There is
always a possibility of electrons moving in any direc-
tion, though the possibility becomes very low when the
direction in question is against a bias. This possibility
is greatly increased however when the electron can
land in a band which is at the same energy level as
the one which it left. Quantum physics predicts in
fact that as the energy bands draw level due to
increasing forward bias there should be a reverse
flow of carriers, reaching a maximum when the top
level on the low -energy side is exactly at the same
level as the second level on the high-energy side. This
action is termed tunnelling: the name sprang from
the astonished engineers who first observed the effect
and decided that since the electrons could not "climb"
the bias barrier they must be "tunnelling" through.
This tunnelling action causes the reverse slope portion
of the tunnel diode's characteristic-BC in Fig. 5. The
current over this part of the characteristic is the
forward current minus the tunnelling current.

As the bias is further increased however the possi-
bility of tunnelling becomes much more remote and
the characteristic gradually assumes its normal shape
again-section CD. Note that in all the descriptions
of junction action, the words charge or charge carrier
have been used in preference to electron or hole so
that the description is general. The tunnel diode was
the first "diode" type semiconductor microwave
oscillator and as a low -power device is still used. It
is capable of providing a wide tuning range. In opera-
tion it is of course biased into the unstable, negative
resistance region of its characteristic.

"Hot" Carriers
Studies of the effects of high electric fields (volts

per metre) in semiconductors began in the 1930s but
were mainly filed and forgotten until Ryder and
Shockley working at Bell Telephone Laboratories
carried out a series of experiments with the semi-
conductor materials which they were preparing in
connection with their work which had already led to
the invention of the transistor.. When a high field
is applied to a .semiconductor by sandwiching it
between two layers of good conductor with a high
voltage between them the charge carriers in the semi-
conductor material acquire greater energy values. Thus
their speeds, apparent masses and their interactions
with the various energy waves inside the semiconduc-
tor crystal lattice all change. Such charge carriers
can have the energy values which we usually produce
by heating to very high temperatures. For this reason
such carriers are called "hot carriers" although the
temperature of the material may be room temperature
or very much below it. The study of such hl$ carriers
-particularly hot electrons since it is easier to
accelerate electrons to such energies-has led to a new

family of semiconductor devices. Many of these are
of great interest for generating microwave energy.

Avalanche Diodes

Avalanche diodes, of which family the impatt and
trapatt diodes are examples, are one type of micro-
wave generating hot -carrier device.

Though the precise construction varies, the prin-
ciple of operation of an avalanche diode is that a high
field is produced, either at a pn junction or at a junc-
tion between a doped and an intrinsic (undoped)
region. In each case part of the diode structure (see
Fig. 8 for example) consists of an intrinsic region.
Charges moving through the diode have therefore to
pass through the intrinsic region which is of low-
conductivity-since it is the doping that produces the
free carriers in semiconductor material.

When the device is reverse -biased the field at one
junction can rise to a value which produces hot
carriers. These high-energy carriers then cause an
avalanche : in colliding with atoms they cause a vast
number of electron -hole pairs to be created. The elec-
trons are in turn accelerated and cause further carriers
to be created. The carriers, created in less than a
nanosecond by avalanche action, travel in the direc-
tion of the field (electrons to the positive end, holes to
negative), leaving the junction with a low voltage
across it (because it is conducting) and so a low field.
The carriers have of course to pass through the intrin-
sic layer and reduce the field across it as they go. The
net effect of all this movement of charge is that the
junction at which the action started is once more
depleted of charges. When the intrinsic layer is also
drained of charge the process is free to start again.

lmpatt Diode
The simplest type of impatt (impact avalanche and

transit time) diode consists of pin layers (Fig. 8) and
oscillates at a microwave frequency which depends
on how long the charge carriers take to move through
the intrinsic layer and how long the avalanche takes
to build up. Generally the time taken to cross the
i-layer is far longer so that the width of this layer
determines the frequency of oscillation, though the
size of the microwave tuning cavity in which the diode
is placed also has an effect.

Read Diode

The pnin diode known as the Read diode (Fig. 9)
has a characteristic very similar to that of a tunnel
diode in that a rise of voltage over a part of its
characteristic produces a drop in current, i.e. there
is a negative resistance region. In this form of diode
the avalanche occurs at the pn junction and the
carriers are moved rapidly through the n region before
reaching the i region. Over a range of voltage there-
fore increasing voltage simply causes greater depletion
of the junction at which the avalanche (which in this
diode is continuous) takes place so that fewer hot
carriers are present and the current decreases. Eventu-
ally of course the field can be made so high that the
current increases again, even to the extent that further
avalanche occurs at the ni junction.

The usefulness of the Read diode is that it has no
"natural" frequency of oscillation in the microwave
region but will oscillate happily at the reasonant
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Fig. 7: (a) Energy band diagram for a forward biased
junction: the vertical height of each band represents the
charge carrier energy values which are permitted. (b) Energy
band diagram for a heavily doped junction in a tunnel
diode: the tunnelling current is the result of charge carriers
in the conduction band on the low -energy side moving
into the valence band on the high-energy side.
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Fig. 8 (left): The impatt diode has an intrinsic (i) layer-an
undoped portion with normally very low conductivity, i.e.
high resistance. If the reverse bias is sufficient an avalanche
effect will arise at one of the junctions, with hot carriers
producing a large current flow through the device: this
avalanche will however reduce the field which caused the
hot carriers so the current flow ceases-until a further
avalanche builds up. The result is the generation of
microwave oscillations.

Fig. 9 (right): The pnin structure of the Read diode.

frequency of any cavity in which it is placed. Despite
this advantage its complex structure made it difficult
to make and it has been superseded by impatt and
Gunn devices.

Trapatt Diode

Bell Telephone Laboratories have announced the
trapatt diode which uses an avalanche to generate hot
carriers but delays the time between avalanches by
"trapping" the carriers as they move away from the
avalanche region. This has the effect of making the
diode oscillate at much lower frequencies than would
otherwise be the case and gives a relatively high -
power pulse output. Frequency drifting due to the
heat produced and other problems seem to have
retarded the development of this device.

Gunn Oscillator
The Gunn effect which was first described in 1963

uses the action of high electric fields in the bulk of a
semiconducting material-not at a junction. The
favourite material at the moment for Gunn oscillators
(named after the discoverer) is n -Gallium Arsenide.
A Gunn oscillator consists of a small piece of such
material with ohmic (meaning not junction) contacts

at each end. The term "Gunn diode" which is some-
times applied to this arrangement is not correct since
there is no junction and no rectifying effect. There
are however two regions, an n one and a low -resist-
ance n+ (positive) one.

The Gunn effect had been sought for some time
before it was successfully achieved but the precise
mechanism of the oscillation was not at the time too
clear. It was thought that a negative -resistance region
must, play a part in the oscillation but the reason for
the appearance of the negative resistance region was
not understood. As far as we can see at the moment
the working of the Gunn oscillator can be described
as follows. A voltage is applied between the ends of
the device : a steady low voltage causes a steady low
current flow but above a certain threshold voltage
conduction is no longer steady but consists of charge
packets. Above the threshold voltage the energy levels
of electrons at the positive (n+) end is raised to a
higher band in which they have a higher effective
mass and thus lower mobility-they land up in an
energy state where they have a large amount of inter-
action with the atoms in the crystal lattice and this
large interaction hinders their normal free movement.
This is not an unknown situation in other realms-
the first man (Charles Parsons) to use a turbine to pro-
pel a ship found that the ship hardly moved despite
the fact that the propeller was turning nearly ten times
faster than a reciprocating steam engine could have
achieved. This in fact was the trouble: the propeller
was creating a cavity which the water did not have
time to fill. Thus the propeller was simply spinning
round in a vacuum! To get back to the Gunn effect,
the region of high electron energy is also a region of
high field-since the electrons are less mobile. The
situation feeds on itself, increased voltage making for
less mobility and so less current. This gives us then
the negative resistance for which we have been look-
ing.

This accounts for the oscillation but does not
account for the frequency of the oscillation observed
-a Gunn device will oscillate at a microwave fre-
quency even if it is not placed in a microwave cavity
though for the sake of efficiency we would always
use a Gunn oscillator in such a cavity. The frequency
of oscillation is the result of the movement of the
region of high field and negative resistance through
the device-at the speed of the low mobility hot elec-
trons. At the other contact the high field collapses
and another one is formed at the first contact again.
It is then the time taken for the high -field region to
move through the device that determines the frequency
of oscillation.

The Gunn oscillator is now replacing the klystron
as a local oscillator in microwave equipment. As with
the klystron the frequency is voltage -controllable but
the Gunn device has the great advantages of being
solid-state with no fragile glassware, no heaters and
much smaller size and mass. The Gunn oscillator is
in fact a very cheap microwave source and has been
used in experimental s.h.f. (super high frequency)
television tuners.

Step -Recovery Diode

There is of course another way of going about
generating a high frequency oscillation : that is to
start off with a lower frequency signal and to use
frequency multiplication. This brings us to another
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very useful "surprising semiconductor" device, the
step -recovery diode. This is a rather specialised form
Of varactor (variable -capacitance) diode with a charac-
teristic (see Fig. 10) that makes it ideal for use as a
frequency multiplier.

The mode of operation of the step -recovery diode
is based on the charge -storage characteristics of a
varactor diode. The step -recovery diode is driven by
an r.f. signal and when forward biased by the signal
conducts in the normal manner. Minority carrier
(i.e. holes in the n region and free electrons in the
p region) lifetime determines the quantity of charge
that is stored in the device during forward conduc-
tion. With sufficient charge stored there will be
appreciable current flow when the applied signal
reverse biases the diode-stored holes will return
across the junction to the p side and stored electrons
will return to the n side. Thus for a period while the
stored charge is being removed in this way the diode
will be conducting in the reverse direction at a current
level similar-as Fig. 10 shows-to that achieved
during forward conduction. When all the stored
charge has been removed the reverse current flow
drops to the normal very low reverse leakage current.
In the design of a step -recovery diode long minority
carrier lifetime is aimed at-so that the reverse cur-
rent flow continues well into the reverse bias condi-
tion-with a very short transition time-the time
taken to switch from the end of the stored charge
removal period to the normal reverse bias condition.

This short transition time provides the step in tht
diode's characteristic and its usefulness since such a
waveform is very rich in bargionics. The required
harmonic can be filtered out by coupling the diode
to a suitable resonant circuit.

The step -recovery diode driven by a crystal oscil-
lator is a simple, reliable signal source that is now in
quite wide use. It has been suggested as a suitable
local oscillator for use in s.h.f. television tuners.

Schottky Barrier Diode
Charge storage effects are usually unwanted how-

ever Since they delay the operation of a semiconductor
device-for example the speed of a switching diode or
transistor. 'For this reason Schottky barrier diodes are
finding application in microwave circuitry-they have
been suggested for example for use as the mixer in
an s.h.f. television tuner. A Schottky diode consists
of a semiconductor (silicon) to metal rectifying junc-
tion. There is virtually no charge storage in a Schottky
diode and a significantly lower forward voltage drop
for a given forward current than in a semiconductor
junction. Other benefits are that the elimination of
charge storage reduces power dissipation, low reverse
leakage current and fewer reflection problems.

The main use of Schottky technology at present
however is for high-speed clamping in digital inte-
grated circuits to prevent switching transistors saturat-
ing (and consequently taking longer to switch off).
The use of Schottky -diode clamped transistors in
digital i.c.s enables ECL (emitter -coupled logic)
speeds to be obtained with TTL (transistor -transistor
logic) dissipations. An ironical point is that one of
the biggest problems in the early development of i.c.s
was the avoidance of spurious Schottky junctions
being formed where the metal connections were made
to the semiconductor chip.

Next Month: Electroluminescent
Semiconductors

ADAPTING SYSTEM B TV SETS
by R. Trelawne

A NUMBER of letters arrive each month-mainly from
service personnel returning from overseas duty-
asking for information on adjustments to television
receivers brought back from abroad to make them
suitable for use in the UK.

The main complaint is that although good vision is
obtained the sound is very poor. This is due to the
receiver being intended for use with System B trans-
missions (the E channels) which have a 5.5MHz sound -
vision spacing whereas the system employed in the
UK at u.h.f. (System I) has a 6MHz sound -vision
spacing. We often find that transistor television sets
can be satisfactorily adjusted to suit the UK trans-
missions but valve i.f. strips can be more troublesome.

The simplest method of adjustment without test gear
is as follows. Tune the receiver for maximum vision
quality (definition) on the local u.h.f. transmission.
Distorted, buzzing sound should then be heard, the
buzz changing with variations in the vision signal
content. Starting with the f.m. detector circuit, care-
fully adjust the i.f. cores for best sound quality,
working back along the sound i.f. chain to the take -off
point adjacent to the video amplifier. No adjustment
should be made to the vision i.f. transformers. Valve
i.f. strips can be more difficult : it may be necessary

to remove several turns from each sound i.f. trans-
former to increase the resonant frequency to 6MHz.
If anyone with a limited knowledge of television
reading this overseas is contemplating bringing such
a set back to the UK we feel that it may be wiser to
sell the set to someone remaining abroad rather than
to bring the set back and then find it extremely
difficult to realign.

It has also come to our notice that receivers suitable
only for the UK transmission standards are being sold
to people leaving the UK for permanent residence
abroad. Apart from the different sound -vision
spacings, many countries use 625 lines on the v.h.f.
Bands I and III-most receivers now made in the UK
have only a u.h.f. tuner fitted. Thus we must strongly
advise anyone leaving the country not to take a
receiver made to operate on the UK transmission
standards with them.

A number of UK setmakers have available for
people leaving the country export receivers at
extremely favourable prices (due to purchase tax con-
cessions). Rank -Bush -Murphy, GEC Radio and Tele-
vision Ltd., British Radio Corporation and Pye all
have available under personal export schemes a range
of receivers for use in other countries and we suggest
that those interested should contact these sources for
further information. We at TELEVISION are always
pleased to advise on reception problems and the trans-
mission standards used in other countries.
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No Picture
There was no picture and a slight smell of burning
on a Decca Model DR1, the latter due to sparking
between the slider and carbon track of the width/set
boost preset R171 (Fig. 1). Our first suspicion was
that the 100pF 5kV Suflex capacitor mounted close
by and used to feed pulses from the line output trans-
former to the width stabilising circuit had broken
down. The circuit diagram however showed that if
this had been the case the VDR and R169 would also
have shown signs of overload.

Careful inspection of other components in the area
showed that R170 the 470ki/ resistor connected from
the boost h.t. rail to the live tag of the preset was
greatly discoloured. An ohmmeter test then revealed
that its value had fallen to little over 150ka Its value
had probably reduced over the years and resulted in
an undue proportion of the 800V boost potential
being developed across the 111411 preset. This would
in turn cause insufficient negative bias to be applied
to the grid of the line output pentode, further increas-
ing its output and therefore increasing the boost
potential-all in a cumulative manner. On changing
R170 and the badly burnt preset normal operation
was restored with the line output pentode seemingly

Line,
output
trans

C139

100p
Line

drive

.01

Boost
rail

R171
1.1

Set boost

Fig. 1: This width stabilisation circuit (Decca Model DR1)
is typical of modern practice. No picture was found to be
the result of R170 falling in value.

none the worse for its temporary overload. During
a soak test however it was found that tapping the boost
rectifier produced an occasional internal spark so this
was replaced before returning the receiver to the
customer.

Once again checking for discoloured resistors had
identified the source of the trouble far more quickly
than making meter tests.

Lack of Height and Width
The picture on an all -valve, dual -standard Ekco
Model T418 had suddenly contracted in both height
and width while if the brilliance control was advanced
only slightly past its normal setting the picture size
would increase somewhat then disappear-as when
an e.h.t. rectifier is low -emission. The cause was
clearly inadequate line output and on removing the
cabinet back it seemed that there was inadequate drive
to the PL36 as the anode was slightly glowing. This
hardly seemed like valve trouble but a new PCL84
line generator and PL36 were tried just in case.

Although the grid of the PL36 was negative to
chassis the meter reading seemed much less than
normal. Even more informative however was the
fact that the anode voltage of the PCL84 triode was
down from its correct 168V to little over 40V. Of
course when any oscillator fails to operate or pro-
duces reduced amplitude output the accompanying
zero or reduced negative grid bias causes an increase
in anode current and thus reduced anode voltage. As
the valve was oscillating however this very great
reduction in anode voltage was more likely to be
caused by a leak in the capacitor feeding the grid of
the line output pentode. Accordingly the PL36 was
removed and the heater pins on the valveholder
shorted together : it was then found that there was
almost 30V on the grid pin (5) while the oscillator
anode voltage returned almost to normal. On replac-
ing the grid feed capacitor C87 (0.01µF) normal
results were obtained although it was found necessary
to leave the new PL36 in to obtain full scan on 625
lines.

Pulling -on -Whites
Pulling -on -whites, that is sideways displacement of
groups of lines that terminate in peak white areas,
resulting in test card cogging, was the complaint with
an oldish but still very good Ekco T418. This fault is
generally the result of restricted bandwidth in the i.f.
stages or in the video stage, or component value
change in the sync separator stage which reduces its
effective bandwidth. The symptoms can also on
occasion be caused by ghosting and bad aerial siting.
To preserve the rectangular shape of the sync pulse
the overall receiver response should be at least
2.5MHz. With restricted bandwidth a peak white
signal will not fall (on the 405 -line standard) to the
blanking level during the front porch period which
precedes the sync pulse: consequently the sync pulse
will be delayed and the picture information on the
following line will be displaced to the right. This sort
of trouble does not of course arise with more recent
sets which use flywheel line sync.

In the set in question the test card gratings were
well defined and there was no sound -on -vision or

-continued on page 419
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II RECEIVER
11 CIRCUITS

ALTERNATIVE !DENT TECHNIQUES

AT THE conclusion of the instalment in the April
issue it was promised that the PAL V switching and
ident system used in the Rank -Bush -Murphy single -
standard chassis would be investigated and it is to this
that we now propose to turn our attention.

R B NI System
The PAL V switch circuit with its associated bistable

is shown in Fig. 1. The bistable circuit consists of the
transistors 3VT3 and 3VT4 while the switch consists
of the switching diodes 3D9 and 3D10, which are
switched on alternately line by line by the antiphase
output waveforms from the bistable, and the phasing
transformer 3T2. In this chassis it is the V reference
signal feed to the V demodulator that is inverted on
alternate lines. Positive -going 18V peak amplitude
pulses derived from the line flyback pulse are used to
trigger the bistable, being fed in via 3C10 and 3C13.
Being positive -going they switch on the transistor that
is off. 3D7 and 3D8 are the steering diodes. Say 3VT3
is on and 3VT4 off : the cathodes of both steering
diodes are taken to a positive potential but as 3VT3 is
conducting its base voltage will be much higher than
that of 3VT4 which is off. 3D7 will thus have a
higher reverse bias applied to it than 3D8 and the
next positive pulse will be routed via 3D8 to switch
on 3VT4.

The only unusual aspects of this circuit are (a) that
it drives two phase switching systems, the PAL V
switch shown in Fig. I and a burst phasing switch-
which removes the alternate line ±45° phase swings
of the transmitted bursts-and (b) that instead of the
usual sinewave a d.c. potential is used for ident con-
trol.

The ident d.c. bias is taken from the collector of
3VT11 (Fig. 2)-the same potential is used as the
colour killer bias voltage in this chassis. If the bistable
switching is correct 3VT11 will be turned hard on
(we will see in a minute why this is so) and its collec-
tor voltage will rise to almost the supply rail poten-
tial of 18V. This potential is fed to the bistable via
3R8 (back to Fig. 1 again) where, under these condi-
tions, it reverse biases 3D6. If the bistable switching is
incorrect however 3VT11 will be cut off and its collec-
tor voltage will fall to chassis potential. This means
that 3D6 will be forward biased and in this condi-
tion the bistable triggering pulse arriving at 3C10
will, instead of passing via 3D7 to trigger 3VT3, pass
instead via 3D6 and 3C7 to chassis. As a result the
bistable will miss a count and its switching will be
corrected so that the PAL switch switches the reference
signal in phase with the phase alternations of the
transmitted V chrominance signal.

To appreciate how the ident potential arises-why
3VT11 switches on or off according to whether the
bistable is switching in correct synchronism or not-

GORDON J. KING
we must go back to the burst channel/reference sig-
nal generator section. The circuit of this is shown in
Fig. 2. It will be recalled that this is the chassis that
uses the passive subcarrier (i.e. reference signal) re-
generator circuit. The crystal 3XL1 is driven by the
gated out bursts and oscillates at 4.43MHz through-
out the line period until the next burst arrives to
"replenish" the ringing action of the crystal. The
crystal acts as a filter, removing the sidebands of the
burst signal so that a pure 4.43MHz sinewave is fed
to the following amplifier stage 3VT9. 3D11, 3D12
and 3T5 comprise the burst phase switch which acts in
a similar manner to the conventional PAL V switch
(e.g. 3D9, 3D10 and 3T2 in Fig. 1), removing the burst
swings in this case so that the crystal is driven by con-
stant phase bursts.

Now the action of this switch also controls the
ident and colour killer operations. How this occurs
is shown in Fig. 3. At (a) is shown the received burst
signal, alternating ±45° about the -U axis on alter-
nate lines. If the switching is correct we get the situa-
tion depicted in (b): the burst on line 2 has been
shifted to the same phase as the burst on line 1, i.e. we
have a constant phase burst signal on every line at the
input to the crystal driver stage 3VT8. If the switching
is incorrect the situation depicted in (c) arises : here
the burst on line 1 instead of line 2 has been shifted
by 90°, giving antiphase burst signals which cancel
out on alternate lines. This burst cancellation means
that we get no reference signal.

To summarise then, if the bistable is switching in
correct synchronism the reference signal is produced,
if it is switching in incorrect synchronism there is no
reference signal. The rest is simple. The post crystal
amplifier 3VT9 drives an emitter -follower 3VTIO
which provides a low -impedance output. This out-
put is fed via 3C48 to the chrominance synchronous
demodulators-via the usual V switch (Fig. 1) and
90° shift network in the U feed-and via 3C49 and
3RV7 to 3VT11 base. We are thus back to 3VT11.
When the previously described switching is correct
the reference signal appears at 3VT11 base where it is
rectified by 3D15. 3VT11 switches on and the positive
potential across 3R72 reverse biases 3D6 (ident
action) and turns on the chrominance channel (colour
killer action). When the switching is incorrect there is
no reference signal, 3VT11 is switched off by the posi-
tive potential at its base, its collector rests at chassis
potential, the chrominance channel is non -conducting
and the ident diode is forward biased so that the next
trigger pulse is shorted. The bistable then misses a
count so that correct switching is restored.

This is a neat and clever system which is accurate in
operation. The bistable phase preset, as 3RV7 is
called, is provided because although it has been
assumed that total reference signal cancellation
occurs when. the bistable switching is incorrect this is
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Fig. 3: (a) Received bursts. (b) Correct switching provides
a constant -phase burst. (c) Incorrect switching provides
ant/phase bursts on alternate lines which cancel out:

not wholly true in practice-a small -level reference
signal remains. 3RV7 presets the bias at 3VT1 1 base
so that the circuit can differentiate between the correct
reference signal level and the small level remaining
when the phasing is in error.

In later versions of this chassis the burst channel/
reference signal sections of the decoder are integrated
-see TELEVISION, November 1971, pages 12-13. The
action however remains basically the same.

Using the (dent Signal Direct
Before looking at some "non -PAL" systems we must

mention one other ident technique that is quite widely
ised-for example in the BRC 3000 chassis. That is to

amplify the ident signal, then square it and use it to
drive the PAL V switch directly. This of course over-
comes the need for a bistable circuit-and the ident,
i.e. V switching, is always automatically correct.

Japanese Circuits
For the sake of completeness we will conclude our

survey of this section of colour receiver circuitry by
taking a look at the reference signal and burst
arrangements in a couple of Japanese imported sets.

Sony System
A well-known non -PAL (though it works of course

on PAL transmissions) receiver is the Sony colour set
which is fitted with the Sony Trinitron tube. This was
described in some detail by K. Royal in our October
1971 issue (Secrets of the Sony Colour Receiver, pages
552-556). It may be recalled that each chrominance
demodulator in this set receives a reference signal
from its own crystal passive subcarrier regenerator
circuit. The U subcarrier regenerator is driven by the
received bursts, locking on to the average phase to
produce a subcarrier on the -U axis. The burst feed
to the V subcarrier regenerator is switched on alter-
nate lines so that it swings about the V axis. The V
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Fig. 4 (right): Block diagram of the decoder used in the
Teleton colour receiver.
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Fig. 5: The V subcarrier regenerator circuit used in the Teleton receiver.

subcarrier regenerator therefore produces a subcarrier
along the V axis.

Switching is also used in the chrominance signal
channel: a one line period delay line is introduced on
alternate lines so that alternate lines of the chromin-
ance signal are repeated, the partnering set of trans-
mitted lines simply being deleted. This gets round the
PAL chrominance phase alternations.

The burst and chrominance switching is controlled
by an ident signal which is obtained from a "clock
pulse check" circuit which effectively counts the pulses
occurring during the field sync periods : since the
sequence differs between the start of the odd and even
fields enough information is present to enable the odd
and even lines to be identified.

These techniques effectively cancel the PAL fea-
tures of the transmitted signal, the receiver being
arranged to process the signal in a manner that does
not infringe the PAL patents-since at the time of
writing Sony have not been licensed to produce PAL
sets.

Teleton System
The Teleton (General Corporation of Japan)

VX1110 colour receiver is another with a different
and very interesting PAL signal decoding department.
The relevant sections are shown in block diagram form
in Fig. 4. The chroma amplifier feeds the V and U
detectors direct but there is seemingly no reason why
the set would not work with a PAL delay line and
matrix so that the V and U detectors receive phase -
insensitive V and U signals as in a PAL -D receiver.
The set however operates in the PAL -S manner, i.e.
without a chrominance delay line.

The reference signal for the U detector is obtained
from a passive subcarrier regenerator circuit which
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locks to the average phase by the transmitted bursts,
i.e. -U. The set however has a completely novel way
of obtaining the reference signal required by the V
chroma detector. This signal is generated by a stage
running at the subcarrier frequency (4.43MHz
approximately) plus (could be minus) half the line
frequency (i.e. 7 8kHz, which as a result of the phase
alternations of the PAL bursts is a sideband of the
burst signal).

It is this "offset" reference signal which eventually
reaches the V detector, after processing by a phase
modulator in conjunction with a sawtooth shaper to
neatly provide V phase switching and ident.

The Teleton receiver then is arranged so that its
half line offset generator is locked to the burst side -
band which corresponds to the subcarrier frequency
plus half line frequency, the crystal for this generator
being cut to the corresponding frequency of
4-44143MHz. The ident is neatly secured as the half
line offset signal assumes a phase common to just that
one component of the bursts.

Now exactly one half cycle difference exists between
the subcarrier frequency proper and the half line offset
frequency over a period of one scanning line. This
corresponds to a phase displacement of exactly 180
degrees. Thus by passing the half line offset reference
signal to the V detector through a 90' phase delay
network the correct conditions are provided for quad-
rature demodulation. Sadly there is a snag to this.
The 180° displacement exists only at the commence-
ment of each line, the displacement altering progres-
sively as the line scan continues. Such a signal could
not be used to drive the V detector as it would cause a
progressive hue change from the start to the finish of
every line.

The Teleton receiver overcomes this problem by
using a phase modulator driven by a sawtooth signal
(see Fig. 4). In essence the phase of the half line
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offset reference signal is changed linearly by the saw -
tooth signal modulating the phase modulator during
each line period so that the 180' relationship between
the U and V reference signals is maintained from the
start to the finish of every line. The phasing is accom-
plished by a capacitance -diode.

The circuit in which these operations take place is
shown in Fig. 5. The burst amplifier Trl is fed with
the chrominance signal and line frequency gating
pulses so that a signal is developed across its load
transformer Tl only during the burst period. T1
secondary drives both the U and V reference signal
crystals, the latter ringing at the half line offset
reference frequency. The train of 4- 44143MHz oscil-
lations is then fed to the base of Tr2 and appears
across T2. The phase modulator section consisting
of capacitance -diode Dl also feeds into T2 secondary.
DI is back -biased to a value determined by the setting
of the preset RI and reflects a capacitive component
across T2 secondary. It is this which adjusts the phase
of the half line offset reference signal.

The capacitance reflected across T2 secondary-
and hence the phase of the V reference signal --
changes linearly through the line period as a result
of the sawtooth signal-integrated line flyback pulse
-applied to the capacitance -diode circuit. Now over
a period of two lines the offset signal has a phase
displacement of exactly 360 with respect to the
443M Hz colour subcarrier : in consequence the phase
modulated output from T2 is alternating by 180' line
by line, i.e. we obtain (after the 900 shift) a +V
reference signal on alternate lines so that we get
correct PAL demodulation.

NEW AERIALS, CONVERTERS ETC.
J Beam have introduced a new range of universal loft
aerials with angle regulator and universal clamp
bracket. The PBL6 has a recommended retail price
of £210, the PBL 10 £2.55, the PBL12 £2.95 and the
MBL30 £3.80.

Antiference have introduced a new set -top u.h.f.
aerial, the Power -Plus, which they expect will increase
the use of this type of aerial significantly, giving as
it does a gain of 9dB by using a Yagi formation with
a double director chain. The recommended retail
price of this is £3  75.

A new mast -head amplifier from Wolsey, the Spec-
trum, can be used singly or in cascade and has an
inherent noise level of the order of 3dB.

An up -converter (for feeding piped 625 v.h.f. signals
to a single -standard u.h.f. receiver) with low -noise
preamplifier giving 4dB gain has been introduced by
Teleng who state that it should be mounted on the
skirting board and not on the back of the set. Price
is £9.50.

Labgear have also added another up -converter to
their range, Model CM6022/ RA : this incorporates an
integral preamplifier and is intended for use in low -
signal areas.

A log -periodic set -top aerial, the Tri-Star 4 (Model
CM6021 /ST), has been added to the Labgear aerial
range. Using the log -periodic principle gives a flat
response over the entire u.h.f. TV Bands. The "di-
poles" on each side of the centre beam are made of
continuous strip, giving a distinctive appearance to
the aerial. The recommended retail price is £3.

Belling Lee have also joined the ranks of those
offering up -converters: their model is called the
TVertor.

TELEVISION
COLOUR RECEIVER
RGB AND AUDIO MODULES
Complete details next month of two of the
colour receiver modules-the colour signal
matrixing and output board and the i.c. audio
output board. This is the first time that an RGB
board has been presented to the constructor.
The layout is not critical but care is required in
the design to ensure stability- and accurate
black -level clamping. With these two boards
we complete the signal side of the project.

SERVICING TV RECEIVERS
The very widely used Thorn/BRC 1500 single -
standard monochrome chassis has now had
time to reveal its common faults and next
month Les will be telling us what goes wrong
and what to look for. Many readers have asked
us to deal with this chassis.

SINEWAVE LINE OSCILLATORS
You might at first think it odd to use a sinewave
oscillator as the line generator stage. Sinewave
oscillators have however been used for this
purpose for a number of years and have the
advantage of much better frequency stability
which is particularly important in colour receivers
in which pulses from the line output stage are
used for various colour signal processing
control functions-gating, clamping and so on.
Next month Keith Cummins delves into all this
and gives a practical circuit for use in his
popular 625 -line receiver.

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW

TO
(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve/deliver the AUGUST issue of
TELEVISION (20p), on sale JULY 17, and
continue every month until further notice.

NAME

ADDRESS
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MULLARD TBA SERIES -2
SINCE the last part in this series Mullard have released
details of a PAL -D decoder developed in their labora-
tories in which most of the circuitry has been inte-
grated into four i.c.s-a TBA560Q which undertakes
the luminance and chrominance signal processing,
a TBA540Q which provides the reference signal
channel, a TBA990Q which provides synchronous
demodulation of the colour -difference signals, G -Y
signal matrixing and PAL V switching, and a
TBA530Q which matrixes the colour -difference signals
and the luminance signal to obtain the R, G and B
signals which after amplification by single -transistor
output stages drive the cathodes of the shadowmask
tube. The TBA530Q and TBA990Q were covered in
our last instalment: the TBA540Q and TBA560Q and
also the TBA500Q and TBA510Q which provide an
alternative luminance and chrominance signal pro-
cessing arrangement will be covered this time.

The internal circuits of the TBA530Q and
TBA520Q (predecessor to the TBA990Q-which
shows how fast things are moving at present) were
shown in Part 6 in order to give an idea of the type
of circuitry used in these linear colour receiver i.c.s.
The internal circuitry is not however of great import-
ance to the user or service engineer: all we need to
know about a particular i.c. are the functions it per-
forms, the inputs and outputs it requires and provides
and the external connections necessary. The i.c.s we
shall deal with in this instalment are highly complex
internally-the TBA560Q for example contains some
67 integrated transistor elements alone. This time
therefore we shall just show the immediate external
circuitry in conjunction with a block diagram to
indicate the functions performed within the i.c.

TBA540Q Reference Signal Channel

A block diagram with external connections for this
i.c. is shown in Fig. 1. In addition to providing the
reference signal required for synchronous demodu-
lation of the colour -difference signals this i.c. incor-
porates automatic phase and amplitude control of the
reference oscillator and a half line frequency syn-
chronous demodulator which compares the phases and
amplitudes of the burst ripple and the square wave-

form from the PAL V switch circuit in order to
generate a.c.c., colour killer and ident outputs. The
use of a synchronous demodulator for these functions
provides a high standard of noise immunity in the
decoder.

The internal reference oscillator operates in con-
junction with an external 4.43MHz crystal connected
between pins 1 and 15. The nominal load capacitance
of the crystal is 20pF. The reference oscillator output,
in correct phase for feeding to the V signal syn-
chronous demodulator, is taken from pin 4 at a
nominal amplitude of 1.5V peak -to -peak. This is a
low -impedance output and no d.c. load to earth is
required here. The bifilar inductor Ll provides the
antiphase signal necessary for push-pull reference
signal drive to the burst detector circuit, the antiphase
input being at pin 6. The U subcarrier is obtained
from the junction of a 900 phase shift network (R1,
C1) connected across Ll. The oscillator is controlled
by the output at pin 2. This pin is fed internally with
a sinewave derived from the reference signal and
controlled in amplitude by the internal reactance
control circuit. The phase of the feedback from pin
2 to the crystal via C2 is such that the value of C2 is
effectively increased. Pin 2 is held internally at a
very low impedance. Thus the tuning of the crystal
is automatically controlled by the amplitude of the
feedback waveform and its influence on the effective
value of C2.

The burst signal is fed in at pin 5. A burst wave-
form amplitude of 1V peak -to -peak is required (the
minimum threshold is 0.7V) and this is a.c. coupled.
The a.p.c. loop phase detector (burst detector) loads
and filter (R2, C4, C5 and C6) are connected to pins
13 and 14.

A synchronously -generated a.c.c. potential is pro-
duced at pin 9. The voltage at this pin is set by R3 to
4V with zero burst input. The synchronous demodu-
lator producing this output is fed with the burst signal
and the PAL half line frequency squarewave which
is a.c. coupled at pin 8 at 2.5V peak -to -peak. If the
phase of the squarewave is correct the potential at
pin 9 will fall and normal a.c.c. action will commence.
If the phase of the squarewave is incorrect the voltage
at pin 9 will rise, providing the ident action as this
rise will make the PAL switch miss a count thereby
correcting its phase. A colour -killer output is pro-
vided at pin 7 from an internal switching transistor.
If the ident conditions are incorrect this transistor is
saturated and the output at pin 7 is about 250mV.
When the ident conditions are correct (voltage at pin
9 below 2.5V) the transistor is cut off providing a
positive -going turn -on bias at pin 7. The network
between pins 10 and 12 provides filtering and a.c.c.
level (R3) setting. The control connected to pin 11 is
set so that in conjunction with the rest of the decoder
circuitry the level of the burst signal at pin 5 under
a.c.c. control is correct.

The positive d.c. supply required is applied to pin
3 and the chassis connection is pin 16.

TBA560Q Chroma-Luminance IC
A block diagram with external connections for this

i.c. is shown in Fig. 2. The i.c. incorporates the cir-
cuits required to process the luminance and chromin-
ance signals, providing a luminance output for the
RGB matrix and a chrominance output for the PAL
delay line circuit.
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Fig. 1: TBA5400 block diagram and external connections.
The ident output at pin 9 is fed direct to pin 1 of the
TBA990Q or via a potential divider consisting of 10k plus 1 k
to chassis to pin 1 of the TBA520Q, with 68kpF to chassis.
The a.c.c. output is fed to pin 14 of the TBA5600 via the
network shown in Fig. 2 or to pin 2 of the TBA5100 via
the components shown in Fig. 4.
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The luminance input is a.c. coupled from the This pin also requires a d.c. bias current which is
luminance delay line terminating resistor at pin 3. obtained via the 22kI resistor shown. The brightness
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control is connected to pin 6: variation from OV to
1  2V at this pin gives a variation in the black level
of the luminance output at pin 5 of from OV to 3V,
which is a greater range than is needed in practice.
The contrast control is connected to pin 2 and the
potential applied here controls the gain of both the
luminance and the chrominance channels so that the
two signals track together correctly. Picture tube
beam current limiting can be applied at either pin 6
or pin 2 (by taking the earthy side of one of the con-
trols to a beam limiter network). To maintain correct
picture black level it is preferable to apply the beam
limiting facility to reduce the contrast. A positive -
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going pulse timed to coincide with the back porch
period is fed in at pin 10 to provide burst gating and
to operate the black -level clamp in the luminance
channel: the black -level clamp requires a charge
storage capacitor which is connected to pin 4. The
luminance output is obtained from an internal emitter -
follower at pin 5, an external load resistor of not less
than 2kS2 being required here. The output has a
nominal black level of 1.6V and 1V black -to -white
amplitude.

The chrominance signal is applied in push-pull to
pins 1 and 15. A.c.c. is applied at pin 14, a negative -
going potential giving a 26dB control range starting at
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1V and giving maximum gain reduction at 200mV.
The saturation control is connected to pin 13 and the
colour -killer potential is also applied to this pin : the
chrominance channel is muted when the voltage at
this pin falls below IV. The chrominance output, at
an amplitude of about 2V peak -to -peak, is obtained
at pin 9: an external network is required which
provides d.c. negative feedback in the chrominance
channel via pin 12.

The burst output, at about 1V peak -to -peak, is
obtained at pin 7. A network connected to this pin
also provides d.c. feedback to the chrominance input
transformer (connected between pins 1 and 15) to
give good d.c. stability. Line and field blanking pulses
are fed in at pin 8 to the luminance and chrominance
channels : these negative -going pulses should not
exceed -5V in amplitude. The d.c. supply is applied
to pin 11 and pin 16 is the chassis connection.

TBA500Q Luminance IC

A block diagram with external connections for this
i.c. is shown in Fig. 3. This i.c. provides a colour
receiver luminance channel incorporating luminance
delay -line matching stages, a black -level clamp and a
d.c. contrast control which maintains a constant black
level over its range of operation. A beam current
limiting facility which first reduces picture ,contrast
and then picture brightness is provided and line and
field flyback blanking can be applied.

A video input signal of 2V peak -to -peak with nega-
tive -going sync pulses is required at pin 2, a.c. coupled.
A clamp potential obtained from pin 13 via a smooth-
ing circuit is fed to pin 2 to regulate the black level
of the signal at pin 2 to about 10-4V. The smoothing
network for the black -level control potential should
have a time -constant which is less than the time -
constant of the video signal coupling network.

The 3V peak -to -peak composite video output with
positive -going sync pulses obtained at pin 3 from an
emitter -follower can be used as a source of chroma
signal: in Fig. 3 it is used as a source of sync pulses
for the black -level clamp, fed in at pin 15. This pin
requires positive -going sync pulses of 2V amplitude
or greater for sync -cancelling the black -level clamp.
The other input to the clamp consists of negative -
going back porch pulses fed in at pin 1 to operate the
clamp. The timing of these pulses is not critical pro-
vided the pulse does not encroach on the sync pulse
period and that it dwells for at least Zus on any part
of the back porch-clamp pulse overlap into the
picture line period is unimportant. A low-pass filter
capacitor for the clamp is connected at pin 14 to
prevent the operation of the clamp being affected by
the bursts or h.f. noise.

The contrast control is connected to pin 5 and is
linked to the saturation control so that the two track
together. A variation of from 2 to 4V at pin 5 gives
a control range of at least 40dB, the relationship
between the video at pin 4 and the potential at pin 5
being linear.

An output to drive the luminance delay line is
provided at pin 4. This is a low -impedance source
and a luminance delay line with a characteristic
impedance of 1-2.7161 can be used. The delayed
luminance signal is fed back into the i.c. at pin 8.
Line and field flyback banking pulses and the bright-
ness control are also connected to this pin. The gain
of the luminance channel is determined by the value

of the resistor connected to pin 9. The luminance
output is taken from an emitter -follower at pin 10, an
external load resistor being required. The voltage
output range available is from 0.7V to 5-5V. The
potential of the black level of the output signal is
normally set to 1.5V by appropriate setting of the
potential at pin 8. A luminance signal output ampli-
tude of 2.8V black to white at maximum contrast is
produced : superimposed on this is the blanking
waveform which remains of constant amplitude inde-
pendently of the contrast and brightness control
settings.

A beam current limiting input is provided at pin 6.
A rising positive potential at this pin will start to
reduce the contrast at about 2V. Further increase in
the voltage at this pin will continue to reduce the
contrast until a threshold is reached, determined by
the potential applied to pin 7, when the d.c. level of
the video signal is reduced giving reduction in picture
brightness.

The d.c. supply is connected to pin 12 and pin 16
is the chassis connection.

TBASIOQ Chrominance IC

A block diagram with external connections for this
i.c. is shown in Fig. 4. It provides a colour receiver
chrominance signal processing channel with a variable
gain a.c.c. chroma amplifier circuit, d.c. control of
chroma saturation which can be ganged to the opera-
tion of the contrast control, chroma blanking and
burst gating, a burst output stage, colour -killer circuit
and PAL delay line driver stage.

The chroma signal is a.c. coupled to pin 4, the a.c.c.
control potential being applied at pin 2. The non -
signal side of the differential amplifier used for the
a.c.c. system is taken to pin 3 where a decoupling
capacitor should be connected. A resistor can be
connected between pins 2 and 3 to reduce the control
sensitivity of the a.c.c. system to any desired level.
The saturation control is connected to pin 15, the d.c.
control voltage range required here being 1.5-4-5V.
For chrominance blanking a negative -going line
flyback pulse of amplitude not greater than 5V is fed
in at pin 14. A series network is connected to pin 6 to
decouple the emitter of one of the amplifying stages
in the i.c.: the value of the resistor in this network
influences the gain of both the burst and the chroma
channels in the i.c.

The chrominance signal outputs are obtained at
pin 8 (collector) to drive the chroma delay line and
pin 9 (emitter) to feed the chrominance signal matrix
(undelayed signal). A resistive path to earth is essen-
tial at pin 9. The colour -killer turn -on bias is applied
to pin 5 : colour is "on" at 2.3V, "off" at 1.9V.
Chroma signal suppression when killed is greater than
50dB.

The burst signal output is at pin 11 (collector) or 12
(emitter). If a low -impedance output is required pin 11
is connected direct to the 12V supply rail and the
output is taken from pin 12. An external load of
2kn connected to chassis is required here. The burst
gating pulse is fed in at pin 13, a negative -going pulse
of not greater than 5V amplitude being required.

Pins 7 and 10 are connected to an internal screen
whose purpose is to prevent unwanted burst and
chroma outputs : the pins must be linked together
and taken via a direct path to earth. Pin 1 is the d.c.

-continued on page 424
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COLOUR IF STRIP
BUILDING

THE

MANY readers will have taken advantage of our sug-
gestion last month that the components for the i.f.
module be ordered in preparation for the construction
this month. The first thing to do is to check the
components off against the full components list given
last month. Any shortages should be brought up with
the suppliers.

Some general comments about the it module are
appropriate at this point. A great deal of mysticism
has arisen about r.f. stages .and the circuits handling
r.f. and i.f. signals. As with any problem the answers
once known seem simple. Unfortunately however few
of us are lucky enough to have had the equipment,
time and facilities available to be allowed to explore
this area in detail.

In this instance we are providing the constructor
with a ready made answer and as long as the few
points we mention are noted during the actual con-
struction problems should be either non-existent or
very minor. Many older hands will already have
noticed the general absence from the components list
of high tolerance capacitors-there are some but they
are relatively few. An even bigger surprise may be
that very few of the tuning capacitors are screened
off; coils are screened where necessary but not other-
wise. All this can be achieved in a modern i.f. strip
provided the layout is right and the board is eventually
mounted in the right manner in the receiver.

Printed Circuit Board
The necessary care has been taken in designing the

printed circuit board for the i.f. module-the one
presented is in fact the fourth generation of design
and gives-in the prototype-extremely stable opera-
tion. The board is available from the supplier listed
in the June issue of the magazine but there will be
those readers who want to make their own. The same
instructions can be followed as given for making the
decoder board in the May issue. The board is not
quite as long as the decoder one and can be etched in
a smaller bath. A great deal more care has to be taken
however in marking up the copper before etching. It
is particularly important that the chassis areas are
left as shown (Fig. 1) and that all the contact points-
around the intercarrier amplifier integrated circuit for
example-are left the same size and in the same
positions. (Fig. 1 is to scale.) Take special care that
there are no whiskers of copper left between copper
areas after etching because even when these are not
connected to anything the inevitable capacitance
effects they produce can give trouble.

The various holes should next be drilled. The size
for the majority of the components should be 1/32in.

but the holes for the coil bases-not chokes L112,
L113, L119 and L120 --the transistors, the potentio-
meters and we would suggest the luminance delay line
should be 1/16in. Also make the six 3/16in. holes
around the edge that will later be used for mounting
the board in the cabinet. The accuracy of the
hole positions on this board is of more importance
than on the decoder panel but don't develop a fetish
about it : put them as close as possible to the mark-
ings on Fig. 1 and you should be OK. Notice par-
ticularly that the spacing between the pins on the
Neosid coil bases is unbalanced : it is vital that these
holes are drilled the correct way round so that the
coils can be mounted in only one direction.

Remember to take care not to exert excess pressure
on the hand brace-otherwise the paxolin will split-
and always drill from the copper side. When the
holes are all made check and double check against
the diagram to prevent possible later damage which
might be caused by having to drill holes with the
other components already mounted.

IF Coils
The constructor will have already obtained a set of

coils from the suppliers of Component -Pack No. 6.
You will notice from the list that this set is not abso-
lutely complete : just as it would have been un-
economic to have had the transformers in the decoder,
module wound it would be uneconomic to have three
of the smaller inductors for the i.f. module wound.
These are L113, L119 and L120: they are constructed
on single -hole Ferroxcube formers type FX1242 (in
Component -Pack No. 5) and will be described later.

For the constructor who buys the ready-made set
of coils only these three have to be wound. We cannot
advise you to wind your own i.f. coils unless you have
had a lot of experience. Data however is given in
Table 1. The formers are all Neosid as are the choke
formers used for L112 and L116. L101 -L107 and
L115, L126 are all straightforward close layer -wound
coils with the number of turns and wire gauge as
indicated. It will be noted however that L115 uses a
larger former and longer core. L112 and L116 wound
as chokes are also quite straightforward with the
winding ends soldered directly to the lead -out wires
of the former. L114 is wave -wound over }in. and
really requires a winding machine : scramble- or pile -
wound this coil would need fewer turns.

L117/118 is quite straightforward with two single -
layer windings separated by about 1 mm. on the larger
722/4 former whereas L121/122 consists of two
wave -windings over }in. with L122 wound first on the
former and L121 then wound over it. L123 is a
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410
407

Fig. 3) for the T
A

A
350A

 if this has been supplied in
place of the T

A
A

350.
D

o not try to solder all the connections to the i.c.
in one quick rotation because although the tem

pera-
ture on each lead m

ay be all right the total am
ount

of heat flow
ing into the chip m

ay be enough to cause
dam

age. Solder one lead at a tim
e, let it cool dow

n
fully, then m

ove on to the next lead and so on.
A

lthough som
e readers w

ill disagree w
ith the principle

of turning the lead over slightly on the copper side
of the board such a procedure does on a m

ultitag
com

ponent especially give a little m
echanical advan-

tage and reduces the chances of a dry joint. Provided
you don't over solder the joints there w

ill be little
bother in their rem

oval at a later date if
this

is

necessary.

Lum
inance D

elay Lines
T

he lum
inance

delay line can next be m
ounted.

O
ne of three types w

ill have been supplied in C
om

-
ponent -Pack N

o. 5 depending on their availability at
the tim

e of publication. O
ne is m

ade by Siem
ens and

is a plastic coated line and is the shorter variety
w

hile a second has a w
hite plastic insulation w

rap.
For the purposes of the project this second one is an
"alternative" although the electrical perform

ance of
the lines is virtually identical. T

he third type is the
sam

e size as the Siem
ens one but is com

pletely
encapsulated.

T
he shorter line is m

ounted using the three holes
exactly in line across the board (Fig. 1). A

t the end
that has tw

o connections the outer is the one to the
+

 20V
 rail. W

ith the longer type line this connection
is from

 a soldered w
ire on the side of the line and the

three holes slightly farther tow
ards the edge of the

board are used. W
e m

ade no reference to this in the
hole drilling earlier but w

ould advise that all six
delay -line holes are m

ade so that interchangeability
of lines

in
the future-should

this be necessary
because of failure-w

ill be no problem
.

O
n the longer type line supplied there are four con-

necting leads w
ith tw

o supply rail connecting points
on the sides-one at each end of the line. O

nly one of
these is required and the other should be snipped off
close to the body of the line. C

heck that you are
snipping off the correct one by placing the line on the
board w

ith the supply connectors on the edge side.
T

he end w
here only one hole is drilled is the end

w
here the rem

oval should be m
ade.

M
ount the line w

ith the three leads through the
correct holes, check your connections and solder up.
D

on't have the line flat on the paxolin surface but
don't leave m

ore than about +
in. gap.

A
lthough the constructor could m

ake his ow
n

lum
inance delay line this has never been regarded as

very econom
ical to us in term

s of the w
ork involved.

If you w
ant to tackle this how

ever w
e w

ould suggest
you read pages 3.11-3.13 of the M

ullard publication
"P

A
L C

olour T
V

 . .."
(1966).

F
inal A

ssem
bly

A
ll that you should now

 have left over for m
ount-

ing are the three Ferroxcube cores. W
e w

ould sug-
gest that as for the transform

ers in the decoder these
can be stuck to the board adjacent to their lead -out
holes using E

vostik or a little A
raldite. L

eave them
to harden in place overnight and then take the w

ires

through the holes, clean off the enam
el covering care-

fully w
ith a pen -knife and solder dow

n.
T

he only rem
aining thing to be done is to w

ire four
interconnecting leads across the copper side of the
board :

they are indicated in Fig. I. U
se insulated

w
ire of course and for the tw

o longer runs it is w
ise

to attach them
 to the board at a few

 points along their
length w

ith a sm
ear of E

vostik.
T

he i.f. m
odule is not as heavily loaded as the de-

coder and there is not really any need to support the
board against w

arping. Just store it in a safe place
until you need to use it in the receiver.

C
hecking Y

our IF
 M

odule
T

he layout of the com
ponents on the board, the

polarity of the electrolytics and the diodes, the con-
nections of the transistors and the values of all com

-
ponents should be checked and rechecked against our
draw

ings and, if you care to, against the circuit dia-
gram

. W
hen you are absolutely satisfied that all is

w
ell m

ake an additional resistance check betw
een the

+
20V

 and the earth rails on the printed circuit copper
using your test m

eter. T
he reading obtained w

ith the
m

eter leads connected in either polarity should be
betw

een 650 and
670f1. It is also im

portant
on this

board to ensure that there are no solder bridges across
any copper areas and that no point is over soldered.

For the m
om

ent this is all you can do unless you
have r.f. sources and test equipm

ent. T
he full align-

m
ent of the i.f. m

odule including the a.g.c. and a.f.c.
facilities w

ill be described in a later issue. A
 note

about the A
lignm

ent Service is given in the "R
eaders

have A
sked .

.
." section at the end of this part of

the series.

P
erform

ance
It is convenient to give details of the perform

ance
of the i.f. m

odule at this point because the various
requirem

ents discussed in Part 3 w
ill still be fresh in

the reader's m
ind. T

he results quoted are those from
the prototype receiver but it should be possible to
obtain the sam

e results from
 any of the constructed

m
odules providing the circuit layout and the recom

-
m

ended com
ponents are used and given that the

alignm
ent details are follow

ed.
O

f principal concern of course is the achievem
ent

of the correct frequency response together w
ith the

various rejections quoted as being required (see June
issue). T

he response should also be substantially un-
affected by variations in gain as a result of a.g.c. action.

T
he result for the prototype is show

n in Fig. 4. T
his

is the sw
eep response m

easured at the lum
inance out-

put point (21 in the incom
plete receiver). T

he solid
line indicates the response at full gain and the dotted
line that at full gain reduction of 45dB

. In practice the
gain w

ill be betw
een these lines, depending on the gain

of the tuner used, the service area field strength and
the aerial system

.
O

f principal note is that the vision carrier point at
39.5M

H
z is w

ell held at its correct -6dB
 point over

the full gain range A
nd that the m

ain lum
inance com

-
ponents up to 5M

H
z (i.f. of 34.5M

H
z) are still w

ith-
in 6dB

 of the centre frequency com
ponents. T

his is
w

ell w
ithin an acceptable specification particularly as

lum
inance com

ponents up to 4M
H

z are w
ithin 3dB

.
T

he flatness of the response is slightly better at full
gain although the roll -off dow

n to the carrier point

Ta

single -layer w
inding w

hile 4.5m
m

. aw
ay on the

form
er is the bifilar w

inding of L
124 and L

125: the
bifilar spacing is one w

ire diam
eter so this m

ust be
w

ound w
ith four lengths of w

ire and then tw
o dis-

carded after the tw
o to be left have been secured to

the form
er adequately w

ith cem
ent. T

his arrange-
m

ent is also on the larger N
eosid type 722/4 form

er.
L

108/109/110 is the m
ost com

plex w
inding. L

108
and L

109 are bifilar w
ound together (close bifilar

w
ound unlike L

124/125) quite close to the base of the
form

er. T
he three turns of L

110 are overw
ound at

one end of this bifilar w
ind and this position then

defines the earthy ends of L
108 /L

109 (i.e. the end
closest to the supply voltage-tags A

 and C
 on the

circuit and layout diagram
s). A

t the top end of the
form

er is then w
ound the single layer of L

111. N
ote

that in order to accom
m

odate the w
hole of this

arrangem
ent the sam

e screening can has also to include
C

126 w
hich

is
internally

connected. A
 suitable

m
ounting position m

ust be determ
ined for this 47pF

com
ponent so that the can w

ill not foul it. Y
ou w

ill
note that the larger form

er is also used for this com
-

bination.
A

ll the w
indings used in the i.f.

strip m
ust be

securely supported, preferably using a m
aterial w

hich
has no capacitive effect and is not affected by tem

-
perature changes. Polystyrene cem

ent is quite good
for this purpose but w

ax should be avoided. M
ake

all the lead connections to the base as short as possible
after positively identifying the ends w

ith your test
m

eter. T
he base connections are show

n in Fig. 2-
the letters given correspond w

ith the circuit and the
constructional data for the coils. T

he base has also
to be glued to the form

er-as vertically as possible-
using som

ething such as E
vostik. Put the cans over

the w
indings as soon as possible to protect them

 and
nick the bottom

s of the cans slightly to secure them
until they are m

ounted on the board. T
he tags on the

outside of the can are not of course folded over at
this stage as they w

ill form
 the chassis connections on

the copper side of the board.
A

ll constructors m
ust w

ind L
113, L

119 and L
120

on the FX
1242 Ferroxcube form

ers (C
om

ponent -Pack
N

o. 5). T
he w

indings are very sim
ply m

ade :
pass

the w
ire through the hole, back along the outside of

the form
er and then through the hole again for the

next turn.
It is not of course possible to get a com

-
plete num

ber of turns in this w
ay and it w

ould be
m

ore accurate to describe the num
ber of turns (T

able
2) as the num

ber of passes of w
ire through the centre

hole. M
ake the w

indings quite tight w
ithout being so

tight as to risk dam
age to the enam

el insulation.
A

void w
ire kinks and keep the outer w

ires on one
side of the form

er so that another side can be used
for gluing on to the board. L

eave a few
 inches of w

ire
at each end of the w

inding for the later connections
and put a sm

ear of E
vostik across the outer w

ires to
hold them

 sem
i -rigid until the coils are m

ounted.

C
om

ponent M
ounting

A
s w

ith the decoder m
odule it w

ill pay you to lay
out the com

ponents for the board in som
e order of

value or com
ponent num

bering :
there are 156 item

s
to be m

ounted on the board and it is extrem
ly tim

e
consum

ing and frustrating to have to sort through
the com

plete pile to find for exam
ple a Iktl resistor

w
hen you w

ant it.
T

ake the usual precautions w
hen soldering, avoid -

T
able 1

:
M

ain coil w
inding data

R
ef.

F
orm

er
C

ore
W

ire
(s.w

.g.)
N

o. of
turns

N
ote

L101
722/1

6/900
38

10
7

L102
722/1

6/900
38

8
7

L103
722/1

6/900
38

11
7

L104
722/1

6/900
38

15
7

L105
722/1

6/900
38

9
7

L106
722/1

6/900
38

27
7

L107
722/1

6/900
38

7
7

L1081
25

L109

If 722/4
L110

6/900

{40 4040
253

1

L111
28

9

L112
C

H
2/7/500

47
86

2
L113

see
T

able 2
L114

722/1
6/900

42
140

3
L115

722/4
12.7/900

40
30

7

L116
C

H
2/7/500

47
86

2

L1171722/4
L118ff

6/900
14242

301
27f

4

L119
L120

see T
able 2

see T
able 2

L121
L122

722/1
6/900

4238
5025

5

L123
38

7

L124
722/4

6/900
42

6
6

L
1
2
5
J

42
6

L126
722/1

6/900
42

35
7

W
ire used m

ay be en cu, ess, tna or sim
ilar.

A
ll cores for N

eosid 722/1 and 722/4 form
ers are 4 x

0.5m
m

. and either 6 or 12.7m
m

. long as indicated in the
T

able. C
hokes C

H
2/7/500 are by N

eosid.

N
otes:

(1) L111 is w
ound at the top of the form

er; at the bottom
L108 and L109 are bifilar w

ound at the earthy end.
(2) S

ingle layer w
ound, central on the choke: 65µH

.
(3) W

ave -w
ound over lin.

(4) W
ound w

ith earthy ends together and spaced by 1m
m

.
(5) L122 w

ave -w
ound over lin. L121 w

ave -w
ound over

L122.
(6) L124 and L125 are bifilar w

ound w
ith one w

ire
diam

eter spacing ; L123 is single -layer w
inding 4.5m

m
.

aw
ay from

 the other w
indings.

(7) S
ingle -layer w

ound.

T
able 2: S

m
all inductor w

inding data

R
ef.

T
urns

Inductance G
iven

L113
L119
L120

1066

31µH
9µH
9µH

A
ll three inductors use 38 s.w

.g. w
ire preferably en cu

w
ound on M

ullard F
X

1242 F
erroxcube form

ers.

ing too m
uch heat on either the copper

or the com
-

ponent. A
lso avoid using an excessive am

ount of
solder-there are quite a few

 points on the board
w

here a solder bridge could easily occur betw
een

copper areas.
W

e w
ould again suggest m

ounting the screened coils
first. Put them

 through the appropriate set of holes
in the board being careful not to try to m

ount them
the w

rong w
ay round. T

his capnot happen if the
asym

m
etry of the holes w

as observed w
hile the board
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is slightly poorer. This is the best compromise that
can be adopted between these two features. No addi-
tional improvement of the frequency response is ob-
tainable without worsening the group delay consider-
ably.

The rejections are important of course and can also
oe seen in Fig. 4. Sound reduction (necessary for the
prevention of visible chroma/ sound beat patterning)
at 33.5MHz is -43dB (our specification was at least
-40dB); adjacent channel vision at 31.5MHz is rejec-
ted by -44dB; adjacent channel sound at 41.5MHz
is -50dB down and adjacent channel subcarrier at
43.066MHz is rejected by -46dB. There is substan-
tially no response (better than -45dB down) above
43.066MHz or below 29MHz.

A satisfactory frequency response would be of no
use if it was not accompanied by a satisfactory group
delay characteristic for both the luminance and
chrominance outputs. Fig. 5 shows the test results
(note that the majority of service workshops are not
equipped to make these measurements but the results
can be guaranteed if the frequency response has been
set up correctly using the correct tuning inductances).
As we indicated before disturbances in group delay
around the vision carrier point are particularly dis-
turbing but in the prototype such variations were
insignificant. Above the vision carrier (i.e. around
40.5MHz) the delay rises to about 5Ons but this is on
the edge of the vestigial sideband response and does
not contribute any detectable picture degradations.
Inevitably the reduction of group delay effects around
the vision carrier affects the other end of the fre-
quency response and at video frequencies above
3MHz (i.e. below an i.f. of 36.5MHz) the delay starts
to rise quite rapidly to reach a maximum of about
280ns at full gain and 200ns at minimum gain
(-45dB). At these frequencies however group delays
of this order are quite tolerable whereas 20-30ns at a
video frequency of 0.5MHz would be unacceptable.

The chrominance output has a slightly different
group delay characteristic because of the output
coupling and chrominance channel tuning and the
result obtained is indicated in Fig. 6. At the subcarrier
i.f. (35.066MHz) the group delay is of the order of
110ns with reference to the vision carrier i.f. This
represents an absolute delay of chrominance with re-
spect to the luminance channel and is part of the 600ns
required in the luminance delay line. The variation of
group delay around the subcarrier frequency is
seemingly significant but because very little
chrominance information ever occurs above 0.5MHz
this is the only range of any real concern. The varia-
tions encountered in the upper sideband (35.066 to
35.566MHz) are only -35ns and in the lower side -
band (35.066 to 34.566MHz) a maximum of + 9Ons
(at full gain) and a minimum of + 2Ons (at minimum
gain). The lower sideband average is around +55ns
and a great deal of cancellation between the upper
and lower sideband group delays takes place because
of course any individual chrominance frequency
component will appear in both sidebands.

About 47dB of gain control is available from the
a.g.c. in the prototype and the overall gain from the
input to the luminance output point is 73dB. Some
small variations in this figure can be expected from
different transistor samples. The maximum luminance
output level is about 4.5V and the video output level
to feed the sync separator (point 2N) is also about
4.5V pk-pk.

The audio output level (from point 2C) is 23mV
and this is unaffected by a.g.c. variations from
minimum to maximum gain. The a.m. rejection
measured with 30% amplitude modulation super-
imposed on the f.m. signal is 46dB. This offers con-
siderable protection against intercarrier buzz originat-
ing in the receiver and can only be increased by
increasing the sound drive level to the TAA350. That
would only be achieved at the cost of chroma/sound
beat patterning.

The chroma output from the a.c.c. amplifier stage
is about 100mV pk-pk measured on the subcarrier
reference burst (i.e. about 350mV pk-pk chroma).
The a.f.c. output 'is sufficient to hold the Mullard
ELC1043 varactor tuner but with some other tuners
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an additional d.c. amplifier would be required : more
mention of this will be made in a later part.

Audio Module Components List
As a starter to next month's construction-the

colour matrix and output module and the audio out-
put module-we suggest that readers purchase the
components for the audio output stage during the
coming month (all in Component -Pack 7). These are
listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Components list for audio output module

Component-Pack 7
IC801 GEL263S1 (PA263) C801 330nF
R801 330k C802 2200pF
R802 39k Cl C803 500 p.F
R803 18kCi C804 100nF
R804 150k CI C805 50µF
R805 39k 12 C806 5µF
R806 22 O
R807 1k Cl

All resistors are 5%, PN carbon film
100 and 330nF capacitors are 100V metallised poly -
carbonate. 2200pF is polyethylene, low inductance.
500µF and 50µF are 35V electrolytics, 5µF is 25V
electrolytic. (Note: IEC values of 470, 47 and 4.7 LIF
may be supplied.)

Printed Circuit Board.
Component -Pack Supplier
No. 7 East Cornwall Components, PO Box No. 4,

Saltash, Cornwall, PL12 4AL.
Cost: £2.80 including postage.

Decoder Error
An unfortunate error occurred in the May issue

when dealing with the construction of the decoder.
The markings given in Table 3 (page 315) for trans-
formers Tl and T5 were incorrect. They should have
been as follows:

Tl Primary 5 Mark
Mark

Secondary 5 +5 bifilar Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark

T5 Primary 4 + 4 bifilar Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark

start as 1
finish as 2
1st start as 4
1st finish as
2nd start as
2nd finish as

3
3
5

1st start as 1
1st finish as 2

2nd start as 2
2nd finish as 3

Secondary 4 + 4 bifilar Mark one start as 4
and finish of same
winding as 5.
Mark 2nd start as 6
and finish of this
winding as 7.

As can be seen the number and types or turns
were correct, only the connection markings being
incorrect. If you have not yet started construction
follow the above instructions for the markings. If
you have already completed the transformers and

have them mounted you should proceed as follows: '
T1: Leave connections 1, 2 and 4 as at present.
Unsolder the two wires at connection point 3. With a
test meter on the ohms range identify which of the two
wires is the one on the same winding as that begin-
ning at point 4 and return this wire to point 3. Take
the second wire to point 5 and take the wire originally
connected to point 5 to point 3 as the second con-
nection there.
T5: Leave connection 1 as before. Unsolder the two
wires at connection point 2. With a test meter on the
ohms range identify which wire is the same winding
as that beginning at point 1 and return this wire to
point 2. Take the other wire that was connected to
point 2 to point 3 and take the wire that was connected
to point 3 to point 2 as the second connection to the
earth point. Then unsolder and swop over the wires
at points 6 and 7.

Readers have asked . . .

. . . All sorts of questions, some of which we are
going to try to answer in this section since if we tried
to answer every small point in the hundreds of letters
we have received, well the July and August issues for
a start would not appear! This is a small, specialised
magazine and in consequence has to be run with very
limited staff-in fact one full time plus a great deal
of help from our sister magazines and our very
helpful band of contributors. So please bear with us.

We must also ask you to be patient with the sup-
pliers of components for the colour receiver. At the
time of writing this over 1,300 readers have started
to construct the set, and it's early days yet. We are
not clairvoyant and could not have expected a
reaction on this scale. Nor could our suppliers. The
parts we are using are all standard so no one will find
themselves short of anything. But stocks held by
suppliers can rapidly run out with the sort of demand
that has arisen and we then have to take our place
in the queue at the component manufacturers-along
of course with BRC, RBM and all the rest since with
the present boom in the television industry shortages
are occurring all over the place-ask your local radio
and television dealer who has been on quota now for
months.

That said let's get on with the queries. No, sorry, we
can't supply any advance data. Many readers want
information on all the boards for example. The pro-
totype sets use one off boards, hand made. We just
haven't had the time yet to prepare final artwork for
all the boards which our suppliers will be making
available as the project progresses. Other readers
have asked for complete components lists. It sounds
simple enough, just run off a few and send out. But
it isn't like that. Already the design is being altered
slightly here and there not because it doesn't work
but in order not to use certain components and devices
that are proving to be in short supply. For all these
and other reasons we are having to proceed at a
cautious pace.

Some readers have had difficulty in getting the
38 s.w.g. d.c.c. wire to wind the small transformers on
the decoder board. For the decoder a length of 15ft.
of double -covered wire is available from East Corn-
wall Components, PO Box 4, Saltash, Cornwall, at
15p including postage. The same supplier will supply
a 5ft. length of 38 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire for
the three i.f. deck coils for 7p including postage. If
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you want to get lengths to meet both requirements
these are available at 18p including postage.

Other readers have had difficulty in getting blank
boards of the correct size. A blank decoder board, i.e.
one for you to etch yourself, is available cut to size
from Servitronix Ltd., 26 Killarney Road, Wands-
worth, London SW18 2DX, at 70p including postage.
The same supplier will be making the other boards
available in blank form-except for the small audio
board which is a special one (sae components list in
this issue). A blank board for the i.f. module is now
available at 60p including postage.

Now to some regularly occurring queries :
(1) Types of tube that can be used: Basically any
colour tube with a 900 deflection angle can be used.
A 22in. Mazda tube was selected for the prototype.
Included with the cabinet design details will be the
necessary information to enable different tube sizes
requiring different front panel cut-outs to be used.
(2) Capacitors in the decoder: 6  8pF capacitors may
have been supplied in place of the 8. 2pF capacitors
specified for C53 and C56. These are within the range
of the tuning coils L14 and L15 and are quite in
order. 2.2µF capacitors in place of 2  5/AF are sup-
plied for C54 and C57. The caption to Fig. I (pages
312-3) is wrong: C56 not C54 is mounted in L15 can.
The size of the decoder board is 154- x
(3) Total number of articles in the series: It is neither
in our interests nor in the interests of the majority of
the readers that the series continue through too many
issues of the magazine; although we cannot be definite
about the exact availability of magazine space for too
far in the future our expectations are that the con-
struction of the receiver (including the cabinet) will
be completed in the January 1973 issue. Alignment
details, the built-in crosshatch generator, an external
degaussing coil and complete servicing data for the
receiver will extend over another three issues.
(4) The Alignment Service: An announcement about
the start of this service will be made in the next issue.
In view of the large number of people now known to
be building the set a booking service will have to be
operated-to prevent the possible arrival of say
400 i.f. modules on the same day and the inevitable
delays that this would cause.
(5) Readers on foreign soil and using v.h.f. relay
services: Tuner and other details will be given in the
appropriate places for use with Irish v.h.f. services,
wired relay systems etc. The alignment of the receiver
will differ very slightly for those readers in Europe
using System G transmissions and details will be
available to those readers at a small charge.
(6) Use of the earlier delay line DL1: A number of
readers have asked about using the DL I line in the
decoder because they already have one available or
because they can be obtained relatively more cheaply
than the DL20 line specified. This can be done if the
modified circuit shown in Fig. 7 is used. Those com-
ponents that are left as they are are marked with their
original circuit numbers and values. Those that are
changed in value are marked with an asterisk. Com-
ponents marked with a cross are new. The basic
changes are: L10, C51, R78 and R79 are not used in
the modified circuit. The value of R77 is changed to
1500. The 15011 resistor at the output of the DL1 is
a new component as is transformer T. L and L' are
built into the delay line (as L8, L9, L11 and L12 are in
the DL20). Transformer T is made on a Ferroxcube
former type FX2249 (available from the original sup-
pliers of Component -Pack No. 2) and has 5 turns

+trveomsu6P9ly

rori

R77* 2i

150 i L

3'

gra

R72

Tr11
13F194

C50 L
0.1

6

150+

Glass
delay line

DU*

R73
47

500

R74
100

Delay line
drive

.1

R76
100

R-Y demod
(017/019

junction)

T+

B-Y domed
1021/023

junction)

* Component
value changed

+New component

Fig. 7: The earlier delay line type DL1 can be used in the
decoder if the circuit is modified as shown above.

\Mounting
tags 0.198 in

3396n
4 8332in

Fig. 8: Delay line DL1 base connections, viewed from below.

0.33in 12
 45
406

1.875in

plus 5 turns of 38 s.w.g. wire. At a common end of
the windings they are joined to form the connection
to pin 4 of the line. The other two ends feed the
demodulators. The base connections of the DL1 line
are shown in Fig. 8. There has so far been no demand
for modifications for using the economy line DL1E.

The DL1 is available from Manor Supplies at
f 1. 95 + 25p postage and packing (Mail order address:
64 Golders Manor Drive, London NW11). Readers
should note that this line is a different mechanical
size to the DL20 and small extension pieces must be
built on to the printed circuit board if it is to be used;
the cut-out for the pin connections will also be
different.
(7) Alternative Components: Many readers will find
that they have been supplied with the ITT type
TAU20 chrominance delay line in place of the
Mullard DL20 delay line in the decoder Component -
Pack 2. This is quite in order, the two delay lines
being electrically identical and of the same physical
size. The only difference between them is that pins 1
and 8 are omitted on the TAU20, the external con-
nections necessary between pins 1 and 3 and 8 and 6
of the DL20 being made internally in the TAU20.
Note also that some of the reference oscillator crystals
supplied are marked 4433619kHz. Again this is quite
in order.

The TAA350 i.c. specified in Component -Pack 4
for the i.f. board is now classified as a "maintenance
only" type and for this reason the later TAA350A is
being supplied to most readers. The only difference
with this so far as the constructor is concerned is that
the pin connections with respect to the reference tab
have all been moved around by three spaces. There
should be no difficulty provided the pin numbering
shown in Fig. 3 is adhered to, i.e. if the tab is regarded
as being between pins 3 and 4 reading clockwise.

Next month: we build two complete modules-
the colour matrix and output stages board and the
audio output module.
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ga SERVICING
television
receivers

L. LAWRY-JOHNS

STOCK FAULTS
IT is often the case that after we have covered a
particular model in this series of articles faults come
to light that had not tended to develop at the time of
writing. The object of the present article is to briefly
itemise these faults: the previous articles should be
consulted for the circuit and more complete coverage.

BRC 980/981 SERIES
This series was originally covered in the December

1967 and January 1968 issues and includes the follow-
ing: Ferguson 12in. Models 3639 and 3650 and 16in.
Model 3649; HMV 12in. Models 2634 and 2644 and
16in. Model 2643; Marconiphone 12in. Models 4618
and 4621; Ultra 12in. Models 6641 and 6651 and
16in. Model 6653. The faults that have come to light
relate mainly to resistors.

If the line oscillator stops working the line output
stage will of course overheat, particularly the PL81A
line output pentode. The reason for this oscillator
failure is frequently a faulty h.t. feed resistor R46
which should be 5 6kg.

The video stage however is where the majority of
the trouble will be encountered. The usual symptoms
are a very distorted picture with little or no sync. The
culprit is R26, the video amplifier bias stabilising
resistor which is connected from h.t. to the video
valve's cathode. This 39k11 resistor changes value
pushing the video amplifier way off its acceptable
working slope. It is more or less hidden by the video
valve and its discoloured appearance can thus escape
attention. Nearby is the video anode load resistor
R27. The correct value for this is 101a/ but after a
few years' working it is rarely much above 5ki2 which
leads to a loss of contrast and incorrect picture tones.

It also pays to check the condition of the h.t. surge
limiter R111 (20n) and the HT3 dropper R116 (2 -3k0)
and their connection to the print.

BRC 900 AND 950 CHASSIS
For basic information on these consult the April

and May 1969 issues and also the August and Sep-
tember 1968 issues. We will not give a list of the
models using these chassis as they are so numerous :
suffice it to say that it is the chassis which is one
horizontal unit with a tapped transformer on the left
and the line output section on the right. The latter is
screened in earlier models and unscreened in later
ones.

In the 950 Mk II chassis the thermistor X3 in the
heater chain is omitted, its place being occupied by a
wire link. It is the opinion of the writer that this
absence of surge limiting can contribute to the early

failure of,the tube heater. It is instructive to observe
the heater chain at the moment of switching on from
cold. We now make a habit of removing the wire link
and fitting a thermistor in the X3 position (Radio -
spares TH1 or TH3 for example or a VA1026).

A large number of these sets are coming in with
the complaint that the sound is OK and that the
screen lights up but that there is no sign of a picture.
In each case this has been found to be due to the video
anode load resistor becoming open -circuit. This is
R41, 3 61(0 wirewound. It is upstanding to the right
of the valve.

The very early models use a valve e.h.t. rectifier
the holder of which tends to become conductive lead-
ing to heavy brushing and thus necessitating replace-
ment. The later models use an e.h.t. voltage
multiplier tray which depending upon the type of
jelly pot transformer used may contain three pencil
type rectifiers or five. The five stick tray is more
prone to break down than the three stick one: the final
stick seems to decompose at the drop of a hat, giving a
"hissy" picture when the brilliance is turned up, one
that under the same conditions expands, or simply
no picture at all. As the same fate can occur to a
replacement tray after a short period of working we
are often asked whether there is something in the set
which causes this early failure. The short answer is
no, unless the width has been set to give too wide a
picture (excessive line drive).

The sound output stage can give trouble, the basic
cause being a faulty PCL86 valve. The cathode bias
resistor R96 may well be damaged and may thus be
of lower value than specified (150f1). It is essential to
check the value of this resistor therefore when the
PCL86 is replaced.

Another resistor which often calls for attention is
the 4.7M[ one (R22) in series with the slider of the
contrast control (3 9M11 in early models). This often
goes high -resistance causing a grey picture. It is in
a convenient position on the rear centre of the chassis.
Note that there is a separate resistor (R145) for u.h.f.
working on later models.

In the later 1400 chassis ripple on the picture can be
caused by a faulty electrolytic (C52, 4ktF) which
smooths the h.t. feed to the line oscillator and flywheel
sync d.c. amplifier.

PHILIPS 210 CHASSIS
The remarks we have made about the sound output

stage of the BRC 950 series also apply to these and
later Philips models. In this case the sound output
valve is a PCL82 and the bias resistor is 470f1. Don't
replace the valve without checking the resistor.
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We have also encountered on the 210 series and
later models-such as the G20T300 and similar 24in.
versions-faults which would appear to be due to
defective smoothing. In each case however we have
found the trouble to be inefficient earthing of the
main electrolytic capacitors. These are in two cans
on the right side. Some models have earthing tags
wired to a chassis member. In this case an additional
lead wired to another part of the metal work has
stopped the hum. In other cases one can may be
wired as above but the other relies upon the can
making earth contact with the metal clamp. This
clamp is not always a firm contact and attention to
this will clear the fault without further bonding.

Readers should refer to the February and March
1970 issues for further notes on the 210 series.

ITT -KB VC3 AND VC4 CHASSIS
Readers are referred to the August and September

1970 issues for notes on the VC51 chassis which was
a development of the earlier VC4. The usual troubles
with these excellent sets concern the video stage where
the PCL84 internally shorts and cooks up the asso-
ciated resistors. This is well known and gives little
difficulty. The other common troubles include faulty
dropper sections where it is essential to identify the
mains (a.c.) and the smoothing (d.c.) sections. This
is run of the mill stuff and does not cause any undue
difficulty.

We have however come across several instances of
line hold trouble which has not responded to the usual
PCF802 replacement, resistors, capacitors or dis-
criminator diodes (the 47kt/ resistor R131 from h.t. to
the PCF802 triode cathode-pin 8-is the most com-
mon cause of this trouble). The trouble has only
been cleared up in these difficult cases by replacing
the PCF802 anode coils L63 / L64. We have put this
down to intermittently shorted turns although on one
occasion the winding went completely open -circuit
after some 30 minutes, causing complete loss of line
oscillation and consequent overheating in the output
stage.

This could apply equally to the Featherlight portable
series (VC11 chassis) as the same (or a similar) system
is used in these.

BUSH TV161, TV171, TV183 SERIES
In addition to the information given in the April -

May 1970 issues we have since experienced quite a
bit of trouble with the printed tracks around the
upper part of the right side panel. Faulty tracks here
can cause a variety of symptoms mainly concerning
the height and hold, linearity etc. of the picture.

It is also well worthwhile checking the contact of
the line linearity coil 3L7 to the print as severe arcing
can occur here, also damage to the shunt resistor R28.

In one or two instances we have come across inter-
mittent severe loss of contrast which has eventually
been traced to the first i.f. amplifier transistor 2VT1
(BFI67). It seems to go open -circuit so that there is
no voltage drop across its emitter resistor R9. This
would be an easy one to trace if the damned thing
would stay open -circuit, but taking preliminary checks
around the a.g.c. circuit (where one would expect to
locate the fault) results in the transistor sealing itself
up and amplifying normally, perhaps for a con-
siderable time, which is irksome to say the least!

Intermittent fuse blowing on these models can be

due to several factors but in a couple of cases we have
met recently the cause rather surprisingly was a hefty
flashover from the lower choke LI (PY88 anode cir-
cuit) to the fixing screw in the centre of the panel, the
surface of the panel having become conductive
between these points. After scraping away the surface
we fit a nylon screw in place of the metal one to
complete the repair.

PHILIPS 170 SERIES
Reverting to Philips models we have recently had

quite a few in with complaints of weak or no line
sync. This is normally due to the ECC82 flywheel
sync valve (V401) but the resistor to the right of it
seems to be failing regularly nowadays. This is R403,
27kt1 2W (connected to pin 6), and will often be found
discoloured. Also check R273 above the PFL200 : this
33ktl resistor is the upper part of the potential divider
feeding the screen grid of the sync separator section
of the valve and suffers the same fate, also leading to
poor sync.

Yet another resistor which gives trouble is R246
(271a1) which serves the same purpose in the EF183
(V204) circuit. The symptoms here are poor gain and
cross -modulation.

Whilst the servicing articles-in the May -June 1971
issues-covered most other common faults we would,
as we are on the subject of resistors, again point to
the two 8  2ism (R427 -R457) resistors in the width
circuit: these regularly go high -resistance causing
lack of width and poor e.h.t. regulation.

Variation of u.h.f. gain is normally caused by poor
contact on the i.f. input plug and socket (v.h.f. is
also affected by this to an extent) but we have often
found the preset R628 on the tuner panel (u.h.f. sen-
sitivity) to be at fault with poor contact between the
wiper and the track.

A horizontal white line which travels down (or up)
the screen slowly in a regular manner, perhaps accom-
panied by a slight hum, should direct attention to the
electrolytic capacitors. These are in a pair behind
the right side panel. Check the bonding to chassis
before replacing, particularly if the effect is inter-
mittent.

PYE 11U AND RELATIVES
Under this heading can be lumped together a large

number of models in the Ekco, Ferranti, Dynatron,
Invicta, Pam etc. ranges. Many of these sets are
coming in with non -operation of the line timebase
as the primary complaint. Where the valves-PL36.
PY800 and PCL84-turn out to be blameless and
there is overheating taking place it will often be found
that the trouble is due to leakage through the line
drive coupling capacitor C87 (0.01µF). Where there
is no overheating R108 is the first suspect: this is the
1.8k11 line output valve screen dropper.

Among the more usual troubles which may be
encountered in addition to the complaint which
brought the set in are : Lack of height-check the
1- 2mil resistor R83 in series with the height control.
Loss of contrast-check the preset contrast control.
Poor linearity-check the PCL85 cathode bias resistor
R77 (3900).

See the August and September 1965 issues for
circuit and description. Also Renovating the Rentals
May 1972.
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APRIL has seen an increase in activity. Sporadic E signals
of long and strong duration have been noted in various
parts of Europe (although unfortunately not by myself!)
which seemingly indicates a fairly good season to come-
by the time this column is read we should all know! The
Tropospherics also gave a marginal lift during the middle
part of the month when a reasonably stable high-pressure
system produced signals from West Germany, the Low
Countries and France for well -placed enthusiasts. The
21st, 25th and 26th seemed to be the better days here for
trops with various French stations at v.h.f. and u.h.f.

The early part of the month seems to have been best for
Sporadic E. Lother Scholt of Ziegelroda, East Germany
(GDR) noted TVE (Spain) ch.E2, 3, 4 and RTP (Portugal)
ch.E2 on both the 5th and 6th from 1400 onwards with
high -quality signals. Also on the 5th Keith Hamer of
Derby received strong video signals from RAI (Italy)
ch.IA. Back again to Holland where apparently another
Sp.E opening on the 8th produced RUV (Iceland) ch.E4.
All things considered I feel that the outlook is indeed
good.

Usually I feature my own log for the period under
review but I thought a slight change might be in order
this month. Our other Derby DX expert Garry Smith
has sent us a long letter which included his log for the
first half of the month. I felt it would be a good idea to
feature Garry's log in order to give an indication of the
type of reception that is about for much of the time. Con-
sequently Garry's log takes us up to and including the
14th April while mine takes over from the 15th onwards.
2/4/72 ORF (Austria) E2a; unidentified patterns on

R1-line sawtooth and chessboard (the latter
two are probably CST -Czechoslovakia).

3/4/72 CST RI.
6/4/72 EBU pattern ch.E2 (possibly WG-West Ger-

many-or TVE).
8/4/72 CST RI; ORF E2a; TVP/MT (Poland/Hun-

gary) RI.
9/4/72 Unidentified ice skating at 1825 R1/E2a.

10/4/72 Unidentified news programme R1/E2a.
11/4/72 Unidentified programme RI /E2a.
12/4/72 EBU pattern E2; YLE/SWF test card E2 (pos-

sibly NRK-Norway); TVP/ MT RI.
13/4/72 EBU pattern E2; SR (Sweden) E2.
14/4/72 CST RI (noted with "normal" card and elec-

tronic CS U 01); ORF E2a; TVP/MT RI.
15/4/72 DFF (East Germany) E4; BRT (Belgium) E2

(trops).
16/4/72 BRT E2.
17/4/72 DFF E4 (MS-Meteor shower).
18/4/72 BRT E2.
19/4/72 SR E2 (MS); BRT E2.
20/4/72 WG E2 (Sp.E).
21/4/72 TVP R1 (MS); BRT E2.
22/4/72 DFF E4 (MS); NRK E2, 4 (long duration Sp.E

0830-approximately 20 mins).
23/4/72 SR E2 (Sp.E); BRT E2.
24/4/72 WG E2 (MS).
25/4/72 DFF E4 (MS).
26/4/72 DFF E4 (MS); CST RI; ORF E2a-both Sp.E;

NOS (Holland) E4 (trops).
27/4/72 TVP RI; CST R1-both Sp.E.
28/4/72 CST RI (MS); BRT E2; NOS E4-both trops.
30/4/72 SR E2; BRT E2; NOS E4-both trops.

In addition improvements were noted in Tropospherics
at Band III and u.h.f. on the 21st, 25th and 26th with
reception of various ORTF stations.

The colour blockboard pattern as commonly used by
NOS -Holland is known as the PM5552. It thus joins the

TELEVISION
ROGER BUNNEY

family of other Philips electronic patterns-types PM5544
and PM5540. The blockboard was featured in the Novem-
ber 1971 Data Panel.

Following the confusion about the current RTE (Eire)
test card we have new information on the change of
patterns announced by RTE to commence last February.
D. Ellis -Jones has written from Llangefni, Anglesey, to
advise that the PM5544 pattern is being used regularly in
addition to the card featured in the May 1972 Data Panel.
The PM5544 carries no identification as used by RTE.
Mr. Ellis -Jones receives the ch.H Dublin transmitter with
good signals in colour using a Decca CTV25 modified for
625 -line working at v.h.f./u.h.f.

We have experienced difficulty in the past in obtaining
information on the East German television network but
a recent letter has provided us with some useful informa-
tion. Each TV transmitter switches on individually and
radiates its own identification slide. The switch on time
varies between each station. They are usually on -air
between 0700-0730. DFF-1 radiates identification slides for
5 minutes after the station has been in action for 10
minutes. DFF-2 does not usually transmit in the mornings
but from approximately 1500 on working days including
colour tests until 1800. After 1800 the test card/identifica-
tion slides occur until 1840, preview of programmes, 1850
"the sandman for children"-we assume this is a form of
puppet programme-then 1900 normal evening pro-
grammes. Transmitter information: The ch.E1 I and E29
Schwerin transmitters are operating at reduced power due
to the main aerials being under repair (we assume that
things will be back to normal when this is read). The
DFF-2 Marlow transmitter uses ch.E24 vertical due to
ZDF Hanover ch.E24 horizontal! ! Correcting a comment
in last month's column, there is no transmission in Band
V: Marlow cannot transmit on ch.E46 due to Bielefeld
ch.E46 (we assume there must have been a plan for Band
V operations).

News Items
Belgium: It appears that the PM5544 (!) pattern is being
used regularly by BRT/RTB now and carries the identi-
fication at the bottom of the card (see letters). The card
is used until 15 minutes prior to programme commence-
ment. For the 15 minutes before programmes commence

Spanish television-TVE Madrid, ch.E2-as received on
test card in South Africa.
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SEMICONDUCTORS
AA I 19 9p BCI82LB IOp 15921 8p
AAY I I 10p BC 1 83 IOp 15923 2p
AAY30 10p BC 1 83L IOp ME0404 1 p
AAZ 13 10p BC183LB IOp ME0412 Sp
AC 107 34p BC 1 84LC 12p ME0413 2p
AC 126 25p BC 1 86 25p ME0462 9p
AC 127 25p BC! 87 25p ME2002 8p
AC 128 25p BC208A 4p M E4003 2p
AC 14 1 K 25p BC2 I 2 Op ME4102 Op
AC 142K 18p BC2 I 2L 2p ME4 1 04 8p
AC 153 25p BC2 I 2LA 3p ME6002 2p
AC 153K 22p BC2 1 3L 2p ME6I01 2p
AC I 75K 36p BC2 1 4 Sp ME6 1 02 3p
ACI76 25p BC2 I 4L Sp ME8001 2p
AC176K 20p BC250B 4p M E8003 3p
ACI87 25p BC261 6p MEF 104 34p
AC 187K 25p BC268 I p MEL I I 30p
AC 188K 2Sp BC 308A 7p MP8112 34pAC 193K 2Sp BC3 I 7 20p MP8I13 40pAC 194K
AC Y20
ACY21
ACY22
AD 143
ADI61
ADI62
AFI 15
AFI 17
AFI21
AFI24

Up
20p
20p
12p
45p
35p
35p
25p
20p
30p
25p

BCY21
BCY3 I
BCY42
BCY70
BCY7 I
BCY72
BCY89
BD 1 15

BD124
BDI31
BD132

96p
40p
30p
15p
20p
1 Sp
97p
75p
80p
75p
80p

0A47
0A81
OARS
0A90
0A91
0A95
0A200
0A202
OAZ223
OAZ230

10p
10p
12p
8p
7p
7p
7p

10p
45p
45p

AF126 20p 130135 7Sp 0C28 65p
AFI27 20p BD 175 44p 0C35 SOp

AF139 30p BDI81 90p 0C36 65p
AF I 70 25p BDI84 LI 03 0C44 15p
AF I 78 S5p BFI21 25p 0C45 ISp
AF179 60p BF 1 23 30p 0070 15p

AF239 40p BF 1 25 25p 0071 I 1p

ASZ 17 50p BF 1 27 30p 0074 2Sp
BA102 30p BF I 53 20p 0075 23p
BA145 15p BF 154 20p OCI 70 23p
BA148 15p BF 160 2Sp R2008 L3 05
BA 154 9p BFI61 4Sp R2009 E2 OS
BAI55 10p BF 178 25p R2010 E2 OS
BA 163 90p BF 179 30p SP8385 LI 00
BAXI2 12p BFI80 3Sp TAA700 a 04
BAW63 36p BF 184 20p TAD I 00 LI 03
BAW65 36p BF185 20p TBA500 E2.00BAW67 35p BF194 1 Sp TBA510 L2 00
BB105 37p BF195 15p TBA520 E2 OS
BBY20 37p BF 196 I5p TBA520Q E205
BC 07 Op BF I 97 15p TBA530 L1.08
BC 07B 2p BF200 35p TBA530Q E1.08
BC 08 Op BF222 30p TBA540 L2.00
BC 08A Op BF224J 15p TBA550 L3  00
BC 08C 5p BF256L 30p TBA550Q E3.00
BC 09 1p BF2S6LC 34p TBA570Q LI 02
BC 13 5p BFS36A 37p TBA750 CI 04
BC 16 20p BFW17A EI 22 TBA750Q El 04
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

17
19
21
25B
36
37

20p
30p
2Sp
25p
20p
20p

BFX37
BFX84
BFX85
BFY50
BFY5 1
BFY52

30p
23p
2Sp
20p
20p
20p

TIC46
TIP29A
TIS6OM 61 M
TIS61
T1591

40p
50p
37p
20p
17p

BC 39 25p BFY90 59p 2N404 15p
BC 42 21p BSX20 15p 2N697 12p
BC 43 23p BSX60 50p 2N706 9p
BC 47 12p BSX6 I 35p 2N708 12p
BC 48 10p BT I 06 8Sp 2N753 10p
BC 49 12p BUI05/02 L2.00 2N919 4Sp
BC 52 20p BY126 15p 2N920 42p
BC 53 20p BY127 15p 2N1302 17p
BC 57 5p BYI47 EI04 2NI304 21 p
BC 58 2p BY164 35p 2N 1306 24p
BC 59 Sp BZY88 series 9 Sp 2N 1307 24p
BC 70 5p BZY94 series 9 Sp 2N 1308 24p
BC 71 Sp BRIO0 26p 2N 1309 24p
BC 71A 7p BRC4443 90p 2N3053 20p
BC 77 20p BRY39 30p 2N3054 SOp

BC 77B 23p E1222 40p 2N3055 55p
BC 78B 16p E5024 40p IN914 6p
BC 79 20p GET102 39p IN916 10p
BC 82L 10p GET103 25p IN4148 6p

S.C.S. COMPONENTS
P.O. BOX 26  WEMBLEY  MIDDLESEX HAO 1YY

Tel: 01-903 3169
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DATA PANEL 12 -2nd series

Austria ORF-Osterreichischer Rundfunk. Two test cards are used, either the Telefunken T05 or the Philips
PM5544 (both were shown in Data Panel 3). Identification caption: the first and second chain identification
slides are shown above at left and right respectively.

R T V
LJUBLJANA

=4- Moiclitsownom CHART W,6

Yugoslavia JRT-Jugoslovenska Radiotelevizija. The Telefunken T05 test card (above left, for example) is used
extensively with appropriate identification. The RETMA card (above right) with appropriate identification is also
widely used.

1111111.1111111.11Plaw.

The PM5544 card used by BRT/RTB (Belgium). Intervision news caption: Rumania Telejurnal.

Photographs this month courtesy of ORF Vienna, JRT, OIRT Prague, Keith Hamer and Garry Smith.

.he normal RETMA card is used (either BRT or RTB).
East Germany: The familiar pattern used by the DFF has
:hanged somewhat: the "DFF Berlin" identification has
been replaced with a longer inscription which as reported

before in this column indicates that the Radio DDR sound
channel is being relayed ("DDR Fernsehen tibernimmt
Radio DDR"). This change took place on March 1st.
Norway: Test card information. PM5544 inscribed "Tele-
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verket Norge" is used each weekday except Tuesday from
0930-1700 CET -BST and at 30 minutes prior to programme
transmission. This card originates from the PTT. The
YLE/SWF electronic pattern inscribed NRK commences
20 minutes prior to programmes. (Note: We have received
the PTT version of test card G quite recently-our old
friends are still with us!) Evening programme times are
approximately 2000-2230 CET -BST; news is at 1755 (week-
days) and 2000; children and youth programmes are at
1800. In addition there are normal schools' programmes
during the mornings. (Our grateful thanks to Peter van der
Kramer, Holland, for the above three items.)

DX -TV Clubs
The WTFDA (World Wide TV FM DX Association)

has moved its headquarters from Milwaukee to WTFDA,
Box 163. Deerfield, Illinois 60015, USA. The Europese
Testbeeldjagers, Diepenbrockstraat 2, Slikkerveer-3210,
Holland is now publishing an excellent news bulletin in
English. This rapidly expanding club now has many
members throughout Europe who actively assist each
other and it is to the club's credit that many red-hot
news items are quickly passed to the whole membership.
Sample copies can be obtained from both of the above
organisations-two IRC would be appreciated to cover
costs etc.

New Use for Up -Converters
An enthusiast has drawn to our attention the fairly

recently introduced types of converter that transfer the
v.h.f. spectrum (40-230MHz) to u.h.f. to enable a standard
u.h.f. tuner to tune in various v.h.f. transmissions (i.e.
to enable single -standard sets to be used with v.h.f. wired
distribution systems). We are trying to obtain one to
experiment with to note its performance on weak signals
and its operation adjacent to strong transmissions. Our
u.h.f. expert Graham Deaves has tried out the Teleng
Ltd model, type DN6328, which is called the "Super-
veter". BRT Belgium ch.E2 was received through the
unit quite well and it does seem that such a unit would be
of immense use for obtaining reception on difficult
channels such as ch.R3, R4, R5 and IC. As soon as we
have some convincing results and can recommend such a
unit fuller information will be given.

From Our Correspondents ....
Our mailbag this time seems to be all from overseas!

Wallace Roome, Pietersburg-a familiar name to this
column-has done it again! !-TVE Spain via the F2
propagation mode in South Africa on ch.E2! Reception

"Could you hurry it-Tom and Jerry're on!"

occurred in the late afternoon for a long period-in fact
over several weeks. The signals were strong and suffered
from the usual multiple image video. Programmes were
also received with at times good quality sound. Wallace
wrote on April 5th and signals were still being received.
Photographs were enclosed and one of these is shown. All
very exciting at some 5,000 miles distance.

A vast quantity of excellent photographs-apparently
taken with a focal plane shutter camera judging by certain
shading on some shots-has arrived from a new reader in
Brussels, Belgium : Dieter Scheiba has been DXing for
only a short time but has obtained some incredible
results with a simple aerial array and a Nordmende multi -
standard receiver. He also included a shot of his local
test card-yet again the PM5544, with the identification
inscription either BRT or RTB.

Seppo J. Pirhonen at Lahti, Finland, tells us that new
aerials, mast and feeder lines have !given him improved
results, with Sweden being received with ease in Bands III,
IV and V. We are familiar with the temperature inversion
effect at sunset which gives improved Tropospheric propa-
gation. Seppo gets such weather effects at the extreme,
with a temperature drop of 10 deg. C per hour! This
however produces excellent reception, albeit rattier cold.
Unfortunately space is running out so we cannot discuss
the interesting letters from Rym Muntjewereff (Holland)
and George W. Sharples (Malta). Sufficient to say that
both have been very active with Tropospheric reception.
George has improved his Greek reception on ch.E5
(reported last month) and with a preamplifier has received
even stronger signals from Gwelo, Rhodesia on ch.E2 via
F2.

SERVICE NOTEBOOK
-continued from page 397

vision -on -sound. This meant that the i.f. and video
circuits were in order so that the cause of the trouble
was likely to be in the sync separator circuit. The
triode section of a PCL84 is used in this model as the
sync separator-feeding the grid of one section of the
field multivibrator via an interlace filter and directly
triggering the triode section of another PCL84 used
as the line oscillator via a capacitive feed to its anode.
The anode voltage of the sync separator triode was
normal at just over 130V, proving that the h.t. feed
resistors were in order, and on examining the stage
the cause of the trouble was found to be the 5.61(11
stand-off resistor connected between the anode of the
video output pentode and the grid coupling capacitor
to the sync separator. This resistor was found to be
almost 30Icfl! A stand-off resistor is generally

included in this position to prevent the input capaci-
tance of the sync separator shunting the anode load
circuit of the video output pentode. If this resistor is
of excessive value however it will limit the effective
bandwidth of the sync separator by forming with
the valve's input capacitance a low-pass filter. This
of course is exactly what a grid stopper used with an
a.f. pentode is supposed to do-to form with the input
capacitance of the valve a low-pass filter so that the
unwanted i.f. signal is developed across the resistive
element while the wanted a.f. signal is developed
across the valve's grid -cathode capacitance. This
occurs since the reactance of this capacitance is much
lower than the value of the resistor at i.f. while at a.f.
the reactive value of the capacitance is much greater
than the value of the resistor.

An unusual fault, and one which would not be
encountered on more recent sets employing flywheel
line sync.
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Renovating the
RENTALS

CALEB BRADLEY B. Sc.

DECCA CTV25 SERIES
As WE showed last month the cheapest way of getting
a good colour set is to renovate an ex -rental model.
These Decca dual -standard sets are a timely choice
for consideration since quantities have been released
by Granada. They are very much "first generation"
colour sets, dating back typically to 1967-68. An
advantage is that the circuit is entirely conventional
and its stock faults known. There are three different
versions, each sharing basically the same chassis, as
follows :

CTV25 floorstanding: This is the huge set with fold-
ing doors pictured last month. The cabinet is in dark
rosewood which looks splendid when the inevitable
scratches have been polished out while the big speaker
below the screen gives as near hi-fi sound as one will
get out of a television set. You will need a van to
collect it though-the dimensions are 37in. wide x
33in. high x 17in. (cabinet) 24in. (overall) deep!

CTV25 table model: Basically the same 25in. screen
set but only 234 -in. high, in a light wood cabinet with-
out doors. Overall depth is 21in.

CTV19 table model: Shown in the accompanying
photograph this attractive small set has two loud-
speakers behind the louvres under the 19in. screen.
Slots at each end make it just possible for one person
to carry and it is easy to transport by car. At the
moment at around £130 it is the cheapest set available.
Size is 31in. wide x 194 -in. high x 10fin. (cabinet)
20in. (overall) deep.

General Construction
The innards of a 25in. tube model are shown in our

second photograph. Compared with a monochrome
set the hybrid (valves plus transistors, no i.c.$) chassis
seems daunting but things are much clearer when the
various units are recognised-see Fig. 1. In the follow-
ing description left and right refer to Fig. 1.

Mounted on the control panel at top left is the
integrated u.h.f./v.h.f. pushbutton tuner. This has
an illuminated tuning scale and may be made by
Philips (on CTV25 table models, has 6 buttons, may
be called "Prestomatic"-ugh!), Plessey or Telefun-
ken (both have 7th button for tuning but only Plessey
has the nylon a.g.c. control spindle pointing sideways).
The chassis is a flat horizontal frame which carries
four printed wiring boards. The i.f. output from the
tuner is taken by a coaxial lead to a socket on the i.f.
board. This board delivers detected video to two
other boards : to the luminance board which carries a
PL802 valve to drive the c.r.t. cathodes and to the
decoder board which supplies colour -difference signals

to the c.r.t. grids from three PCL84 valves visible in
the photograph.

To the right of the decoder board is the timebase
board which carries the ECC82 field oscillator, PL508
field output and PCF802 flywheel line oscillator
valves.

The tall square X-ray screening can at the right
contains the line output transformer, GY501 e.h.t.
rectifier and PD500 shunt stabiliser valves. The
PL509 line output and PY500 boost diode valves are
hidden behind the can.

The tangle around the c.r.t. neck is caused mainly
by the large number of wires running to the con-
vergence assembly (the three -pointed structure rear-
ward of the white scan coil housing) from the
convergence board. This board is also hidden by the
X-ray screening can and is mounted so that its controls
can be adjusted while viewing the screen. On the
CTV25 table model access is by withdrawing a long
plastic bar to allow a door to be swung open at the
side of the set. On other models a captive bolt at top
right must be rotated half a turn (use a long screw-
driver to reach over the screening can) to allow a
front panel to be removed.

The power supply for all this consists of com-
ponents mounted at the left of the chassis with the
mains and h.t. fuses accessible on the mains connector
panel.

The boards are positioned a little differently in the
CTV19 but they can still be recognised from the
above. The luminance and decoder boards are com-
bined into one (no major circuit change) and there is
a small audio amplifier board below the convergence
board.

Access for Servicing
The chassis rests on two rails. If two black hex -

head screws at the rear are removed the chassis can
be slid out a few inches for better access to the boards
and can be operated in this position. But beware of
the turned up brackets at the rear end of the rails-
they can rip connecting wires away from the under-
side of the boards as the chassis is slid out. Therefore
lift the rear of the chassis up before sliding it out. Do
not allow the right-hand bracket to foul with com-
ponents under the screened section.

Before attempting to open up the screened com-
partment the e.h.t. connector must be discharged.
Clip one end of a lead to the c.r.t. shield and slide the
other end under the connector cover. This ensures that
the discharge does not flow through the semiconductor
circuits. Unclip the e.h.t. lead and detach its coils
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Fig. 1: General layout of the Decca CTV25-compare with
the accompanying photograph. To withdraw the chassis
disconnect the numbered wires (see text). The CTV19 is
similar but the board stands upright at the left-hand side
and the luminance and decoder circuits are on one board.

from the top of the screening can. The lead consists
of about a yard of coax which forms a capacitor and
should not be shortened. The top of the can may now
be removed. To remove the main can unscrew the
4BA hex screws at the bottom and pass the e.h.t. and
shield earthing leads through it.

It is almost always necessary to remove the chassis
from the cabinet to replace components. There are
so many connecting leads that it is easy to go astray
so we shall list those that should be disconnected.
They are numbered in Fig. 1 as follows :
(1). Black earth lead from control panel to chassis.
Unscrew from chassis.
(2). I.F. output coaxial lead from tuner. Unplug from
i.f. board but take care here as the socket is easily
broken away from the board.
(3). Two cableforms from the control panel to chassis.
Unplug from rear of chassis. Note for reassembly :
only the different lengths of cableform tell which plug
should go to which socket.
(4). 25in. models only. Twisted black/brown pair
from audio amplifier on luminance board to speaker.
Unclip from board. Polarity on reassembly does not
matter.
(5). Blue wire taking chroma from colour intensity

Appearance of the 19in. model.

Innards of the basic 25in. model: compare with Fig. 1.

control to decoder board. Unclip from decoder.
(6). Cableform from convergence board to chassis.
Unplug from chassis.
(7). Detach c.r.t. spark gap socket and unclip its earth
wire from the c.r.t. shield.
(8). Unclip line scan (black coaxial lead) from highest
pin at one o'clock on scan coils.
(9). Unclip field scan (white wire) from highest pin at
eight o'clock on scan coils.
(10). Unclip blue wire from sixth pin down on blue
(uppermost) convergence section.
(11). Discharge e.h.t. connector as previously
described. Unclip e.h.t. lead and c.r.t. shield earthing
lead.

Unbolt the chassis from runners at (12) and lift out.
Avoid flexing the chassis as this can crack the printed
boards. On different chassis the boards are held in
place by screws or by soldered eyelets and depend on
their mounting for connection to chassis.

To remove the control panel only, perform (1), (2)
and (3) above. Also unplug (13) the degaussing coil.
Pull off the control knobs and remove five hex -head
bolts inside the cabinet. When bolting the panel back
in place make sure the tuner buttons do not foul the
edges of the holes in the perspex trim.

The pilot lamp is 6.3V 0.3A and can be replaced
without removing the control panel.

After servicing check that all the connections listed
have been remade since various degrees of damage
can result from forgetting one-e.g. if (13) is not
remade a 680n 1W resistor goes up in smoke.

Tuner Unit
The tuner is not really a serviceable item and if

faulty a replacement can be ordered from Decca,
quoting the number fixed inside the cabinet. Note
the positions of the -18V supply (white) and a.g.c.
(blue) wires in Fig. 1 as these can come adrift. The
tuner works-albeit poorly-if they are the wrong
way round!

These days it is unlikely .that a colour set will be
used on 405 v.h.f. so the upper aerial socket can be
taped over. The 625 u.h.f. standard is selected by
rotating the tuner buttons: pull the Philips tuner
buttons out to do this and watch the tuning scale
change; with the Plessey and Telefunken tuners rotate
the buttons to the one o'clock click position. The
system switch solenoids can be taken out and used
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Fig. 2: Basic arrangement of the i.f. board and Telefunken
tuner showing the a.g.c. circuit in full. In some models the
video phase splitter collector resistor is 1k52 while its
emitter resistor is 56011 At the left are shown (a) the
alternative a.g.c. tuner feed used with the Philips (Presto-
matic) tuner and (b) the a.g.c. feed used with the Plessey
tuner. 405 -line components are not shown.

Fig. 3 (below): Basic i .1. board layout. Alignment frequencies
18V shown for the upper and lower cores of coils for 625 -

lines only.
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for something useful.
Low gain and a very grainy picture often means

failure of the tuner r.f. transistor, a BF180. This tran-
sistor can be destroyed by switching the set on with

ns
the tuner lead not plugged into the i.f. board, hence
the emphasis on checking all connections. The tran-
sistor can be checked as follows. Disconnect the yellow
lead which passes across the tuner to the r.f. transistor
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Fig. 4: Circuit of the luminance board. The a.f. amplifier, not shown in detail, is a conventional transformer/ess type. A later
board has a coil delay line and some component variations. The connections to A and B of three -pin socket Z are reversed
in some receivers.

base. Use an Avo to measure the resistance between
the base and chassis in both directions. The reading
should be several kilohms with the black probe to the
base and almost infinity with the red probe to the
base. If the BF180 has blown it will be obvious.
Don't try to replace the BF180 unless you are equipped
with (a) a small -bit soldering iron, (b) tweezers and
(c) a steady hand. The new transistor must be
mounted with exactly the same length and position of
leads as the old one or the tuner alignment will be
upset. Nevertheless a successful job can be done with
care.

AGC Control
The nylon spindled potentiometer on the back of

the tuner is an a.g.c. control effective only on the top
button (Philips_ 6th button) on 405 when a micro -
switch brings it into circuit. The author finds it useful
to wire the control in circuit permanently to deal with
any signal overload : it should be kept fully clockwise
when normal gain is needed.

IF Board
The response shaping network at the input to the

i.f. board, including a "reject level" potentiometer, is
aligned along with the i.f. output coil of the tuner so
these may need careful adjustment if tuners or i.f.
boards are interchanged. Otherwise do not attempt
alignment of the vision i.f. stages unless proper
equipment is available. The 625 sound (6MHz) coils
and discriminator balance potentiometer can easily
be adjusted for maximum sound and no intercarrier
buzz using any transmission.

The a.g.c. arrangement for 625 is shown in Fig. 2.
On 625 positive sync pulses at Tr107 base turn it on
so that Tr108 then turns off. Hence forward a.g.c. is
applied to the tuner and the first i.f. stage, with D105
limiting the forward i.f. bias. If the blue tuner a.g.c.
wire comes adrift and touches chassis Tr108 blows
and the result is similar to a faulty BF180 described
above.

The video output level is set by VR102 to 2V
peak -to -peak for a picture containing white. In prac-
tice this control can simply be set for a slightly over-

contrasty picture with the viewer contrast control
fully clockwise; if set any higher the signal will suffer
clipping.

Luminance Board
The full circuit of the luminance board is shown in

Fig. 4. Video from the i.f. board passes to Tr200
which drives a short delay line to compensate for the
delay suffered by the colour signals with respect to
the luminance signal. The luminance signal then
passes via emitter -follower Tr202 and the contrast
control to the luminance output valve. The c.r.t.
cathodes are direct coupled to the anode. The red
gun is driven directly since the red phosphor is least
efficient while the green and blue drives are tapped
down by potentiometers to allow the colour of whites
in the picture to be set neutral.

R225, R226 and R227 in the valve stage are long
wirewound types which stand upright on the board
and are therefore rather vulnerable. If one gets pushed
over the track underneath can be broken. A surprising
cause of a weak, smeary picture (but colour content
OK) one time was found to be an open -circuit 8225:
the valve was working after a fashion on the current
in R227!

The Y drive potentiometers VR200/1 are cheaply
made and sometimes give obvious trouble in use. If
the connection between say VR200 and the junction
of R227 / R226 breaks the d.c. along the track is not
constant and the black level of the blue gun changes
as VR20CY icidjusted.

Line and field blanking are performed by pulses
from the respective timebases which turn Tr204 briefly
off, biasing the valve off. Ideally the voltage at Tr204
collector should never exceed the few volts needed to
bias the valve off. A microsecond's hiccup by the
valve however can put h.t. on the transistor and kill
it. Usually the transistor goes short-circuit so the
only effect on the picture is the appearance of flyback
lines.

The contrast control sometimes becomes noisy and
unpleasant to use, probably because of the d.c. flow-
ing through it. The replacement must be a carbon
type of the correct value OM or the sync /video
ratio will be upset as Tr202 also drives the sync
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separator Tr203. All replacement controls need to
have fairly long spindles, plastic for safety.

Unlike most colour chassis in which the burst
gating pulse is obtained by delaying a pulse from the
line output transformer it is here derived from the
sync pulse. A result of this is that the colour can be
correct without correct line hold. The circuit operates
as follows. Positive -going sync tips at Tr200 emitter
turn on Tr201. Forward base current charges C208
so that Tr201 is off the rest of the time, i.e. normal
sync separator action. When Tr201 turns off at the
end of each line sync pulse output pin 3 swings
positive at a rate set by the resonant circuit L200 /C630
(in decoder) and then swings negative. The positive
peak should coincide with the burst and constitutes

Blue drive driveGreenCECEI

the burst gating pulse which is used in the decoder
board. This simple arrangement works only if (a)
properly shaped sync pulses are present at Tr200
emitter and (b) the base bias resistor R211 suits the
gain of Tr201. Any trouble with the burst gating results
in no colour from the decoder. The author often
replaces R211 with a imn preset in series with
330ki2 (to protect the transistor) so that the bias can
be adjusted for optimum burst gate pulse shape. There
is an unoccupied space on the board for a resistor
from Tr201 base to earth-in case you think some-
thing has dropped off ! Note that L200 is not meant
to have a core screwed into it.

Next month: Decoder and timebases.

ICs FOR TELEVISION
-continued from page 405

supply pin and pin 16 the chassis connection.
A TBA510 is used in the Grundig 1500/3010 series

and also the latest Grundig colour chassis (5010
series) introduced this month in the UK. Grundig con-
tinue in these models to favour colour -difference tube
drive. The 5010 series uses a TBA510 together with a
TAA630 colour demodulator i.c. in the chrominance
section and a TBA970 luminance i.c. which drives a
single BF458 luminance output transistor operated
from a 280V rail.

Conclusion
As this series has been appearing more and more

i.c.s have come to be used in television receivers, both
monochrome and colour, and more and more i.c.s
designed for television set use have been announced.
Some of these have been mentioned in recent Tele-
topics. There seems little doubt that a major increase

in the use of integrated circuits in television receivers
is about to occur. Fully integrated i.f. and vision
detector sections are already in use (Decca) and this
is the likely area, together with the decoder in colour
sets, in which integration will most rapidly spread.
Elsewhere integrated line and field oscillators using
circuits without inductors have been developed and
a field output stage in integrated form is now feasible.
Line output stages consisting of hybrid i.c. and thick -
film circuits have been built and there is a programme
of work directed to the integration of the r.f. tuner,
using digital frequency synthesisers to provide local
oscillator action controlled by signals from a remote
point. We seem to have reached the position where
the only part of the set which does not attract the i.c.
manufacturers is the picture tube itself !

The author wishes to acknowledge the help of
Mullard Ltd. in the preparation of this article and also
their assistance throughout the series. Thanks are
due also to Rank -Bush -Murphy, Plessey and Moto-
rola who have all given valuable help.
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BUSH CTV184S
This set lost field scan and the cause was found to be
an open -circuit diode -5D11, one of the rectifiers
which derives the field timebase supply from the line
output stage. After replacing this diode and the loWer
transistor (5VT12 BD131) of the field output pair
satisfactory operation was obtained. Can you advise
why the diode failed? After a thorough check of the
field output stage everything appears to be in order
but the voltages are on the high side.-H. Mayer
(Hampstead).

There is no circuit reason why 5D11 should fail.
These diodes (BA148) do fail however, .quite often
due to internal faults. As far as the high voltages are
concerned you should adjust the set e.h.t. control on
the power panel for 200V and reset the over -voltage
protection control in the line oscillator circuit
-making both adjustments in accordance with the
maker's instructions.

MARCONIPHONE 4703
On switching the set on a ripple appears on vertical
lines, sometimes accompanied by a sharp sideways
movement. At the same time the pitch of the line
timebase whistle alters. The line hold remains locked
and the fault clears after about half an hour.-
J. Buttershaw (Middlesbrough).

It is difficult to pinpoint the cause of a fault such
as this but the trouble is almost certainly in the fly-
wheel sync/reactance section of the line timebase and
is probably due to a dry -joint. Disturbing the com-
ponents around the flywheel sync diodes (W501-2) and
the reactance transistor (VT501) should reveal the
poor connection.

PHILIPS 19TG171A
The picture suddenly went extremely faint and on
switching off a very bright centre spot that lasts for
several minutes is left. The picture is just visible in
the dark and with the contrast and brightness controls
fully up can be made to go negative.-F. Reeves
(Barrow).

The symptoms you describe are highly indicative
of a faulty tube (with the heater probably shorted so
that only 3V is dropped across it). You should how-
ever check the PFL200 video amplifier and its asso-

PROBLEMSYOUR
SOLVED

*Requests for advice in dealing with servicing
problems must be accompanied by a 10p

postal order (made out to IPC Magazines Ltd.),
the query coupon from page 427 and a stamped,
addressed envelope. We can deal with only one
query at a time. We regret that we cannot supply
service sheets or answer queries over the telephone.

ciated resistors (anode load etc.). If the tube is at fault
sharply tapping its neck may temporarily clear the
condition.

ULTRA 6654B
There were splashes on the screen and the sound of
arcing. This was immediately traced to the e.h.t.
rectifier tray which was arcing to chassis and giving
its usual smell. A replacement cured the fault and
the set ran well for a week after which the e.h.t. recti-
fier tray again failed. This time the final element was
burning. The horizontal scanning, width and sync
were otherwise OK but I hesitate to make another
replacement in case there is some other fault present.
Do you think I was unlucky with the replacement?-
J. Winder (Llangollen).

You have indeed been unfortunate in fitting a new
rectifier tray which became defective so quickly. This
is by no means uncommon however and does not
indicate that there is any other fault in the receiver.

PYE 11U
The set operates perfectly on 405 but on 625 the
picture and sound drift off-they are perfect for about
ten minutes and then drift off for about ten minutes
before returning again. The aerial is in order and the
raster OK in every respect.-O. Barnard (Fife).

It is usually the u.h.f. oscillator valve that drifts
in this way. It is the PC86 at the rear of the u.h.f.
tuner.

MURPHY V320
The screen went blank and I discovered that the
trouble was caused by the 30P19 line output valve
which had burnt out its screen resistor which is taken
to a tag on the line output transformer. The valve
and resistor have been renewed and the picture has
returned but is about 2in. short all round and keeps
waving up and down.-T. Chapman (Ilford).

Check the h.t. voltage and the smoothing. Replace
the line output valve with a 30P4MR which is the
correct type for this set-a 30P19 will not last long
in it.
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FERGUSON 3640
The screen suddenly went blank though the sound
remained OK. A very faint band of light about tin.
wide can be seen down the centre of the screen in a
darkened room. When the fault occurred the sound
was left on but after about 10 minutes the fusible
resistor mounted on the smoothing choke melted
removing the h.t. supply. The line timebase valves
have been replaced and there is a very faint line
whistle. The h.t is well down at about 180V.-J.
Thomas (Bognor Regis).

Remove the top cap of the PY800 efficiency diode
and see if this restores some degree of line output
operation: if it does replace the 0.22µF (1kV) boost
capacitor C101 on the extreme right side. If there is
little difference (except of course for the h.t. rising)
check C106 (100pF high voltage ceramic) for shorts
-this capacitor feeds pulses to the line stabilising
circuit. Unfortunately the line output transformer is
sometimes the cause of the trouble on this chassis
(Thorn 950).

KB WV70
There is complete loss of field hold. By adjusting the
field hold control the picture can be made to move
upwards or downwards but it will not remain still.
The sync separator valve has been replaced and the
components between this and the field oscillator
examined without the cause of the trouble being
revealed.-R. Iffield (Chester).

You do not specifically mention the 0A81 interlace
diode D2 which should be checked if you have not
already done so. If this does not clear the fault
replace the sync separator screen feed resistor R65
(3301(Q) as this may have changed value.

DEFIANT 7AF24
The picture is perfectly satisfactory but every 10 to
15 minutes the line hold is lost. The picture can be
locked again if the line hold control is very carefully
adjusted but the process has to be repeated every 10
to 15 minutes. Although this is an old set it would
seem to be worth saving.-T. Smith (Freshwater).

We presume the 6-30L2 line oscillator/control valve
has been replaced. If so the next step is to replace
the D3-2-1YZ flywheel sync discriminator diodes.
Use two separate ones if you prefer, the exact type
being less important than the fact that they are a
matched pair. Then check the following components
in the flywheel sync circuit: R364, R360, R363, C354
and C355.

MURPHY V20165
The trouble with this set is bent verticals from time
to time. The EF184 line oscillator valve has been
replaced without making any improvement.-A. V.
Clark (Watford).

The contrast control could be set too high and we
suggest you first check the effect of reducing this.
Next check the electrolytic 3C3I (10/AF) which de-
couples the supply to the line oscillator stage. If
necessary check the flywheel sync discriminator
diodes 3D6 and 3D7. We assume that the aerial is
efficient and the signal ghost free.

BUSH TV128
The picture is almost lost. Hum develops and the
sound becomes very loud. This happens on a change
of scene. Correct reception can sometimes be restored
by pressing the tuning buttons in and out, presumably
causing a surge. The set is being used on 405.-T.
Redman (Dulwich).

The trouble seems to be in the vision only i.f.
amplifier stage 2V3 (EF80). Check the valve and its
associated components. Also check the vision detec-
tor and video amplifier. What is happening is that
the vision signal is being lost after the common
vision -sound stages, causing loss of a.g.c. which
results in increased sound with cross -modulation
(hum).

MARCONIPHONE 4618
There is pronounced hum accompanied by flashing
on the screen. There are also intermittently large
white spots covering the screen, along with a sizzling
noise which increases with the brightness. This is
more pronounced on channel 1. The main electro-
lytic capacitor ' block has been replaced without
improving matters. The e.h.t. connection to the tube
has also been cleaned but since doing this I get wavy
verticals which go sometimes up and sometimes down
the picture.-B. Cotman (Braintree).

There appears to be more than one fault present.
Most of the trouble is without doubt due to a break-
dpwn in one of the pencil rectifiers in the e.h.t. recti-
fier tray and the complete tray should therefore be
replaced. If the hum and waviness remain you will
have to recheck the electrolytics.

INVICTA 7193
We have recently converted this set for u.h.f.
reception and get good vision but no sound. Weak
sound can be obtained by detuning but the picture
is then lost. The EH90 sound detector valve has been
changed, also the associated anode and screen resis-
tors. The anode voltage is low at 10V but the output
coupling capacitor is not leaky.-R. Tidwall (Maid-
stone).

The anode voltage reading on the EH90 can be
misleading. The weak sound after conversion
symptom is common on this chassis (Pye 11U series)
and is usually due to misalignment of the 6MHz
sound section. We suggest you tune for the finest
detail u.h.f. picture and then adjust L28 and T2 for
maximum sound.

FERGUSON 3652
The set has developed faint, repetitive ghost lines over
one third of the picture, from the right-similar to a
water mark. Also the picture starts to wave about
slowly from side to side for a short time. The set
(BRC 1400 chassis) has been overhauled and any
low -emission valves replaced and the aerial checked.
-B. Farrow (Mortlake).

The vertical rulings (striations) are probably due
due to the 1/LF electrolytic C115 which decouples the
screen grid of the line output valve becoming open -
circuit. The waving could be due to a faulty electro-
lytic smoothing block (C120-4) or a faulty 30FL14
(PCF808) valve.
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MARCONIPHONE 4609
There is bad sound distortion on 625 lines only. The
set is fitted with the BRC 850 chassis and I would
appreciate your views on the likely cause of the dif-
ficulty-G. Browning (Doncaster).

Bad sound distortion on 625 should direct attention
to the two CG61 discriminator diodes W9 and W10
inside the can L28/L31 and the associated 4/iF electro-
lytic C61. Those components are at the front right
centre of the top deck.

McMICHAEL MP18
The sound usually disappears a few minutes after
switching on. There is generally a clicking sound
associated with this. The sound returns after about
half a minute, sometimes longer. Sometimes the sound
goes very low instead of going completely. The base
of the audio valve is badly charred.-I. Penfold
(Poplar).

You will have to check the PCL82 audio valve and
the associated components-grid coupling capacitor,
cathode bias etc. If the fault cannot be initiated and
put right by disturbing the components in this stage
however check the plug and socket connecting the
volume control to and from the i.f. panel. Also check
the EB91 on the panel.

I no A
CASE]

115
Each month we provide an interesting case of

television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on
actual practical faults.

7 The line output transformers of some receivers
are shunt fed from the anode of the line output

valve via a capacitor, with an inductor connected be-
tween the cathode of the boost diode and the anode of
the line output valve for carrying the d.c. The inductor
is sometimes called a "desaturating coil" since it by-
passes the d.c. from the transformer primary, thereby
avoiding magnetic saturation.

The GEC I Sobell 2020/1020 series uses this tech-
nique. One of these sets recently investigated was
devoid of a raster and line whistle with only a small
pulse -type spark available at the PL500 anode from
the tip of a screwdriver blade. The PL500 and associ-
ated PY800 boost diode were both heating up norm-
ally, indicating d.c. continuity and at least some degree
of emission. A meter test at the control grid of the
PL500 also gave a significant negative reading, indi-
cating the presence of normal line drive.

All the small components in the timebase appeared
to be in reasonable order, as were the voltages at the

HMV 2620
There is permanent cramping at the bottom of the
picture on this set (Thorn 900 chassis). With the
picture at full height there is no vertical lock but with
the picture at three-quarter height lock can be
obtained at the end of the travel of the hold control.
The voltages on the field timebase valve have been
checked and found to be correct. The obvious com-
ponents-cathode bias, resistors in series with the
controls and the linearity feedback capacitors-have
been tried without success. The height and linearity
controls operate correctly.-K. Schultz (Ware).

There are two suspect capacitors you have over-
looked. First C79 (3kpF high voltage) which couples
back to the triode grid from the anode circuit of the
pentode section and secondly C81 (0-02/.(F) the field
timebase charging capacitor. These should be
changed.

QUERIES COUPON 1

This coupon is available until July 17,
1972, and must accompany all Queries sent
in accordance with the notice on page 425. I

Don't forget the 10p postal order !

TELEVISION JULY 1972

usual test points. As these symptoms are not uncom-
monly caused by a faulty line output transformer or
scan coil unit, attention was next directed to these
components. Prior to extracting the transformer for
a substitution test however it was noticed that the de -
saturating coil was running very hot and emitting wax.
A test proved that this had continuity and that there
was no apparent leakage to chassis.

What was the most likely cause of these symptoms?
See next month's TELEVISION for the solution and for
a further item in the Test Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 114
Page 379 (last month)

Making a meter test at the control grid of the line
output valve is virtually the same as connecting a
high -value resistor between the grid and chassis. Since
the picture steadied under this condition it was appar-
ent to the technician that the valve had no control grid
return circuit.

A subsequent test revealed that the v.d.r. used for
line stabilising was open -circuit. This was replaced
and the picture appeared in steady lock but of reduced
horizontal amplitude. The width reduced still further
when the receiver was switched to 625 -line operation
and it was then discovered that the replacement v.d.r.
was increasing abnormally in temperature. It was
obvious that this was the cause of the failure of the
original component. The v.d.r. receives pulses from
the line scan circuit. It peak rectifies these to provide
the line output valve bias. The pulses are fed via a 2kV
100pF capacitor and this was found to be leaky. Re-
placement cured the overheating and restored the
width on both standards.

Published approximately on the 22nd of each month by IPC Maguines Limited, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4AD. Printed in England by Fieetwat
Printers, Crete Hall Road, Gravesend. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and Gotch (A)sia) Ltd.; South Africa-Central News Agency Lodi;
Rhodesia and Zambia-Kingstons Ltd.; East Africa-Stationery and Office Supplies Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage): for one year to any part of the world.
C2.65. "Television" is sold subject to the following conditions, namely, that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given, be
lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold.
hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary
or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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TELEVISION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
The pre -paid rate for classified advertisements is 5p a word (minimum 12 words), box number 10p extra.
Semi -display setting £3 per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made
payable to TELEVISION and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered
post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Manager,
TELEVISION IPC Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4AD, for inser-
tion in the next available issue.

EDUCATIONAL

COLOUR TELEVISION TRAINING
11 WEEKS' COURSE for men with Mono experi-
ence. Shorter appreciation courses by arrangement.
Hours 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to Friday. Next
course commences September. Prospectus from :
London Electronics College, Dept. C /7. 20 Peny-
wern Road, London, SW5 9SU. Tel. 01-373 8721.

ENGINEERS -get a technical certificate.
Postal courses in Engineering, Electronics,
Radio, TV, Computers, Draughtsman-
ship. Building, etc. FREE book from:
BIET (Dept. H.6), Aldermaston Court,
Reading, RG7 4PF. Accredited by
CACC.

BECOME "technically qualified" in your
spare time. Home study courses in Radio,
TV, Servicing and Maintenance, RTEB.
City & Guilds, etc. Informative FREE
guide -Chambers College (Dept. R.106).
Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

TRAIN FOR SUCCFSS
%ITN ICS

Study at home for a progressive post
in Radio, TV and Electronics.
Expert tuition for City & Guilds
(Telecoms Techn's Cert. and Radio
Amateurs') R.T.E.B., etc. Many
non -exam courses incl. Colour TV
Servicing. Numerical control & Com-
puters. Also self -build kit courses -

valve and transistor.
Write for FREE prospectus and find
out how ICS can help you in your

career.
ICS. DEPT. 560. INTERTEXT
HOUSE. STEWARTS ROAD.

LONDON SW8 4U1.

WANTED

CASH PAID for New Valves. Payment
by return. WILLOW VALE ELEC-
TRONICS. 4 The Broadway, Hanwell,
London. W.7. 01-567 5400/2971.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased, HAMIL-
TON RADIO. 54 London Road, Bexhill.

TOP PRICES PAID
for new valves, popular

TV & Radio Types

KENSINGTON SUPPLIES
(A), 367 Kensington Street

Bradford 8, Yorks

FOR SALE

QUANTITY TUBES 43/80 43/89 43/88
etc. Used but perfectly serviceable, £1
each. Telephone 0202 58376.

NEW 25" Teak TV Cabinet with Stand
£16.50. Tel. IVER 1140.

SONY CV2000 Monochrome Video Tape
Recorder, 405 Helical Scan. Brand new
tested but unused (can be converted to
625). Complete with full workshop
manual. List £225, first offer £70. 136
Raleigh Road. Feltham, Middlesex.

MARCONI MK. III image orthicon
Television camera channel for sale.
Shown working 625 system. 2 lenses and
electronic viewfinder. £145. 01-554 5195.

AERIALS

Direct from the
Manufacturers

10Element

d25

_I

14 Element 18 Element
e£1.50 £1.75

U.H.F. AERIALS

larraw°gElAso; V.E

40%

Ready assembled add 2Gp
allow carriage and packing.
Please state which channels or group.

TRADE SUPPLIED, SEND FOR LIST

APEX AERIALS l T.V.
ALBAN WORKS, MARY ST

JOHNSTONE, RENFREWSHIRE

BAINES for HIGH FREQUENCY AERIALS
POSTAGE PAID ON AERIALS

MULTIBICAMS UHF
MBM 10 1110; MBM IS 1246; MBM 30 1340:
MBM 38 1640: MBM 40 1540; 2MBM 46 11110.
Log Periodic UHF Wideband Aerial 1440.
UHF Diplesers 85p with DC Pave 1100.
Please state channels/Groups or Transmitter.
PHI -AMPLIFIERS
Masthead Mains 14db Gain 8640. Colourbooster
Battery ISM. maim 1640. New UHF WIDEBAND
Channels 21 to 68 13db Gain Masthead Mains 1910.
ACCESSORIES: SAE for detail,.
R. HAMS 11 Dale Crescent. 'Penton, Chesterfield,
11426DR.

AERIALS (continued)

T.V. AERIALS
For UHF 625 Lines and Colour

6 Element 1.65 10 Element 1.99
14 Element 2.50 18 Element 2.99
HIGH GAIN UHF aad COLOUR

AERIALS
Multibeam 5.25 Supremes 5.25

BBC BAND 1 AERIALS
Single Dipole 1.55 Single X or H 2.25

FM RADIO BAND 2 AERIALS
Single Dipole 1.20 Single H 1.70
3 Element 2.40 4 Element 2.80

ITV BAND 3 AERIALS
Single 5 1.80 Single 8 2.60
Double 5 4.65 Double 8 6.95

Standard Coax Cable 5p yd
Low Loss Cable 8p yd

We supply a full range of Aerials,
Masts, Lashings, Amplifiers, etc.
Send 5p for a price list.
Important: State Channels for all
T.V. Aerials.
Terms: C.W.O. P. & P. 30p extra.

NORTONS
12 Norton A West Cross,
SWANSE 4 Tel. 68704

CUT PRICE UHF AERIALS
10 element UHF Ae. with grid reflector
and tilt clamp, completely assembled.
state Ch. group, £1.15. Chimney lash kits
for 1"-11" poles, 75p. 6' 1" masts, 50p.
Aerialite low -loss coax, 8p./yd. Aerialite
std. coax, 4p./yd. Coax plugs (all metal).
5p. each. P&P on aerials, 370., acces-
sories, 15p. All items complete with
instructions. Please send s.a.e. for com-
plete list of aerials accessories all at
drastically reduced prices. HANDLEY
AERIALS, 39 Alkincoats Road, Colne,

Lanes, BB8 9QQ.

U.H.F. TELEVISION AERIALS: Gen-
uine Multielement "Colorseeker" Kits:
New Design: Perfect Monochrome/
Colour 10 Element -£165: 18 Element
-£310 including carriage: Alternatively.
S.a.e. for lists. d.B. Aerials Co.. 2 Robert
Street, Newport -on -Tay, Fife DD6 8BL.

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS
(1925.1972) for Radios, Televisions,
Transistors, Radiograms, Car Radios,
Tape Recorders, Record Players, etc.

By return post with
FREE FAULT FINDING GUIDE

PRICES FROM 5p

Over 8,000 models available.
Catalogue 13p.

Please send stamped addressed envelope
with all orders and enquiries.

Hamilton Radio
54 London Road, Bexhill, Sussex

Telephone Bexhill 7097
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SERVICE SHEETS  MANUALS  BOOKS
ON RADIOS, TELEVISIONS, AMPLIFIERS SERVICING DATA AND FAULT- FINDING ETC.
SERVICE SHEETS 402 EACH. 1272 SERVICE SHEET CATALOGUE 202. SEND S.A.E. WITH ENOUIRIES

NEW BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS PRICE + REP.
TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS & SUBSTITUTES HANDBOOK BY B.E. Babani. 78 pages 7p£0.40
RADIO, T.V. VALVE & TUBE EQUIVALENTS HANDBOOK by B.B.Babon,. 64 popes. . . . . £0.40 7p
1972 MULLARD DATA BOOK. Data on Valves, Semiconductors and Equivalents . . . .. . . £0.30 7p
HOW TO RECEIVE FOREIGN T.V. PROGRAMMES ON YOUR SET. by Simple Modifications . . L0.33 7p
HI-FI, PA & DISCOTHEQUE AMPLIFIER DESIGN HANDBOOK (5 to 1,000 Watts) 112 pages . . £0.75 10p
T.V. FAULT FINDING BOOK by Data Publications Ltd. 405/625 Edition. 124 pages . . . . . L0.50 10p
UNDERSTANDING TELEVISION by J.R. Davies, 405/625/Colour Edition. 512 pages . . . .

£4.4021 2390ppCOLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING by Gordon J. King. Assoc.IERE.M1PRE.MRTS. 332 pages .

TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK by Gordon J. King. 3rd Edition. 358 pages L3.80 30p
MAZDA BOOK OF PAL RECEIVER SERVICING by D.J.Seal. FSERT.MRTS. 288 pages

. . ii.EPRACTICAL TELEVISION. CIRCUITS by R.E.F. Street. 376 pops . . . . . . . . 15p

COLOUR TELEVISION PICTURE FAULTS by K.J.Bohlman. Illustrated in Colour .. . . .. . E2.50 15p
TELEVISION SERVICING by G.N.Patchett. Vol.4. Practical Servicing & .....£0.75.. . . £0.75 10p

PAL -D COLOUR RECEIVER: QUESTIONS& ANSWERS by K.J. Bohlman. AM.Inst.E. £0.68 10p

COLOUR TELEVISION With Particular Reference To The Pal System. by G.N. Patchett . . . 11.50 20p

FAULT LOCATION EXERCISES IN RADIO & T.V. SERVICING by K.J. Bohlincm. AM.Inst.E. . L0.80 10p

SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE by Gordon J. King. A Guide to Fault Location £1.80 15p

RADIO VALVE AND TRANSISTOR DATA by A.M. Boll. 9th Edition. 340 pages . . . . . . . . L0.75 15P

HOW TO MAKE F.M. AND T.V. AERIALS, BANDS 1, 2 and 3. by Bsrnards (Publishers) Ltd.. . £0.18 7p

Send S.A.E. for Free LISTS of Practical and Technical Books on Radio & Television now available to

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES4 Albert Place, Harrogate, Yorks. Tel. 0423 - 86844 4

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, TV, etc.
8,000 models. List 10p. S.A.E. enquiries.
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.

RADIO, TELEVISION and Tape Re-
corders, 50 mixed odd sheets, 50p, also
large stock of obsolete and current
valves. John Gilbert Television, lb Shep-
herds Bush Road, London, W.6. 01-743
8441. S.a.e. enquiries.

SERVICE SHEETS, 35p, plus stamped
addressed envelope. Mail order only.
LESMAR, 15 Conholt Road, Andover,
Hants.

LARGE SUPPLIER
of

SERVICE SHEETS
(TV, RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS,
RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS,
STEREOGRAMS, RADIOGRAMS,

CAR RADIOS)
Only 40p each.
PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E. WITH

ALL ENQUIRIES AND ORDERS.
Otherwise cannot be attended to.

(Uncrossed P.O.'s please, original
returned if service sheets not available)

C. CARANNA
71 BEAUFORT PARK,

LONDON, N.W.11
We have the largest supplies of Service
Sheets (strictly by return of post).
Please state make and model number

alternative.
Free TV fault tracing chart qr TV list on

request with order.
MAIL ORDER ONLY.

SETS & COMPONENTS

TESTED TOP 20 TV VALVES FROM
10p. PL504, 17fp, New PL508's, 45p.
Individually boxed, p & p 4p per valve,
12 or over 2fp, over £3 free. Resistors
and capacitors by leading manufacturers
at competitive prices. Stockists of "THE
WONDER LEAD" colour C.R.T. tester.
Send for leaflet. Trade enquiries wel-
comed. S.A.E. for new free list. L. & D.
Components Ltd., 71 Westbury Avenue,
Wood Green, N.22 6SA. 01-888 2701.

EX -RENTAL TV's (UNTESTED)

Complete with 13 channel tuners. Good cabinets.
Carriage 21.50 extra.

19121." sllmline (110° tube) ss-oo
sr Min:dine .. .. 27.50
19' BBC 2 sets .. .. 219-50

TUBES EX -EQUIPMENT TESTED
SINGLE PANEL

19'121' any type .. 23
23' any type 24

TWIN PANEL (BONDED)
18- bonded .. 25

All tubes add £1 carriage

VALVES EX EQUIPMENT
EB91 5p 30L15 12¢p PL:16 224p
EBF89 124p 30P4 124p PL81 17ip
ECC82 1212 PC97 174p FY81 1.5p
EC180 74p PCF86 1710 PY800 150
EF80 124p PC84 742 PV82 74p
EF85 1242 PCF80 78p PY33 224p
EF183 12fp PCC89 124p U191 1745
EF184 1249 PCL85 224p 6F23 174p
EY86 174p PC1.82 174p 30PL1 224p
30PL13 209 P01.88 174p 30P12 20p
8301.2 1212 PC1.83 1E42 30F5 10p

Add 2ip per valve p. & p., orders over £1 p. & p. tree

UHF TUNERS
For Ferguson 850 900 chassis. Adaptable for most U.E.F.
Chassis 8250, p. & P. 50P.

SLOT METERS
Smiths reconditioned switchmaster MK III. Decimalized.
Perfect working order. 12 for 225 delivered. For sample
send 22.50 c.w.o.

TRADE

DISPOSALS (Dept. PT/TS)
Thornbury Roundabout, Leeds Rd., Bradford.

Telephone: 0274-685870

TELEVISION
ALL SETS COMPLETE WITH U.H.F.
Tuners. 19" Pye BBC2 £7. 23" Pye BBC2
£9.

All Sets untested.
Sets can be SUPPLIED working on

REQUEST.
All makes in stock.

T.V. DISPOSALS (BEDFORD)
Telephone 51948.

LARGE quantities of used TV spares
for most models, 1952-64. Lopts,
Tuners IF Strips, Time Base Panels
Scan Coils, Frame Transformers, Knobs,
cabinet Trim, etc. New manufac-
turers replacement parts, can be supplied,
for more modem sets on receipt of an
order deposit. S.A.E. for quotations.
C.W.O. to TV Dismantlers, Foxhole,
Whitstone, Holsworthy, Devon.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
BRAND NEW TUBES AT

REDUCED PRICES
A28 -14W (A28 -13W)
A31 -18W
A47 -11W
A47 -13W
A47 -14W
A47 -26W
A50-120WR
A59 -11W
A59 -13W
A59 -15W
A59 -16W
A59 -23W
A61-120WR
AW-21-11
AW36-21, 36-80
AW43-80
AW43-88, 43-89
AW47-90, 47-91
AW53-80
AW53-88, 53-89
AW59-90, 59-91
C17LM, 17PM, 17SM
CME1201
CME1402
CM E1601
CM E1602
CME1702, 1703
CM El 705
CME1 713/A44-120 ..
CME1901, 1903
CME1906
CME1908
CME2013
CME2101, 2104
CME2301, 2302, 2303
CME2305
CME2306
CME2308
CM E2413R
CRM93, 124
CRM141, CRM142 .

CRM171, CRM172
CRM211, CRM212
MW36-24, 36-44
MW43-69
MVV43-80
MW53-20, 53-80
TSD217, TSD282
13BP4 (Crystal 13)
190AB4
230DB4
tRebuilt tubes also,
at £7.00 plus bulb

*These types are FULLY rebuilt.
ALL TUBES ARE TESTED AND GUAR-

ANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS
ADD 75p FOR CARRIAGE AND

INSURANCE
COLOUR TUBES

19 in. and 22 in. having slight
marks or scratches at £35 each

A49-15)( £35
New R.C.A. Scan Coils, Convergents,
Yokes, and Blue Lateral, complete
£5 per set.

£12.75
£12.50
£9.95

£12.50
£8.25

£10.75
£12.50
£1295
£13.50*
£9.95

£13.508
£14.75
£1650

£7.00*
£5.75
£6.95
£6.75
£7.50
£7.50*
£8.25
£9.00
£6.50

£12.50
£5.75

£10.50
£12.00
£6.75
£7.75

£14.50
£7.50

£12.50
£7.75

£1250
£8.25
£9.00

£1475
£13.508
£9.95

£16.50
£5.508
£5.50
£6.50
£7.50*
£5.50
£615
£6.75
£7.50

£14.00t
£14.00t
£9.25

£11.25

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.11. 228 6859

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD
STAMPS
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SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY VALVES MAINLY FROM BRITISH
MANUFACTURERS; GENUINE VALUE IN BEST COMPONENTS AND

FINEST VALUE AT LOWEST POSSIBLE TRADE PRICE
All new and boxed, BVA MULLARD wh possible. Lists sue

AZ3I 50p EYSI 50p PCL86 37p UY85 36p 30FLI 60p
DY86/7 37p EY86/7 37p PD500 LI -25 U25 65p 30FL2 60p
DY802 45p EZ40/1 37p PFL200 62p U26 60p 30FL12 75p
EB9I 15p E Z80 45p PL36 52p UI91 65p 30L1 3Sp
ECC8I 37p EZ8I 30p PL38 75p U193 35p 30L15 75p
ECC82 30p GY501 80p PL8I 46p U251 62p 30L17 75p
ECC83 42p GZ30/2 55p PL8IA 50p U301 75p 30P12 70p
ECC85 40p GZ34 55p PL82 40p U329 62p 30P19 70p
ECC88 50p N37 75p PL83 50p U404 50p 3OPLI 60p
ECH42 70p N78 £130 PL84 55p U801 90p 30PL13 75p
ECH8I 37p PC86 50p PL500 65p W729 50p 30PL14 75p
ECH84 55p PC88 50p PL504 65p 5Y3 42p 30PLI5 75p
ECL80 40p PC97 40p PL508 75p 5Z4 50p 30P4MR 95p
ECL82 50p PC900 50p PL509 LI -25 6/30L2 60p 35W4 45p
ECL83 57p PCC84 35p PL802 62p 6AT6 45p 5005 42p
ECL86 52p PCC85 40p PL805 85p 6BW7 60p 50CD6G
EF80 27p PCC88 70p PY32 55p 6CD6G 90p L 1 -60
EF85 40p PCC89 52p PY33 55p 6F24/5 62p ETC., ETC.
EF86 65p PCCI89 55p PY81 35p 6F28 48p
EF89 3Sp PCF8OL 32p PY88 40p 6K7/8 40p All in stock
EF9I 50p PCF8OS 40p PY800 35p 6V6 40p at moment.
EF93 4Sp PCF82 55p PY801 35p 6X4 37p SAE for
EF94 50p PCF86 52p PY500 75p 6X5 40p Transistor
EF95 60p PCF200 50p RI9 70p 9D7 48p lists etc.
EFI83 37p PCF201 50p UBC4I 50p 10C2 87p
EFI84 37p PCF801 50p UBF89 40p 10FI 50p Post 3p
EH90 45p PCF802 50p UCC85 SOp 10P13 80p per valve.
EL34 57p PCF805 50p UCH42 50p 128A6 45p ALL new
EL4 I 50p PCF806 60p UCH8I 55p 20L1 85p and boxed.
EL42 50p PCF808 60p UCL82 51p 20P3 90p
EL84 35p PCH200 60p UCL83 61 p 20P4 90p ALSO
EL86 50p PCL82 37p UF4I 52p 20P5 95p COM-
EL90/1 45p PCL83 55p UF85 37p 30CI 40p PONENT
EL95 45p PCL83S 50p UF89 4Ip 30CI5 70p LISTS
EM34 55p PCL84 37p UL4I 57p 30CI7 75p

Tel.: OfficeEM80/1 57p PCL85 45p UL84 60p 30C18 50p
EM84/7 65p PCL805 4Sp UY41 35p 30F5 70p 440;8641

WITWORTH
Transformers

LINE OUT -PUT TRANSFORMERS
Manufacturers of the largest range
in the country. All makes supplied.

Free catalogue.
Modern

BAIRD, BUSH, GEC, PHILIPS.
Replacement types ex -stock.

For 'By -return' service, contact your
nearest Depot:

London: 01-948 3702
Tidman Mail Order Ltd., Dept. PT.
236 Sandycombe Road, Richmond,
Surrey, TW9 2EQ.

Birmingham: 021-643 2148
Hamond Components,
89 Meriden Street,
Birmingham S.
Valves, Tubes, Condensers, Resis-
tors. Rectifiers and Frame out -put
Transformers also stocked.

CALLERS WELCOME

BARGAIN TV's
EX RENTAL.
SLIM LINE.

23in. 3 Channel with
U.H.F. Tuner L10.00

23in. 2 Channel L650
I9in. 3 Channel with

U.H.F. Tuner £8.50
I9in. 2 Channel L350
I7in. 2 Channel L 1 .50

All sets complete. Callers only.

EDWARDS & SON
103 Goldhawk Road, LONDON, W.I2

Phone: 743-6996

25" D STD. COLOUR TVs. All makes
available. 19", 23" BBC2 TVs from £5.
Smiths Switchmaster Mk 111 recondi-
tioned decimalized meters, perfect work-
ing order, 10 for £20 delivered. Sample
meter send £2.50 c.w.o. Ring Mr. Kent,
Bradford (0274) 665670. Thornbury Trade
Disposals, 1043 Leeds Road. Bradford 3.
150 NEW Capacitors Resistors /Silicon
Diodes. Electrolytic. Mica. Ceramic.
Carbon. Oxide etc. LI Post Free. Whit-
sam Electrical, 33 Drayton Green Road,
London. W.13.

T.V. BARGAINS
Complete but untested TVs. 19 in. 405
lines, £5, 19 in. dual standard, E.G.,
Ekco 402, Sobell, 1000 series, Thorn 850,
etc., £8 (less U.H.F. tuner). 19 in. dual
standard with U.H.F. tuner, £12. Car-
riage and packing, £1.50. Lists. S.A.E.
Personal callers welcome.

LINAVALE RADIO LIMITED
48 Hoe Street, London, E.17,

01-520-7546.

FORGESTONE
COMPONENTS

Ketteringham. Wymondhain, Norfolk.

For new COLOUR components.
Including scans, converge, LOPTs,
delays, VDRs, shields, coils, Varicap

tuners, etc.
Quality parts at competitive prices.

Supplier of component packs for the
TELEVISION colour receiver.

Large s.a.e. and 2 x 3p stamps
FOR NEW 1972 CATALOGUE

BRAND NEW
A61-120W/R 24" TUBES

£10-carr.
State Mullard or Mazda

NVR, 38 Front St. West,
BedlIngton, Northumberland

Tel. 3333

RECLAIMED VALVES boxed and tested.
E.F. 80, 20p. Many other types. Enquiries
welcome. Postage 6p per valve. Also
stocks of reclaimed television components.
Electronics Components (Salisbury) Ser-
vice, Searchfield Cottage, Hale, Fording -
bridge, Hants.

PHILIP H. BEARMAN
(VALVE SPECIALISTS)

NEW valves by Mullard, Telefunken, etc.
BY RETURN POST, TRADE PRICES. LISTS.

DY86/7 40p PC86/88 72p PCL805(0) 54p U193 45p 30L17 86p
DY802 42p PC97 42p PCL86 63p U251 62p 30P12 90p
EB91 22p PCF80 50p PL36 83p 6/30L2 86p 30PL1 66p
ECC81 42p PCF86 60p PL81 75p 6BW7 78p 30P4MR 95p
ECC82 42p PCF801 59p PL84 62p 6CD6 90p 30P19 83p
ECL80 47p PCF802 59p PL500/4 86p 6F23 90p 30PL13 95p
EF80 39p PCF805 83p PY81 47p 6F28 71p 30PL14 95p
EF183 54p PCF808 80p PY800 47p 20L1 90p etc., etc.
EF184 54p PCL82 48p PY801 47p 20P4 90p Note.
EH90 51p PCL83 61p U25 91p 30C15 86p BY100/127
EH51 60p PCL84 57p U26 91p 30FL1/2 62p equiv. with
EY86/7 40p PCL85/805 63p U191 86p 30L15 91p res. 20p

POST FREE OVER f2, BELOW add 3p per valve
Large PCF80 30p. See separate component and transistor lists.

6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
(ADJACENT TO POST OFFICE)

(Suppliers to N.M. Govt., etc.) Tel: 449/1934 and 1935.
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PHILIP H. BEARMAN, AVALLVEAESDINAGNDNAMTUEBEINS

FOR

Suppliers to H. M. Government

LARGE STOCKS BY LEADING BRITISH AND
TUBES GUARANTEED 2 YEARS, COLOUR 4

EXAMPLE:

FOREIGN MANUFACTURERS
YEARS! ALL EX STOCK

Every tube tested before it leaves our premises. Open Saturday mornings

CME170, AW43-80, CRM73, MW3-80, MW43-69*,
CRM172,2 AW43-88, AW43-89,1 CME1705,4 CME1703, C17AF 17" L5137p

Cge.

55p
CM E1903, CM E1902, CME1901, AW47-90,
A47 -14W, C19AH

AW47-91,
19- L687p 60p

CME2101, AW53-88, AW53-89, CRM211,
MW53-20, MW53-80, CME2104

CRM212,
21" £7.87p 65p

CME2303, CME2301, AW59-90, AW59-91
23" L950p 65p

 Rebuilds only usually

COLOUR TUBES
4 YEAR GUARANTEE

19" A49.11X, A49.120X £49.00 plus £1 carriage
22" A55.141X, A56.120X £53.00 plus £1 carriage
25" A63.11X, A63.200X £57.00 plus £1 carriage

All prices net trade, old glass not required.

TSD282 11" £12.50
A28 -14W 11" £11.00
MW31 -74 12" £3.00
TSD290/CME1201 12" £9.80
13B P4 13" £14.00
MW36/24 & 44 14" £4.75
CM E1601 16" £7.50
CME1602 16" £101 5
CME1906 1
A47 -13W 19" £11.00

A47 -11W 19" £8.50
A50 -120W 20" £10.50
CME2306
A59 -13W 23" £15.00

A59 -11W 23" £11.50
CME2413 24" £13.00
CM E2503 £17.00

Rebuilt CME 1903 £5.50, CME 2303 £7.50
Plus carriage, but if
sea journey, 50p extra

We endeavour to maintain prices but all are subject to alteration without notice

6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS. TEL: 01-44911934 (Robophone) and 44911935

MISCELLANEOUS

IMPOSSIBLE -TO -GET COMPONENTS?
There really are no such things! Sometimes the price is daunting but then you
don't have to buy: FREE quotation on all your requirements, whatever the
quantity, whatever the item. Full consultancy service also available for
one off constructions, installations, equipment tests, etc., etc.

EAST CORNWALL COMPONENTS P.O. Box No. 4 SALTASH, CORNWALL

RECORD TV sound using our loud-
speaker isolating transformer. Provides
safe connection to recorder. Instruc-
tions included. II post free. Crowborough
Electronics (T), Eridge Road, Crow -
borough. Sussex.

CHROMASONIC ELECTRONICS is well
and living at 56 Fortis Green Road,
London NIP 3HN. 40 -page illustrated
catalogue, 20p post free.

Car radios £8.75. car aerials 11.25,
stereo amplifiers £6.50, mono ampli-
fiers £3, transistor radios £2.25,
indoor television aerials for colour
and h 'w £1-50, u.h.f. tuners £.3.50.

ALF JONES
188, Twyford Avenue, Portsmouth

Piit and packing 20p please

SOLDERSOKE

Solder -Absorbing Wick
Useful in the removal of surplus solder from connect ions and
printed -circuit boards under repair.

'SERVICE ENGINEERING'PACK 100Ft £5
(Sample Peck 4ft 40p) C.W.O. poet free.

ORIENTATION Ltd.,
MAYFIELD COVERACK

CORNWALL.

LADDERS

LADDERS. 24ift., £9.80, carr. 80p.
order C.O.D. Phone 02-993 5222. (Dept.
PTT). Home Sales, Baldwin Road, Stour -
port, Worcs. Callers welcome. Ansafone
installed.

Visor Re -Manufactured

Cathode Ray Tubes
Fully guaranteed for 2 years against any
fault except breakage. Every tube fitted
with a brand new Electron gun assembly
and picture Tested before despatch.

17" £4.50 23" £5.75
19" £4.75 23" P £8.15
19" P £6.75 23TP E11.50
19^ T P £9.00 24" £10.00
20" £7.75 25" f15.00
For colour tube prices, etc., enquiries welcome

Please send cash or postal order with
initialorder.Gooddiscountfor bulk users
For further information please send S.A.E. or ring
BRADFORD (02741 676810.

VISOR ELECTRONICS
& COMPANY LIMITED

Union St., Low Moor, Bradford
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TUBES "VIDEOCHROME" T.V.
TUBES

FOR BRILLIANCE & DEFINITION

17" £5.00

19" £5.50

21" £7.00

23" £7.50

19" PANORAMA £6.25

23" PANORAMA £8.25

CASH OR CHEQUE WITH ORDER

TRADE SUPPLIED
ALL TUBES PRECISION REBUII T AT OUR OWN
FACTORY BY SKILLED CRAFTSMEN  EACH TUBE
BENCH AND SET TESTED TO A VERY HIGH

STANDARD BEFORE DESPATCH

2 YEARS GUARANTEE  FREE
DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE U K

VIDEOCHROME TUBES LTD.
25 BELLEVUE AVENUE

RAMSGATE, KENT. Tel THANET 52914

rebuilt T.V. tubes
for men of vision

Current types
17" £.4.75 21"

19" £5.00 23"

Panorama & Rimguard types
19" £7.00 23" £.9.00

Twin panel
19" £7.50

Cash or P.O. with order no C.O.D. Carriage free in
England, Scotland, Wales. Add 75p for carriage Northern
Ireland. For all enquiries please send S.A.E. Each tube
fitted with new electron gun assembly. Fully guaranteed
for two years against any fault except breakage.

T.V. Aerials U.H.F. & Colour.
5 elements £1.25, 10 elements El -50,
17 elements f2.25, add 321P P. & p.
Please state channel or group.
Each aerial fitted with mast clamp.
Enquiries for other aerials welcome.
Notice to trade, special quantity discounts for 10 tubes
and above, special discounts for collections with old
glass bulbs, applies for England, Scotland and Wales only.

k.s.t. ltd.

£5.50

£.6.00

Providence Mills, Viaduct Street, Stanningly,
Mr. Leeds, Yorks. Tel. Pudsey 78177

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed and Tested

24 -HOUR SERVICE
SRI -26 DF96 EF91 12 PFL200 51
585 -21 DK91 -25 EF92 28 PL36 47
IT4 -14 DK92 -47 EFI83 28 PL81 43
384 2)596 .43 EF184 28 P1.82 29
3V4 -48 DL92 .24 EL33 54 P1.83 81
8/301.2 68 DL94 48 E1.84 12 P1.84 29
6AQ5 21 DL96 .36 5251 36 P1500 61
SBW7 50 DY86 .23 EY86 28 P1504 61
6F1 67 DY87 23 EZ80 PY81 23
6F23 DY802 .30 EZ81 21 PY82 24
6F25 51 EABC80 .30 KT61 .54 PY800 32
68N7GT -28 EB91 9 KT66 75 PY801 32
12AU7 18 EBCI3 .38 N78 25 R19 29
25L6GT 18 EBF89 .27 PC86 -45 U25 63
30C15 -58 BOWS' .15 PC88 46 U26 55
:40017 76 E0082 18 PC900 30 U191 57
40018 .52 ECC83 .21 PCC84 88 U251 63-
30F5 -63 ECF82 .26 PCC89 43 U329 65
30FL1 -59 ECH35 .53 PC0189 47 11801 78
30FL14 417 EC1142 .68 PCPS° 27 UBF69 29
301.15 58 501181 .26 PCF86 -48 UCC85 34
301,17 ECL80 .35 PCFM01 UCH81 30
:40P4 .58 ECL82 .29 PCF8fr2 .38 UCL82 31
30P19 ECL86 .34 PCF805 59 UM 28
30PL1 58 EF39 .36 PCL82 80 UL84 29
30PL14 63 EF80 .22 PCL83 UY41 37
DAF9I EF85 .26 PCI.84 ITY85 24
DAF96 EF86 28 PCI.85 -37 W77 42
DF91 EF69 .24 PC1.86 .87 577 18

Poet/Packing on 1 valve 7p, plus 3p per valve on each
extra valve. Any parcel insured against damage in tran-
sit :it, extra. Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON N.16

Learn at home...
First Class Radio
and TV Coyrses

Pet061/w_

After interesting study -undertaken at home
in your spare time -YOU can secure a

recognised qualification or extend your
knowledge of Radio and T.V. Let us show
you how.

FREE GUIDE
Our Fiee Guide contains 42 pages of

information of the greatest importance to
both the amateur and the man employed
in the radio industry. Chambers College
provides first rate postal courses for Radio
Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert.,
C. & C. Telecoms., A.M.S.E. (Elec.). Guide
also gives details of range of certificate
courses in Radio,'TV Servicing. Electronics
and other branches of engineering. No books
to buy -low monthly payments.

Write now for your copy of this valuable
publication. It may well prove to be the
turning point in your career.
Founded 1885 Over 150,000 successes

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Dept. R58) Aldermaston Court, Reading. RG7 4PF

ELECTRONIC SCOOP PURCHASES!
COLOUR T.V.'s, working, from

£125 Callers only
* 4 Channel 19" UHF TVs dispatched

tested, and in full working order, £20.
* 19" Slimline, only require UHF tuner

for BBC2, untested, complete, £8.
* As above but with UHF tuner, £12.
* 2 Channel 19" 110° tube, untested, £5.

(Carriage £1.50 extra all models)
FREE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM WITH

EACH MODEL
GY-NORMOUS RADIO BARGAINS!

* 3 types, all superhets with push-pull
0/P to internal L.S., complete with
carrying case, earphone and batteries.

Type A -Bargain as advertised last
month, still only £1.50+20p p & p.
Type B -Large battery operated model,
full LW, MW coverage. Ideal for
kitchen or car. Complete with swivelling
telescopic aerial, £5.80+45p p & p.
Type C -Large portable radio as sold
nationally, A.M. and F.M. coverage
(88-108 MHz.). Horizontal pointer tuning
scale. Operates from own dry batteries
or A.C. mains from internal transformer
isolated power pack, with provision for

rechargeable cells (not 'supplied),
£8+50p p & p.

All these sets are BRAND NEW and
complete, but may require slight

attention -hence bargain prices.
* CASSETTE PLAYERS -last few only

-uses standard musicassettes--possible
conversion to full recorder. Deck
alone worth our price of £8.99+
55p p & p.

* CI20 Cassettes. Top quality, 75p+
7ip & P-

* SAVE £5.1's ON BATTERIES, run
your transistor radio, etc., from the
mains with our 9v eliminator, £1.50
+I5p p & p.

* LABGEAR "Magic Circle" indoor
UHF aerial only £1.25+15p p & p.

SUMIKS
7 High S1., Langley. W'arley, Worcs.
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THE NEW UM4
"COLOURBOOSTER"

UHF/625 LINE
CAN PRODUCE
REMARKABLE
IMPROVEMENTS IN
COLOUR AND
PICTURE QUALITY
IN FRINGE OR
DIFFICULT AREAS
WITH SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTION IN
NOISE (SNOW).

HIGH GAIN-VERY LOW NOISE
FITTED FLY LEAD-INSTALLED IN SECONDS
HIGHEST QUALITY COMPONENTS
IVORY PLASTIC CASE3i x 31 x 11 CORK BASE
CHANNELS: Group A, Red code 21-33

Group B, Yellow code 39-51
Group C -D, Green code 52-68

EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR BLACK AND WHITE
Also the M4 DUAL BAND VHF UNIT

BOOSTS ALL BAND III and ANY SPECIFIED
BAND I CHANNEL SIMULTANEOUSLY

NOMINAL GAIN 17-18 DB BOTH BANDS
PRICES BOTH TYPES:

63.75 Battery model or 65.87 Self-contained mains version
Postage and Packing 13p

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED
6 ORCHARD GARDENS, TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON

Telephone: Teignmouth 4757

AERIAL BOOSTERS
We make four types of Aerial
Boosters. La 625 U.H.F., LI2
V.H.F. TV. LII V.H.F. Radio,
LIO M/W & 8/W. nice L45, L12
and L11 /295, 1.10 (.2.45.

VALVE BARGAINS
Any 5-45p, 10-70o:
1._2 '82, 14.1( E F80. EF85,
EF183, EF184, EBE89, E1301,
EY86, P(11.14, P('('89. PC97,
PS1e80, PCF86, PCL82. PCL83,
P(1,84, P(1,85, Pf,36, PYI3,
PY82, PY800, PY801, 30L15,
30015, 6-301,2.
POST AND PACKING : Under LI

19" TV Le SO
10" 405 Slimline Televisions in
good working order, with com-
plete set of spare valves.
Price 16.50. (arriage £1 50.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
2-8 ins. by 4 ins. boards complete
with etching compound and
instructions. 40p.

SOOMFD CAPACITORS
500infd-25v/w Brand New Elec-
trolytic with long leads. I I D each.

. Sp. Over LI, 10o. S.A.E. for leaflets
on all items. Money back guarantee if not completely satisfied.

VELCO ELECTRONICS
62B Bridge Street, Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs.

LUBECK ENGINEERING CO.
19" Monopanel = (A47/14W-CME 1908) £6.50
19" Rimband = (A47/26W-CME 1913) L7.00

20" Rimband = (A50/I 20W-CME 2013) i875
23" Monopanel (A59/15W-CME 2308) 03.50
23" Rimband = (A59/23W-CME 2313)L10-50
24" Rimband = (A61/120W-CME 2413) 1I2.50
(19" A47/28I3W Plus Kit = 19" Twin Panel) L10.00
(23" A59/2316W Plus Kit = 23" Twin Panel) C13.00

(NO MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED)
Full range available-Bulk user discounts.

Also rebuilt CRT'S with 2 year g'tee from i4-00

NEW

TV
TUBES

16 LIMES ROAD,CROYDON, SURREY
01-689 0193

Reverse charge telephone calls accepted from anywhere.
Free Delivery South London.

LESS 10 IF YOU COLLECT. LESS 10 IF YOU BUY 25 OFF. 1521

COLOUR, UHF AND TELEVISION SPARES
"TELEVISION" COLOUR SET PARTS. AVAILABLE FROM
US, SAVE UM CALL, PHONE, or WRITE FOR UP TO
DATE INFORMATION. DLI 11.95, DL20 1345 p.p. 25p.
CRYSTAL 90p p.p. 5p, LUMINANCE DELAY LINE 90p,
p.p. 15p. SPECIAL OFFER SURPLUS/I NCOMPLETE G.E.C.
COLOUR DECODER PANELS INCL DL20, CRYSTAL dc
APPROX: 50% OF RESISTORS, CONDS., DIODES, TRAN-
SIST, etc., for "Television" DECODER 15.50 p.p. 30p. PLESSEY
SCAN COILS 15.75 p.p. 35p. CONVERGENCE COILS 13.80
p.p. 25p. BLUE LATERAL 1145 p.p. 9p, or Complete Set £10
p.p. 50p. MULLARD TYPE, SCAN COILS 1340 p.p. 35p,
CONVERGENCE COILS 1115 p.p. 25p. INTEGRATED
TRANSISTORISED DECODER UNIT including Circuits
1115 p.p. 10p. LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER including
EHT and FOCUS ASSEMBLY £350 p.p. 35p. (Large selection
British makers surplus/salvaged colour panels; decoders, scan,
convergence IF, power, etc.)
SPECIAL OFFER VARICAP UHF tuner ELC 1043, for elec-
tronic tuning, incl. data 14.50 p.p. 25p.
UHF 825 conversion kits and tuners available at reduced prices.
Lists available.
UHF tuners transistd, incl. 8/M drive, indicator 1845, or push-
button 15.25. UHF/VHF transistd. basic tuner, latest type, incl.
circuit 18-95. Cyldon valve type, 11.50 p.p. 25p.
MURPHY 600/700 series UHF conversion kits in cabinet plinth
assembly can he used as separate UHF receiver 17.50 p.p. 50p.
SOBELL/GEC Dual 405/625 IF amp and o/p chassis incl. circuit
£1 .50 p.p. 30p. PHILIPS 625 P/C IF panel incl. circuit £1 p.p. 25p.
EKCO/FERRANTI UHF tuner kit incl. valves, slow motion
drive, knobs, leads, aerial panel 15.50 p.p. 30p.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTERS. Latest PYE/LABGEAR all station
UHF/VHF transistd. 3 outlet Amplifier NM.
FIREBALL TUNERS Ferg. HMV, Marconi. New 1140 p.p. 25p.
PUSH BUTTON Plessy, Ekco, Ferranti £1 p.p. 25p.
TURRET TUNERS. KB "Featherlight" VC11, Philips 170 series,
GEC2010 £2.50, AB Dual Standard Suitable Ferguson, Baird, KB
etc. 75p, Cyldon C 75p, Pye 110/510 Pam, Invicta, Miniature,
incremental 12-50. Peto Scott 960, Cossor 1964, Decca 95/606
11.50 p.p. 25p.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Popular types available,
brand new replacements, fully guar. A selection which can be
supplied p.p. 25p. C.O.D. 25p.
MURPHY 849 to 939, 153 to 179 14.50 SPECIAL OFFERS
PHILIPS 1768/2168, 1796/2196 £4.50 Bush TV75/86 £2.50
PHILIPS 17T0100 Range Bush TV95/99 £2.50
STELLA 1011/1029 13-90 BUSH 141, 148,

PHILIPS 19T0121 to 156 .. £4.50
PHILIPS 19TG170, 210 series .. £4.50
BUSH TV53 to 69 £1.75105 to 178 £4.50
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25 or U26) £3.75
FERRANTI 1001/19 (U25 or U26) £3.75
EKCO 342 to 394, FERRANTI
1021 to 1065 £8'
EKCO, FERRANTI 418, 1093 etc. £3.
DECCA DM17,, 3, 4 (70); DR95
101/606 DR1, 2, 3, 121, 122, 123 £3-
FERG 305 to 436, 606 to 727 .. £3.
FERG, HMV, MARCONI,
ULTRA, PHILCO 3600, 2600,
4600, 6600, 1100 series, Jellypot £3
KB RV20, SV20, VC1 to VC11 £4
MARCONI VT157 to 172 .. 13.90
GEC 302 to 346, £2.50, 448 to 452 £8.25
GEC 454/6, 2000 series .

.

. 14.50
pHyMEV 1c8T8315//9c, w187 0/8

series
191( Op /ril n9 t24; 13.90

circuit) 17/21, 17/8, 110 to 510,
700, 830, 1, 2, 3, 11U to 48 .. 13.90
PAM, INVICTA equiv. LOFTS
to above PYE . . 13.90
SOBELL/MoMICH.AEL ITS 173,
180, T23, 24, 178, 278, SC24, 270
MP17, 18, M72, M74, M247

.

£2.50
TPS 781, 279, SC34, 370, MP2.7,
M75, 76, 93, T25, 280, TPS710.. 18.
195, 282 to 288, 762, 763 .. £8-
SOBELL 196/7, 1000 series .. £4'
PHILCO 1010 to 1021 .. £2.

90
90

95
90

75
00

25
25
50
25

ULTRA 1770 to 2834 .. £3.90

EKCO 407/417.. £2 50
FERR.1084/1092 £2.50
FERO 506 to 546 £1.50
HMV 1890 to 1896 £1 50
Murphy 149,
159, 15KV £2 50
P/SCOTT

1419/1725 .. £1.75
P/SCOTT

733/738 .. £250
REG 10.6 10-17 £2 50
REG 191, 192,

17-18 £2 50
RGD 519, 606,

610. 612, 619,
620. 711 .. £2.50

LOPT Inserts p.p. 15p
Alba 655, 856 .. £1.75
Cossor 933 to 950 £1.75
KB, NF70, OV30,
PV40, PV20,
QV10 20

VCII
30 £1.75

KB/ROD
Featherlight £250

KB/ROD VC1-9 £1.75
Philco 1030 series £1-75
Philips 17TG100
range .. £1.75

Pye, VT4, VT7 .. £2.15
ROD 590 to 619 £1.75
REG 10-4, 10-12

PRACTICAL TV 825 RECEIVER
Integrated push button transistorised tuner £4.90 p.p. 25p
Transistorised IF panel .. 14-75 p.p. 25p
850 line output transformer .. £8.75 p.p. 25p
850 field output transformer £1.62 p.p. 15p
850 scan coils 1340 p.p. 25p

(p.p. on complete set of 5 items 50p)
THORN 850 Time Base Panel, Dual Standard £1 p.p. 30p

THORN 850 Mains Droppers 25p, p.p 10p (state approx. values)
VALVE BASES ROD for PL500 series and colour 10p p.p. 51)

CALLERS WELCOME AT SHOP PREMISES

MANOR SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6

(Near W. Hampstead tube stn; 28. 59. 159 Bus Routes) 01-7948751
MAIL ORDER: 64 SOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
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In just 2 minutes,find out how
you can qualify for promotion
or a better job in Engineering . .
That's how long it will take you to fill in the coupon below. Mail it to
B.I.E.T. and we'll send you full details and a free book. B.I.E.T. has
successfully trained thousands of men at home-equipped them for
higher pay and better, more interesting jobs. We can do as much for
YOU. A low-cost B.I.E.T. Home Study Course gets results fast -:-
makes learning easier and something you look forward to. There are
no books to buy and you can pay -as -you -learn. If you'd like to know
how just a few hours a week of your spare time, doing something
constructive and enjoyable, could put you out in front, post the
coupon today. No obligation.

WHICH SUBJECT WOULD INTEREST YOU?
Mechanical
A.M.S.E. (Mech.)
Inst. of Engineers
Mechanical Eng.
Maintenance Eng.
Welding
General Diesel Eng.
Sheet Metal Work
Eng. Inspection
Eng. Metallurgy
C. & G. Eng. Crafts
C. & G. Fabrication

Draughtsmanship

Gen. Draughtsmanship
Die & Press Tools
Eke. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Design of Elec. Machines
Technical Drawing
Building

Electrical & Electronic
A.M.S.E. (Eke.)
C. & 0. Eke. Eng.
General Eke. Eng.
Installations & Wiring
Electrical Maths.
Electrical Science
Computer Electrootics
Electronic Eng.

Radio& Telecomms.
C. & G. Telecomms.
C. & G. Radio Servicing
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
Radio Operators' Cert.
Radio & TV Engineering
Radio Servicing
Practical Television
TV Servicing
Colour TV
Practical Radio &

Electronics (with kit)

Auto & Aero
A.M.I.M.I.
MAA lMl Diploma
C. & G. Auto Eng.
General Auto Eng.
Motor Mechanics
A.R.B. Ccrts.
Gen. Am Eng.

Management &
Production

Computer l'rogramming
Inst. of Marketing
A.C.W.A.

Management
Work Study
Production Eng.
Storekeeping
Estimating
Personnel Management
Quality Control
Electronic Data

Processing
Numerical Control
Planning Engineering
Matetials Handling
Operational Research
Metrication

Constructional
A.M.S.E. (Cie.)
C. & 0. Structural
Road Engineering
Civil Engineering
Building
Air Conditioning
Heating & Ventilating
Carpentry & Joinery
Clerk of Works
Building Drawing

'Surveying
Painting and

Decorating.
Architecture
Builders' Quantities

General
C.E.I.
Petroleum Tech.
Practical Nlaths.
Refrigerator

Servicing.
Rubber Technology
Sales Engineer
Timber Trade
Farm Science
Agricultural Eng.
General Plastics

General Certificate
of Education

Choose from 42
'0' and 'A' Level
subjects including:
Lyn ish
Chemistry
General Science
Geology
Physics
MatheMatill
Technical Bracing
French
German
Russian
Spanish
Biology
B.I.E.T. and its
associated school's
have recorded well
over 10,00') G.C.E.
successes at '0' and
'A' teed.
WE COVER A WIDE
RANGE OF TECHNICAL
AND PROFESSIONAL
EXAMINATIONS.

Over 3,000 of our Students
have obtained City & Guilds
Certificates. Thousands of
other exam successes.

Accredited by the Council for the
Accreditation of Correspondence Colleges.

(Write if you prefer not to cut this page.)

THEY DID IT
SO COULD YOU

"My income has almost trebled . . . my
life is fuller and happier."-Case History
G/32I.
"In addition to having my salary doubled,
my future is assured."-Case History
H/493.
"Completing your Course meant going
from a job I detested to a job I love."-
Case History B/461.

FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
These letters-and there are many more
on file at Aldermaston Court-speak of
the rewards that come to the man who
has given himself the specialised know-
how employers seek. There's no surer
way of getting ahead or of opening up
new opportunities for yourself. It will
cost you a stamp to find out how we
can help you.

7reel
Why not do the thing that really interests you?
Without losing a day's pay, you could quietly
turn yourself into something of an expert.
Complete the coupon (or write if you prefer
not to cut the page). We'll send you full
details and a FREE illustrated book. No
obligation and nobody will call on you ... but
it could be the best thing you ever did.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Dept B1 Aldermaston
Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY

To: B.I.E.T., Dept. B1, Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF111
Mi

Please send me book and details of your Courses in

IName
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

Address

Age .. . .

Occupation

B.I.E.T- IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE SCHOOL OF CAREERS -ALDERMASTON COURT, BERKSHIRE


